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ABSTRACT 

Computer mediated communication is becoming increasingly prevalent, with innovations 

being introduced in rapid succession. One of the more recent ones is video game live 

streaming, which has seen a huge spike in popularity over the last few years, but is still 

scarcely researched. This paper placed a streaming platform, Twitch.tv, into the fields of 

research on computer mediated communication and community building, and argues for 

Twitch.tv’s capabilities as a platform where advanced social networks can emerge, as well as 

Twitch.tv having developed its own norms regarding the use of language. It approached this 

medium through the scope of social networking theory, and sought to test whether the 

distribution of Twitch.tv standard features can be predicted on the basis of network density. 

We have compiled small quantitative corpora and analyzed the frequency with which 

linguistic features specific to Twitch.tv were used in networks of varying densities. The 

results confirmed the notion of network density influencing the distribution of Twitch.tv 

standard linguistic features, as the frequency with which these features were used increased as 

the networks got looser. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the course of the last two decades, computer mediated communication (CMC) has 

become more and more prevalent, and with it, academic research in the field has seen 

increasing interest. New forms of and innovations pertaining to CMC are introduced in rapid 

succession. One of the more recent ones is video game livestreaming, which has seen an 

enormous increase in popularity over the past few years, but due to the recent nature of the 

phenomenon it is still scarcely researched (Hamilton, Garretson & Kerne 2014; Olejniczak 

2015). Moreover, it exhibits some interesting attributes pertaining to communication and 

language that make it unique in its own regard: it is a multimodal, synchronous form of 

communication in which “viewer participation and community building gain emphasis” 

(Hamilton et al. 2014: 1315). Twitch.tv is the most popular website that houses such video 

game livestreams. It averages around 1.5 million unique visitors per day (Quantcast 2015), 

subdivided into livestreams of various sizes (some of the most popular streamers can reach up 

to 50,000 concurrent viewers, and tournament broadcast streams (comparable to a sports 

game) can reach over a million). According to Hamilton et al. (2014: 1316), “stream 

communities form around a shared identity” and as such, they exhibit linguistic features 

specific to the streaming community. Olejniczak (2015: 332-333) has shown three features to 

be central to the general language use on Twitch.tv: the repetition principle, Twitch.tv 

emoticons and neologisms. Moreover, his research shows that the distribution of these 

features varies per community. There is, to date, no clear answer as to how or why these 

features are distributed differently.  

 

This thesis will function as exploratory research to test one of the many possible explanations: 

that the frequency with which these Twitch.tv linguistic features are used by specific 
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Twitch.tv networks, correlates with the density of said networks. It will therefore approach 

Twitch.tv through the scope of social networking theory (Milroy & Milroy 1985), and will be 

centered on the following research question: 

 

To what extent can the unique linguistic features exhibited by streaming communities on 

Twitch.tv be explained by the density of their network? 

 

Social networking theory poses that the denser a network is, the more resistant it is to change. 

The expectation is therefore that dense networks on Twitch.tv will be influenced less by the 

features central to language use on Twitch.tv than loose networks, that is to say: the denser 

networks are expected to use these features less frequently than the looser networks.  

 

In section 1.1, this thesis will attempt to place Twitch.tv within the field of research on CMC, 

and explain the basic concepts of Twitch.tv. In section 1.2, it will then outline four criteria 

generally used in the field of CMC research to define and explain a medium, and apply these 

to Twitch.tv in order to better understand the communication on this medium. Hereafter in 

section 1.3, it will place Twitch.tv in the field of research pertaining to community building in 

CMC, and discuss the applicability of social networking theory on this medium. Lastly it will 

report on the experiment that was conducted in order to answer the research question and test 

the hypothesis. 
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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

     1.1 Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) 

This section will outline the concepts pertaining to CMC relevant to this thesis, and will serve 

as a gateway to define video game live streaming as a medium of communication, and 

Twitch.tv as a platform. CMC refers to any human communication that takes place through, 

or is facilitated by, two or more electronic devices. A wide variety of media therefore fall 

under the umbrella of CMC, a few examples of which are e-mail, chat rooms, internet relay 

chat (IRC) and text messaging. CMC is recognized to combine a multitude of features that are 

associated with face-to-face interaction such as “immediacy and informality of style, 

transience of message, reduced planning and editing, rapid [or immediate] feedback” with 

properties of written language, such as “lack of visual and paralinguistic cues, physical 

absence of the addressee, written mode of delivery, etc” (Georgakopoulou 2011: 94). The 

increasing prevalence and importance of CMC has caused academic interest and research to 

thrive within a variety of social science disciplines, or as Georgakopoulou put it: “Within the 

broad linguistic areas of discourse studies and pragmatics alone, the range of topics and 

methodologies, as well as the pace of advances can only be rivaled by the rapid changes in the 

ever-growing medium itself” (2011: 93). 

 

The combination of both of spoken-like and written-like features in CMC have sparked 

debate about the classification of CMC. Romiszowski and Mason (1996: 398) state that 

“CMC has been likened to speech, and to writing, and considered to be both and neither 

simultaneously.” This ‘interactive written discourse’ or ‘written speech’ has been proposed in 

as early as 1991 by Kaye to be a different form altogether. Nowadays, there is a substantial 

body of work on both the spoken and written features of CMC that have largely outlined the 

discourse composition of various platforms (e.g., Reid 1991; Werry 1996; Du Bartell 1995; 
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Maynor 1994; Yates 1992; Amiran & Unsworth 1991). All of these studies report a dynamic 

interaction of stylistic features in the various modes of CMC, which has caused a general 

consensus towards neither using a dichotomic distinction between spoken and written genres, 

nor a trichotomic spoken/written/electronic distinction, but rather treating it as “a continuum 

of discourse practices that not only cut across the three modes but also present several 

dimensions of variation which cannot form unitary and independent links with each of them” 

(Georgakopoulou, 2011: 96). 

 

               1.1.1. Video Game Live Streaming as CMC 

 

Herring (2004: 29) stated that two technological trends affected multimedia CMC: increased 

bandwidth, allowing for incorporation of i.a. video and audio in communication platforms, 

and a growing tendency for availability through web browser interface, leading to easier 

accessibility for the general public. Even though this made audio and video streaming for 

entertainment purposes more popular, they were largely not used for communication. Herring 

concluded that “CMC has yet to embrace its full multimedia potential.” (2004: 29) 

 

Twelve years later it seems that CMC is in fact embracing its full multimedia potential 

through what is known as live streaming, video game live streaming being the most popular 

(henceforth simply referred to as streaming or broadcasting
1
). A stream can be centered on an 

event, such as a gaming tournament, as well as an individual streamer. Anyone with access to 

the internet can be a streamer, as there exist a plethora of free streaming platforms, and can 

stream content on almost any subject. The most notable development here is that viewers no 

longer solely go to streaming channels for the entertainment value of auditory and visual 

                                                           
1 Broadcasting and streaming are used interchangeably for the purposes of this paper as they are used to refer 

to the same concept. 
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streaming, but also for the chat accompanying each channel, showing that streams are now in 

fact used for communication and that this is no longer secondary to another purpose 

(Hamilton et al. 2014). This has recently caused an increase of academic interest in the subject 

from a variety of social science disciplines such as linguistics and sociology (Hamilton et al. 

2014; Hope 2014; Ramirez, Saucerman & Dietmeier 2014; Olejniczak 2015) which have 

shown Twitch.tv streams or channels to be participatory communities (Hamilton et al. 2014: 

1315) with the capability of developing their own language varieties (Olejniczak 2015: 330). 

The next section will define Twitch.tv as a platform, after which this will be addressed in 

more detail.  
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1.1.1.1. Twitch.tv 

 

Twitch.tv is a streaming platform specialized in gaming, allowing both casual players and 

eSport (electronic sport) organizations to broadcast in any language. As a result, it has over 

1.7 million unique broadcasters and 16 million unique viewers per month (Quantcast 2015). 

Furthermore, the linguistic features of Twitch.tv also appear to diffuse into the general 

language of the gaming community outside of Twitch.tv (Olejniczak 2015: 333).  

A Twitch.tv stream generally looks like this, even though broadcast layout may vary: 

Figure 1. Screenshot of a broadcast by ‘Aboekracity’, usernames other than  

the broadcaster’s have been blacked out (used with permission of streamer). 

 

The broadcast, usually showing gameplay, is shown on the left, and the chat room where 

viewers of a specific stream can interact with the streamer and each other is situated on the 

right. Streamers often include a webcam feed of themselves embedded in the content “to 
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facilitate richer engagement” (Hamilton 2014: 1316). Above the content box, the title, the 

game being played and the language of the broadcast can be specified by the streamer. 

 

Twitch.tv streams make use of both one-way communication (e.g., instant messaging) and 

two-way communication (e.g., Skype) (Cherny 1999). That is to say, “whether or not a 

message is transmitted entirely as a single unit” (Herring 2008: 615). Therefore the chat 

makes use of one-way transmission, and the streamer of two-way transmission, as the 

addressee(s) (here: the viewers) are able to hear the message during its production. Two-way 

transmission is rare in CMC (Herring 2008) and may, among other things such as the webcam 

feed, be part of the reason viewers feel engaged with the stream.  

 

     1.2. Factors Influencing CMC 

 

In addition to CMC differing from non-CMC, distinct media within the field of CMC show 

discrepancies pertaining to their way of communicating as well. The next section will outline 

four criteria generally used in the field of CMC research to define and explain a medium, and 

apply these to Twitch.tv in order to facilitate a better understanding of communication on this 

platform. 

 

          1.2.1. Synchronicity 

 

Romiszowski & Mason (1996: 398) defined ‘synchronicity’ as referring to whether 

communication occurs in real-time or in delayed-time. They stated that in asynchronous 

forms of communication “there is a, potentially significant, time delay between sending a 

message and it being read”. A chat room, for instance, is an example of a synchronous, real-
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time, form of CMC, where an online forum is an asynchronous, delayed-time, form of CMC. 

Outside of the domain of CMC, synchronous communication has its equivalent in for instance 

a face-to-face discussion or in a lecture, where asynchronous communication would be 

sending a letter. It is important to note that, particularly in CMC media, actual time is not 

necessarily significant to the notion of synchronicity, but rather whether interacting humans 

are required to be present in the same, albeit virtual, space at the time of communication. It is 

after all not impossible to react faster to an e-mail than to a comment in a chat room.  

 

Synchronicity is shown to have an impact on multiple aspects of CMC. First of all, 

synchronous forms of CMC seem to be characterized, more so than asynchronous forms, by 

the aforementioned characteristics of face-to-face interaction, such as reduced planning and 

editing (Georgakopoulou 2011: 94), increased immediacy (Romiszowski & Mason 1996: 397; 

Georgakopoulou 2011: 94) and “reduction of linguistic complexity relative to asynchronous 

modes” (Herring 2008: 617). Moreover, synchronous forms of CMC have been shown to be 

more playful and jocular (Danet 1995: 2; Georgakopoulou 2011: 100). Lastly, synchronicity 

has been shown to impact processes of communication pertaining to information conveyance 

and convergence: asynchronous forms of CMC tend to be more suitable for the process of 

conveyance, where synchronous forms tend to be more suitable for the process of 

convergence (Dennis et al. 2008; Hassell & Limayem 2011; see also Media synchronicity 

theory (MST).  

 

Twitch.tv is a synchronous medium, as participation is accomplished through joining a 

channel.  Its chat is therefore characterized by the aforementioned features of synchronous 

CMC media. A frequent problem hindering interaction in CMC media, mostly on 

synchronous platforms, pertains to them being “interactionally incoherent” and “structurally 
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fragmented” as a result of computer systems disregarding turn-taking (Herring 2008: 618). 

This problem pertains to what Werry in 1996 coined ‘addressivity,’ and causes multiple 

participators to converse on different subjects with different interlocutors at the same time. To 

overcome problems regarding addressivity, Twitch.tv chat includes a feature that allows the 

participants to directly address other participants by typing @[username], after which the 

addressee will get a notification that they are being addressed. By overcoming this issue of 

addressivity participants are still able to engage in meaningful interaction, where otherwise 

the huge number of participants would render any form of meaningful interaction virtually 

impossible. 

 

          1.2.2. Persistence, Transience and Message Uptime 

 

‘Transience (of message)’ and the more commonly used term ‘persistence’ both refer to 

whether, and for how long, previous messages remain accessible to participants (Condon & 

Cech 1996). Low persistency - or a high degree of transience - can for example be found in 

instant messaging services (e.g., chat rooms), because the content is lost
2
 when the 

conversation is over - in this case, when the dialog box has been closed. High persistency can 

be found in for instance e-mail and forums. 

 

A nuance needs to be made here due to the ambiguity of persistence or transience of message 

when applied to Twitch.tv: because past broadcasts are saved, including a replay of the chat 

log, previous messages technically remain accessible to participants for up to 60 days, thusly 

the claim could be made that Twitch.tv is a medium with high persistency. However, this is 

highly irrelevant to the participants themselves, as a participant would have to remember the 

                                                           
2
 Unless a participator has actively put in the effort to save parts of the text 
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exact timestamp in a sometimes 10-hour long stream to access the message. Furthermore, it 

would be unlikely for the participant to continue his conversation with the interlocutor(s) of 

that time, as they would have to be in the same channel - and reading the chat - at the same 

time as the participant. A more relevant measure of persistency in Twitch.tv chat can then be 

achieved by looking at the ‘message uptime’. This measures the amount of time a message is 

visible in the chat-window, and therefore decreases if messages are being sent at a more rapid 

pace. Seeing as the amount of messages varies per channel, depending on viewer count and 

chat-activity, the persistency of Twitch.tv chat also varies. Research into message uptime on 

Twitch.tv chat has shown that a message has screen time averaging approximately 100 

seconds during a small broadcast, and 10 seconds during a large broadcast (Olejniczak 2015: 

331). It can therefore be concluded that the persistency of Twitch.tv chat, although varying, is 

relatively low. Persistency in CMC has been shown to alter mostly sentence length, where 

low persistency favours shorter sentences as there is less time for interlocutors to read and 

interpret a message (Herring 2008; Georgakopoulou 2011). Lower message uptimes, and 

therefore lower persistency, are then expected to cause sentences on Twitch.tv to be shorter. 

This correlation is confirmed in Olejniczak’s research (2015:331).  

 

          1.2.3. Anonymity 

 

Research by Kim & Raja (1991) has shown that anonymous CMC media were subject to 

increased contentiousness and ‘flaming’ (overtly hostile message content targeting another 

user) when compared to media that require the user to provide for instance their name or e-

mail address. On the flipside, it has also been proposed that anonymity leads to a higher 

degree of self-disclosure because it encourages freedom of expression and adds to the comfort 

of the participant (Hawkes 1997; Jiang, Bazarova & Hancock 2011). Twitch.tv is an 
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anonymous platform for the viewers, as the only input it requires is a username. However, 

users can update their profile including more personal information if they are so inclined. 

Furthermore, when attending a channel and participating in its chat more than once, chances 

are that in due time viewers will be recognized by the streamer and/or the viewers. It is 

debatable whether this actually reduces anonymity, but concern for loss of positive-face can 

occur when deciding whether or not to indulge in e.g., flaming in a channel the user 

frequents
3
. Increased contentiousness or flaming also relates to the problem of relative lack of 

governing codes of conduct in CMC (Mcquail 2005). On Twitch.tv, streamers generally 

create their own codes of conduct and post them on their channel (e.g., no swearing, only 

speak English, no harassment). If viewers then fail to adhere, the streamer has an option to 

ban the individual from chatting, or from their channel altogether. A streamer can also appoint 

moderators, usually people close to the streamer and/or regulars, who share this possibility of 

prohibiting viewers from engaging in further conversation, creating a sense of social control. 

 

          1.2.4. Active vs. Passive Participation 

 

The distinction between active and passive participation (also known as lurking) refers to 

whether or not viewers are engaging with others (or on Twitch.tv, whether or not they are 

chatting). Lurking or “the passive consumption of electronic discussions” (Romiszowsky & 

Mason 1996: 399) has been the subject of ongoing debate and criticism of many CMC forms, 

where a discussion or chat being dominated only by a small part of the participants is seen as 

a bad thing. However, Romiszowsky & Mason (1996: 399) posited that in most face-to-face 

environments a select few dominate the discourse as well, with others making only occasional 

contributions, thus lurking most of the time. Moreover, they stated it would be impossible, 

                                                           
3
 Regularity of visits, size of viewerbase and chat participation are all factors that weigh in here. 
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also on CMC platforms, if all participants tried to actively engage at the same time. They 

therefore propose lurkers not to be seen as passive recipients but rather as being actively 

engaged in reading. 

 

An issue pertaining to active vs passive participation that is exclusive to streaming lies with 

the viewer count (this indicates the number of participants during a broadcast) of a channel. 

The viewer count is solely based on whether the channel is opened in someone’s web 

browser, and is unable to keep track of whether the possible participant is actually watching 

the stream or engaging in the chat. Moreover, it is possible to close the chat window or make 

the broadcast full screen, possibly increasing the number of passive (or in this case, inactive) 

participants. This problem will be addressed later on in section 2.1. 

 

     1.3. Community Building in CMC and Twitch.tv 

 

“CMC, of course, is not just a tool; it is at once technology, medium, and engine of social 

relations. It not only structures social relations, it is the space within which the relations occur 

and the tool that individuals use to enter that space” (Jones 1995). 

The notion of ‘community’ in the social sciences traditionally used to presuppose a shared 

space between participants. Together with a lack of visual and social context cues, early 

cultural theorists expressed pessimistic views towards relationships or communities on CMC 

media (Georgakopoulou 2011: 102). However it was specifically the CMC media that led to a 

redefinition of the notion of communities as a “product of shared relationships, norms, and 

values” (Watson 1997: 121). This was due in part to the CMC media showing users coming 

together and creating social structures exclusively out of words, even creating rules and 

sanctions against the violations of set rules in the process, together with hierarchical social 
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structures (Herring 2008; Georgakopoulou 2011). In time, this caused CMC research to be 

based less on textual analyses and more on social interactionist approaches (Georgakopoulou 

2011: 103). 

 

          1.3.1. Twitch.tv Communities     

 

Hamilton et al. (2014: 1315) in their research on Twitch.tv found that viewers engage in live 

streaming for two reasons: “they are drawn to the unique content of a particular stream, and 

they like being interacted with and participating in that stream’s community”. They claimed 

Twitch.tv streams to be participatory communities, “characterized by openness [and] the 

encouragement of members to engage in shared activities”, of which the primary activity is its 

sociability, defined as “the sheer pleasure of being together” (Hamilton et al. 2014: 1315). 

Furthermore, they concluded that streams function as virtual third places, a concept coined by 

ray Oldenburg in 1997 referring to informal public spaces where people engage in sociability 

to form and maintain communities, “in which informal communities emerge, socialize, and 

participate. Over time, stream communities form around shared identities drawn from 

streams’ contents and participants’ shared experiences” (Hamilton et al. 2014: 1315).  

 

As a platform there are ample ways in which Twitch.tv lends itself to community-building 

that are generally not seen in CMC. There are, for instance, in-built mechanisms in the 

medium that allow for clear structuring of social hierarchy. Examples of this include 

moderators (upholding the codes of conduct, appointed by the streamer) and subscribers 

(audience members that pay a monthly fee to gain privileges such as a subscriber icon in front 

of their name). Moreover, the streamers try to actively have their audience participate in the 

stream by setting chat commands that influence the broadcast in one way or another (an 
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example of this, taken from the stream of Aboekracity, is !bet, which allows the audience 

member bet on the outcome of the game being played), as well as encouraging them to re-

visit in the future, for instance by granting audience members virtual currency for every three 

minutes they spend watching the stream (which can be used to buy a variety of things, such as 

joining a game on stream). This active endeavor towards community building comes with 

interesting implications for research. First of all, it can cause larger and denser communities 

to arise when compared to previous forms of CMC due to factors such as in-built social 

hierarchy. Secondly, being a community-driven platform it is more likely for a standard usage 

of language unique to Twitch.tv to arise, as well as varieties hereof within specific networks.  

 

          1.3.2. Social networking theory and Twitch.tv 

 

Georgakopoulou (2011: 103) predicted that next to social interactionist approaches to CMC, 

the concept of social network would be increasingly applied to CMC communities, “aimed at 

capturing the participants’ social interactions and the relationship of those social patterns to 

the distribution of linguistic variables”. Such an approach has been applied by Paolillo (1999) 

to IRC channels similar to Twitch.tv chat in their synchronicity, anonymity and persistence. 

His research is based on the sociolinguistic theory of social networks (also social networking 

theory or SNT) by Milroy and Milroy (1992) that accounts for language change on the basis 

of i.a. network tie strength. ‘Strong ties’ are characterized by more frequent interaction 

between the members of a network, and are typically associated in more than one social 

capacity (e.g., friends and colleagues), while ‘weak ties’ are characterized by more transient 

contact and are typically not anchored to any territory (Paolillo 1999). The theory claims that 

“members that are at the center of networks with predominantly strong ties tend to use more 

non-standard, vernacular variants” while members that are more periphery of the same 
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network with predominantly weak ties “tend to have higher incidence of variants associated 

with the recognized standard variety” (Paolillo 1999: “Social Networks Language and IRC”). 

This pattern has caused Milroy and Milroy to speculate that strong ties propagate linguistic 

changes towards non-standard varieties, while weak ties propagate linguistic change towards 

the standard variety (Milroy & Milroy 1992). While Paolillo was unable to show a correlation 

between network tie strength and the frequency of non-standard linguistic variables within a 

single network, his research did provide some other relevant results. Firstly, his research 

showed that CMC media have highly structured social relationships. Secondly, peripheral 

members used variables that were widespread through IRC, which may hint towards a 

‘standard’ usage particular to IRC, and if so, this would be naturally spread through weaker 

social network ties. A possible reason for why Paolillo’s research could not predict language 

use on the basis of SNT, one that he attested to himself, is that his research was conducted 

within the boundaries of a single network, without taking into account a possible ‘standard’ 

variety to IRC that differed from standard use of English. Olejniczak has argued for the 

existence of such a standard variety of language Twitch.tv, and discerned three features 

central to its use (2015: 333). These features will be further discussed in the methodology.    

 

So far it has been shown that Twitch.tv is a relatively new, yet popular, medium of 

communication, capable of developing highly structured social networks, with possible 

implications for a standard usage of language unique to the medium. This thesis, then, seeks 

to answer the following question: to what extent can the unique linguistic features exhibited 

by streaming communities on Twitch.tv be explained by the density of their network? Even 

though SNT has been applied to earlier CMC media without clear success, this thesis will 

conduct its study while taking into account standard linguistic features unique to the medium 

based on recent research, and will not limit itself to research within a single network.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

 

In order to facilitate an answer to the research question, four corpora have been compiled 

based on streams of various densities. Density in this research has been defined as how 

connected the members of a particular community are with each other. The density of a 

community was then subdivided into four categories: dense, relative dense, relatively loose 

and loose, with one streaming community being picked for each category. This research used 

an arbitrary excerpt of a streaming community’s chat during a broadcast, rather than the 

entirety of messages during a broadcast, as this provided ample data to answer the research 

question in an exploratory manner. About 5 minutes of chat in the larger samples already 

provided over 1.000 messages, with streams being able to last for up to twelve hours. To 

retain all interaction, no messages were left out during the gathering of the data, and all data 

corresponds to the chat during a time span of about 5-15 minutes. The resulting quantitative 

data was then transcribed into four fully text-based corpora, this means that emoticons are 

denoted by the ‘hotkey’, the keystroke by which to insert an emoticon, rather than the 

emoticon itself. The corpora were then investigated in their frequency and use of Twitch.tv 

standard features as explained below. Section 2.1 will first outline which streaming channels 

were chosen for this research and how values of density were attributed to these networks, 

after which section 2.2 will discuss how the linguistic features of Twitch.tv have been 

analyzed.  
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     2.1. Density and Networks 

 

Attributing values of density to the various networks proved problematic due to the 

anonymity of the viewers, leaving no room to calculate density on the basis of actual 

connections between members of a community divided by the potential connections between 

members of that same community. Moreover, it is relatively safe to assume that in a 

community that does not share geographical space, the actual connections will generally be 

low. Furthermore, the medium provides only for uniplex relations between participants, that is 

to say, individuals only communicate within the boundaries of one social context (here, the 

streaming community). In order to overcome these problems, values of density were 

attributed based on three factors. The first factor used was the amount of strong ties in a 

network. Strong ties are central figures in a community. If the percentage of strong ties in a 

community is then relatively high compared to the percentage of weak ties, it can be assumed 

that a network is denser because of the larger interconnectedness within that community. A 

strong tie value was attributed to a participant if they were either a subscriber or a moderator 

(or both), because a participant does not become a moderator before having spent a significant 

amount of time in a community and having earned the streamers trust, nor does someone 

choose to subscribe to a channel unless they have spent a large amount of time in a 

community, or intent to do so in the future. In the corpus, subscribers and moderators are 

indicated with respectively % and @ before their usernames (see appendix II-V). The second 

factor which determined the density of a network in this research was size. Trudgill (2010) 

showed that small communities are more likely to be dense and large communities are more 

likely to be loose. The size of the community was calculated by looking at the average 

concurrent viewers over the course of a week. The last factor used to determine density was 

the percentage of viewers that were participating in the chat. A percentually more active chat 
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shows a more devoted audience, signifying that the interaction is also what they came for. 

Active viewer participation was calculated by dividing the number of people participating in 

the chat by the number of viewers, with the help of a Java based script
4
.  

 

Based on these factors, four streaming channels were selected corresponding to various 

categories: dense, relatively dense, relatively loose and loose, with a corpus being compiled 

for each. These were all steamers that broadcast the same game (Hearthstone), in order to 

minimize the number of variables outside of network density (different games may come with 

different terminology or community norms altogether). Hearthstone is a turn-based card game 

developed by Blizzard, and is ranked 4
th

 as the most watched game on Twitch.tv. It was 

chosen because of its turn-based gameplay, which generally causes streamers to interact with 

their audience more actively when compared to different games (such as League of Legends), 

increasing the density of the communities. Moreover, increased interaction by the streamer 

also causes more social control, decreasing the amount of contentious content. The streamers 

that were chosen for this research, including the statistics influencing density, can be seen 

below in figure 2. 

 

Twitch.tv networks in 

terms of density 

Dense Relatively  

Dense 

Relatively  

Loose 

Loose 

Streamer Neviilz Thijs Amaz Kripparian 

Twitch.tv channel https://twitch.tv/

neviilz 

https://twitch.tv/

thijshs 

https://twitch.tv/

amazhs 

https://twitch

.tv/nl_kripp 

Approximate size of 

audience 

700 6000 17000 25000 

%Viewer participation 79% 76% 72% 67% 

Strong-tie messages 109 88 21 24 

%Strong-tie messages 27% 14% 3% 2% 
 

Figure 2. Network density of four Twitch.tv streams 

 

 

                                                           
4
 httpsL//tmi.twitch.tv/group/user/<streamname>/chatters 
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     2.2. Linguistic Features  

 

The theoretical framework has shown the capabilities of Twitch.tv as a platform where 

communities with complex social structures emerge, as well as having discussed multiple 

factors impacting language use on CMC in general. All of these factors, taken together with 

shared experience within communities, shape linguistic behaviour, and as a result 

“experienced users may communicate systematically different from new users” (Weber 2011). 

This section aims to outline the three features that have been deemed standard to the language 

use of Twitch.tv by Olejniczak (2015), and discuss how these have been analyzed in the 

research. 

 

          2.2.1. The Repetition Principle 

 

The repetition principle is unique to Twitch.tv and pertains to viewers frequently reproducing 

messages of other users at the same time, usually when something striking happens in the 

broadcast, resulting in sometimes hundreds of repeated messages with the same content. 

These repeated messages take various forms such as a story or the expression of a feeling, and 

are generally accompanied by emoticons. The repetition principle has been divided into three 

categories for this research: one-word repetitions, sentence repetitions and story (multiple 

sentences) repetitions, as these are contextually different. One-word repetitions are usually a 

quick reaction to an event on stream, sentence repetitions can have a variety of contexts, and 

story repetitions are generally low in actual content, rather being created solely for attempted 

circulation (it is quite frequent for these stories to end on something along the lines of “please 

do not copy paste”, which is meant as a false request not to reproduce them) (Olejniczak 

2015: 332). 
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          2.2.2. Twitch.tv Emoticons 

 

Emoticons are commonplace in CMC, and are generally used to replace social cues normally 

conveyed by non-verbal interaction in face-to-face communication (e.g., =) as a smile or =P 

as sticking out your tongue) (Georgakopoulou 2011). On Twitch.tv emoticons function 

somewhat differently. Rather than just replacing audiovisual cues, they are often used instead 

of regular words. Olejniczak (2015: 332) hypothesized that this occurs due to Twitch.tv 

language users having to respond to rapidly changing visual stimulus, and emoticons 

facilitating “transparent and quick expression”. Moreover, Park, Barash, Fink & Cha (2013: 

474) proposed that “emoticons are evolving from a universal way of expressing faces in text 

to culturally-bounded emotional dialects”. It is here important to note that Twitch.tv allows its 

streamers to upload custom emoticons that subscribers of their channel will be able to use 

anywhere on Twitch.tv. These custom emoticons usually resemble different facial expressions 

of a streamer, such as anger or surprise. As a result, there are over 1.000 emoticons, usually 

having a specific function or corresponding to a certain situation rather than replacing social 

cues. One of the most used emoticons on Twitch.tv is for instance ‘Kappa’, showing one of 

Twitch.tv’s developers making a face, and is solely used for denoting sarcasm. Moreover, 

there are emoticons corresponding to various degrees of happiness, sadness and anger (e.g., 

‘Babyrage’, showing an angry baby, is used when someone is angry about something deemed 

trivial). The usage of emoticons has been divided into four categories for this research: 

sentences containing one emoticon; sentences containing two or more emoticons; sentences 

consisting solely of one emoticon, and sentences consisting solely of multiple emoticons. This 

distinction has been made because of the varying contexts in which emoticons are used, such 

as strengthening or affecting the textual content, or to draw attention. A message containing 

one or more emoticon(s) refers to messages that are made up of both text and emoticon(s). A 
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message consisting of one or more emoticon(s) refer to messages that are entirely constructed 

out of emoticon(s).  

 

          2.2.3. Neologisms 

 

A neologism refers to a relatively new word, or to a new meaning being ascribed to an 

existing word (Levchenko 2010). Even though neologisms are certainly not exclusive to 

Twitch.tv, the community of Twitch.tv “uses a peculiar means of expression, which results in 

constant coining of new words, some of which survive the passage of time” (Olejniczak 2015: 

333). Furthermore, CMC often contains non-standard features, only a small percentage of 

which are caused by lack of knowledge of the standard language forms. They are rather used 

“to economize on typing effort, mimic spoken language features, or express themselves 

creatively” (Herring 2008: 617). This causes CMC media to be more abundant in neologisms 

than non-CMC media. An example of such a neologism is ‘Y’ meaning ‘why’, being 

relatively clear in meaning due to the similar pronunciation, yet saving the sender some effort. 

CMC is also known to have unconventional orthography as a result of representing auditory 

information, such as laughter, as text (e.g., hahaha) (Herring 2008). Representing auditory 

information as text and the results of economizing on typing effort have not deemed 

neologisms for the purposes of this research as they are extremely commonplace nowadays on 

CMC in general, causing these two categories to be fringe cases of neologisms. Moreover, 

they will not provide any insight as to the use of neologisms as an effect of Twitch.tv’s 

standard use of language. Syntactical neologisms such as morphological and phraseological 

neologisms, phonological neologisms and semantic neologisms were all included, but not 

accounted for in different categories. A categorization of different forms of neologisms 

proved irrelevant to the study. Multiple uses of the same neologisms were counted again. 
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3. RESULTS 

 

The absolute numbers of individual features per corpora can be found in appendix I and the 

respective corpora in appendix II - V. Figure 3 (below) shows the absolute numbers of all 

streams in one table, as well as the results in percentages, which were calculated by dividing 

the number of individual features in a corpus by the total number of messages in that corpus.  

 

 Streamer Neviilz Thijs Amaz Kripparian 

Feature  Amount  % Amount  % Amount  % Amount  % 

 Messages in corpus 406 100 631 100 714 100 1173 100 

          

Repetitions One word 39 10 88 14 50 7 94 8 

Sentence  57 14 69 11 57 8 129 11 

Story  0 0 14 2 164 23 188 16 

Total  96 24 171 27 271 38 411 35 

          

Emoticons Containing one 93 23 157 25 136 19 129 11 

Containing more 29 7 47 7 172 24 399 34 

Consisting of one 90 22 145 23 129 18 223 19 

Consisting of more 21 5 19 3 23 3 70 6 

Total 233 57 368 58 460 64 821 70 

          

Neologisms  6 1.4 16 2.5 19 2.7 35 3 

          

 No features 140 34 208 33 197 28 293 25 
    Figure 3. Results. Networks from left to right: dense, relatively dense, relatively loose, loose. 

 

Analyzing the respective corpora showed that they all had a relatively high number of 

messages containing Twitch.tv standard features, ranging from 67% in the dense category to 

75% in the loose category, which does seem to confirm that the distribution of features 

standard to Twitch.tv can be explained for by network density. The high amount of Twitch.tv 

standard features throughout all networks seems to go hand-in-hand with the rather low 

textual quality of the messages. They were generally of simple grammatical structure and 

contained only a few words. Two examples of this are “trusilver will destroy heckler” 
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(“trusilver” and “heckler” here both refer to names of in-game characters) and “how is the 

weed in malta?”. Moreover, there was little overall interaction, rather making place for 

reactionary content in the form of an exclamation or emoticon (e.g., “wow”, “Pogchamp” 

(emoticon denoting bliss), “lol” or “that’s amazing”). In the larger streams, these messages 

containing or consisting of one emoticon seem to have made way for messages containing 

multiple emoticons, often being neither high in content nor reactionary, but rather spam 

messages (e.g., ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧).  Total emoticon usage was higher for 

the looser streams when compared to the denser streams, respectively 70% to 57%, as was the 

use of neologisms, respectively 3% to 1.4%. Most neologisms pertained to general gaming 

terminology (e.g., ‘rekt’ meaning that someone badly lost a game), or to Hearthstone (e.g., 

‘coincede’ a collocation of ‘coin’, a card in the game, and to concede, implying that the 

streamer should forfeit the match because they have the coin). Some other commonly used 

neologisms that seem to be rather confined to Twitch.tv include for instance morphological 

neologisms such as adding the affix “-ino” or “-erino” to seemingly random words (e.g., 

‘skipperino’ instead of ‘skip’ (from ‘to skip’), and semantic neologisms, such as turning a 

gamer’s nickname into a verb. An example of this is the nickname of League of Legends 

professional ‘xPeke’, where ‘to xPeke’ is now used as ‘to outsmart’ due to his outstanding 

performance in an important match of League of Legends. Interestingly, these verbs created 

from nicknames also come in conjugated forms, such as ‘xPeked’ (you have been 

outsmarted). The total amount of repetitions was more numerous in the loose streams than in 

the dense streams (38% and 35% for the loose streams to 24% and 27% for the dense 

streams), of which the main difference was caused by the story repetitions. One-word 

repetitions were used slightly more by the dense networks than by the loose networks (10% 

and 14% for the dense streams to 7% and 8% for the loose streams), single sentence 

repetitions showed almost no difference, and the frequency of story repetitions in the loose 
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streams rocketed (0% in the dense sample to 38% and 35% in respectively the relatively loose 

and the loose sample). These multiple sentence repetitions were largely the same spam 

content as noted earlier. Even though the general trend of the looser a network is, the more 

Twitch.tv standard variety features it uses seems evident, the difference between the dense 

and relatively dense corpora (corresponding to the streams of Neviilz and Thijs) was nihil. 

Usage of emoticons saw a 1% increase in the respective samples, frequency of repetitions 

increased by 3%, and the frequency of messages without Twitch.tv standard features only 

differed by 1%. The use of neologisms, however, saw a proportionally large increase in 

frequency of usage, from 1.4% to 2.5%.  
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4. DISCUSSION  

 

Even though the corpora are relatively small in size, the data does seem to confirm the notion 

that network density can account for the distribution of Twitch.tv standard features. It shows a 

clear divide between the usage of Twitch.tv standard features with respect to the dense and 

the loose communities, with the loose networks using more Twitch.tv standard features than 

the dense networks. However, the difference between the dense and relatively dense networks 

was not so profound. This may point towards a breaking point where communities on 

Twitch.tv become too large to harbor interaction between viewers, possibly as a result of low 

message uptimes, causing viewers to engage in the spamming of messages without real 

content and trying to draw attention by using more emoticons. This seems to be strengthened 

by the increased frequency of multiple sentence repetitions and use of multiple emoticons 

towards the looser networks. The overall low textual quality of the messages and little 

interaction between participants throughout all streams may point towards either all of the 

networks being too large to be truly dense communities, or towards Twitch.tv being a medium 

that has its focus more on reactionary and facetious content than is assumed. It is interesting 

that the increase in emoticons per sentence goes together with a decrease in textual content, 

showing that perhaps single emoticons are indeed used to strengthen the textual content of the 

message, and multiple emoticons per sentence being of a more facetious nature, not meant for 

interaction but for the enjoyment of the sender (to draw either attention or to purposefully 

hinder interaction). Moreover, there seems to be a certain type of meta-humour or recurring 

inside jokes throughout the whole of Twitch.tv, as some of the repeated messages clearly 

meant to be playful were found throughout multiple streams (such as, “this streamer is look 

very nerd”). The neologisms that were used, aside from frequency, did not show much 

difference, and are largely used in the gamer community outside of Twitch.tv as well (even 
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though these terms may stem from Twitch.tv). The aforementioned morphological neologisms 

(adding ‘-ino’ or ‘-erino) may be a form of creative expression, and turning nicknames into 

verbs may pertain to a more advanced way of remembering celebrities for their 

accomplishments or striking moments. Outside of the domain of Twitch.tv, this is not unheard 

of, as indicated by the existence of phrases such as “he went Mike Tyson” (going crazy) or 

“he pulled a Cosby” (according to the urban dictionary: slipping drugs into a woman’s drink). 

On Twitch.tv phrases such as these may emerge in a similar way, and in time, possibly due to 

the high usage of these phrases together with the tendencies to economize on typing efforts 

and creative expression, they can then turn into full-fledged verbs including conjugations (“he 

pulled an xPeke” into “I just xPeked”). Interestingly, the keystrokes used as input for an 

emoticon on Twitch.tv are also used outside of the medium, suggesting that they may become 

neologisms in their written form (e.g., Feelsgoodman), or that the sender is presupposing a 

shared knowledge of Twitch.tv terminology when speaking to another gamer. The 

substitution of words for emoticons, as indicated by sentences consisting entirely of 

emoticons, may pose to be an interesting topic of further research. The current state of 

Twitch.tv emoticons still only allows for reactionary or rather basic content on the basis of 

emoticons (e.g., ‘im happy’), but with new emoticons being added daily, and their meaning 

getting ever more specified (e.g., ‘I think you’re overreacting’), it is possible that these could 

develop into their own method of communication.  

 

Further research on the topic may want to look at smaller networks with more qualitative 

corpora. All of the communities used in this thesis still had a proportionally large amount of 

weak links. This caused the amount of messages that were not reactionary, also in the dense 

communities, to be lower than expected. Networks with for instance less than 300 viewers are 

bound to have a relatively high percentage of strong ties and re-visiting audience members 
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actively participating in chat, probably increasing the amount messages meant for interaction. 

Qualitative corpora may also want to incorporate the spoken messages of the streamer, to gain 

better insight into what exactly participants are reacting to, and when this occurs. Moreover, 

further research may also want to improve on the size of the corpora, for instance by 

including all of the messages within multiple broadcasts of the same streamer. Aside from 

more data leading to increased validity of findings, the influence of weak links should become 

more clear this way, as they are not expected to re-visit on a regular basis. This also allows for 

the possibility to study meta-humour and neologisms of Twitch.tv versus meta-humour and 

neologisms specific to a channel, perhaps shedding light on how and where these emerge. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This study has placed Twitch.tv within the fields of research on CMC, shown the capabilities 

of Twitch.tv as a platform where communities with advanced social structures can occur, 

argued for a standard usage of language particular to Twitch.tv, and conducted an experiment 

applying social networking theory on this medium in order to test whether the distribution of 

linguistic features deemed standard to this platform can be accounted for by the density of its 

networks. The social networking theory poses that the denser a network is, the more resistant 

it is to change. We therefore expected that the denser networks in this study would be less 

influenced by the linguistic features standard to the language use of Twitch.tv. Through 

compiling, analyzing and comparing four corpora of various densities, which were based on 

their strong tie participation, the approximate size of the network, and the percentual active 

chat participation, it showed some evidence for this claim. In total, the dense networks had a 

higher percentage of messages not containing any linguistic features standard to Twitch.tv 

than the loose networks, ranging from 34% to 25%. Especially the usage of emoticons and 

repetitions was significantly lower in the denser networks. Even though its sample sizes were 

relatively small, the overall textual quality of the corpora was low, and further research with 

smaller networks and larger sample sizes will be required as proof, it did provide some 

evidence pertaining to the hypothesis, and a satisfactory answer to the research question. 

There was a clear connection between the frequency of linguistic features standard to 

Twitch.tv and the density of a network, confirming the notion that network density can indeed 

account for the distribution of linguistic features on Twitch.tv.  
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APPENDIX I  

 

Neviilz - Dense Occurrence 

Messages 406 

  

Containing one emoticon 93 

Containing multiple emoticons 29 

Consisting of one emoticon 90 

Consisting of multiple emoticons 21 

Total 233 

  

Neologisms 6 

  

Repetitions one word 39 

Repetitions sentence 57 

Repetitions story 0 

Total 96 

  

No Twitch.tv standard features 140 

 

Amaz – Relatively loose Occurrence 

Messages 714 

  

Containing one emoticon 136 

Containing multiple emoticons 172 

Consisting of one emoticon 129 

Consisting of multiple emoticons 23 

Total 460 

  

Neologisms 19 

  

Repetitions one word 50 

Repetitions sentence 57 

Repetitions story 164 

Total 271 

  

No Twitch.tv standard features 197 

 

 

 

  

Thijs - Relatively dense Occurrence 

Messages 631 

  

Containing one emoticon 157 

Containing multiple emoticons 47 

Consisting of one emoticon 145 

Consisting of multiple emoticons 19 

Total 368 

  

Neologisms 16 

  

Repetitions one word 88 

Repetitions sentence 69 

Repetitions story 14 

Total 171 

  

No Twitch.tv standard features 208 

Kripparian - Loose Occurrence 

Messages 1173 

  

Containing one emoticon 129 

Containing multiple emoticons 399 

Consisting of one emoticon 223 

Consisting of multiple emoticons 70 

Total 821 

  

Neologisms 35 

  

Repetitions one word 94 

Repetitions sentence 129 

Repetitions story 188 

Total 411 

  

No Twitch.tv standard features 293 
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APPENDIX II – Neviilz  

[13:17] Sinne20: notiHai @neviilz notiH 
[13:17] thehobbit2: 10/10 on 7. almost as good as dr. boom Kreygasm 
[13:17] fdsfdsfgs: haHAA / 
[13:17] Keepo_of_LULdaman: uproot Kreygasm 
[13:17] zqtwitch: s s s s sucker 
[13:17] %Bootie101: sjjPoop sjjPoop sjjPoop sjjPoop sjjPoop 
[13:17] goldlight_oracle: Krappa 
[13:17] Domi51569: Kappa Keepo KappaRoss KappaClaus KappaCool Zappa KappaWealth 
KappaPride 
[13:17] Tiitucs: atbhs: congrats nev, yesterday you did a nice stream FeelsGoodMan 
[13:17] N4bl4: OMGScoots im drinking your tea while evaluating your plays @neviilz 
OMGScoots 
[13:17] fdsfdsfgs: KKool PURTIRI KKool ROZA KKool 
[13:18] N4bl4: OMGScoots TeaTime 
[13:18] hittDota: this choon is actually great 
[13:18] Callerius: I'm deeper in the dumpster than Nevz FeelsBadMan 
[13:18] TyrannosaurusHax: DELIVERY FOR MR. NEVIILZ 
──────▄▌▐▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▌───▄ MingLee █ SMOrc SMOrc 
SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc 
███████▌█▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▌ 
▀(@)▀▀▀▀▀▀▀(@)(@)▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀(@)(@) 
[13:18] TyrannosaurusHax: BrokeBack 
[13:18] havocpls: I love this stream no Kappa at the end 
[13:18] Jack_SpatHS: LUL 
[13:18] DonDaZaloog: @Neviilz Accept my snap its Zexy90 or something BabyRage 
[13:18] zqtwitch: no 
[13:18] %Bootie101: lololo lo l 
[13:19] fdsfdsfgs: I love this stream no Kappa at the end Kappa 
[13:19] jonnemummo: not funny FUNgineer 
[13:19] Domi51569: FapFapFap FapFapFap FapFapFap 
[13:19] SteffenNygaard: Always dumpster 
[13:19] Asasantana: haHAA 
[13:19] LeGuX2: ──────▄▌▐▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▌───▄ MingLee █ 
SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc 
███████▌█▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▌ 
▀(@)▀▀▀▀▀▀▀(@)(@)▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀(@)(@) 
[13:19] %Argollo24: |Nevilz nevzH inħobbok nevzH 
[13:19] Keepo_of_LULdaman: BigBrother hehe xd 
[13:19] %Kaina_99: yoooo nev plz stop plays tier1 deck you try hard 
[13:19] markevich95reg: Fap? 
[13:19] +%etoZVER: LUL 
[13:19] Fenrirmk: You still look good without the lipstick nev 
[13:19] Pwneedyolo: yo @Neviilz where did u buy your lipstick? 
[13:19] jw_hs: @Neviilz, I think you are not showing your ability the way you could. Maybe if 
you did not only play tier 1 decks people could actually see your skill 
[13:19] jonnemummo: Press 1 if you fapped today 
[13:19] Keepo_of_LULdaman: BigBrother hehe xd BigBrother hehe xd 
[13:19] Tiitucs: 1 
[13:19] fdsfdsfgs: 1 
[13:19] markevich95reg: 1 
[13:19] %Bootie101: 1 
[13:19] zhulov3rz: cirGasm 
[13:19] N4bl4: 2 
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[13:19] MagicoPT: yooooooooo @neviilz PogChamp 
[13:19] bahbruno: BigBrother run it down mid BigBrother 
[13:19] Sinne20: notiHai nevillz notiH 
[13:19] zqtwitch: Kappa 123 
[13:19] Fenrirmk: 1 
[13:19] te0smash: @ne 
[13:19] losriantos: Nev,which sanatorium is your home ??? 
[13:19] %xVisual: Like a 
[13:19] %Chabot91: didnt fap today FeelsBadMan 
[13:19] vindyTV: Kappa at the start VisLaud Kappa 
[13:19] TyrannosaurusHax: Nev steals his lipstick KappaPride 
[13:19] w0ngi: Nev, you are climbing in the wrong direction FeelsBadMan You are supposed 
to get more legend points FeelsBadMan 
[13:19] %Argollo24: Nevilz, Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! 
[13:19] lol_upy: no psychiatric hospital in china? FeelsGoodMan 
[13:19] ChulesPirules: ANELE lipstick 
[13:19] Vistem: KKona speed of sound KKona 
[13:20] WARfolomeyHS: Still streaming EleGiggle 
[13:20] fdsfdsfgs: haHAA 
[13:20] goldlight_oracle: haHAA 
[13:20] %Unknown_Error_357: Nev how is the weed in Malta? 
[13:20] Tiitucs: haHAA / 
[13:20] %Argollo24: Nevilz, Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! . 
[13:20] fdsfdsfgs: !behold 
[13:20] te0smash: @neviilz why dont u stream more often? are u lazy? 
[13:20] Zafrium: @neviilz where can i buy ur pink curtains? im interested :) 
[13:20] Mrtank4: nev can you play a meme deck like face hunter for once instead of these 
TriHard decks 
[13:20] ItaStallion111: I wear Lipstick Kappa I have a small dick Kappa Im Nev and get quite 
revved Kappa 
[13:20] %Kaina_99: never 10k points leyend... :( 
[13:20] losriantos: Nevz lives ina psychiatric hospital :D 
[13:20] MagicoPT: yoooooo @neviilz PogChamp 
[13:20] Keepo_of_LULdaman: SourPls wub wub SourPls 
[13:20] vindyTV: !memes 
[13:20] atbhs: the lipstick joke again NotLikeThis its so funny FeelsBadMan 
[13:20] MarbleCZ: Is someone pooping right now ? 
[13:20] Sinne20: Nice tune :) 
[13:20] ZbLorG_76: this is a very nice tryhard stream no Kappa at the end 
[13:21] jw_hs: Nev will you ever do a stream where you play meme decks Kappa 
[13:21] jonnemummo: i wear Lipstick Kappa i have a small dick Kappa I'm Nev and get quite 
revved Kappa 
[13:21] Fenrirmk: Nev your bed sheet should also be pink, lipstick synergy 
[13:21] MindlessElectrons: @neviilz please change deck nevii-kun VoHiYo VoHiYo 
[13:21] %Chabot91: I like this song :) 
[13:21] Keepo_of_LULdaman: BrokeBack 
[13:21] Ne_Knighty: Why Nevz allways turn on his dial up modem when say something he 
think funny? DansGame 
[13:21] wowschool1234: if u are lazy how can u get a pair of yeezywhich is quite easyfor the 
streamer who so sexy 
[13:21] TyrannosaurusHax: Nev I think there's a MingLee outside your window 
[13:21] te0smash: nev is so gay he calls pink maroon 
[13:21] jonnemummo: @keepo_of_luldaman you are a genious because of your name 
[13:21] %Argollo24: Nevilz, Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! Ieqaf uża lipstick! 
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[13:21] MagicoPT: @neviilz why you ignore me every SINGLE time when i start watching 
your stream you fuck? SwiftRage 
[13:22] %Admiral_Sandwich: nevzTen stream 
[13:22] Keepo_of_LULdaman: @jonnemummo thank you sir gachiGASM 
[13:22] Herenveenli11: nev can I see your 12 years old photo again Kappa 
[13:22] Iakii: never uproot FeelsBadMan 
[13:22] %Chabot91: PedoBear 
[13:22] Fenrirmk: Nev what is the largest donation youve received? 
[13:22] TyrannosaurusHax: FeelsBadMan This used to be an interactive stream 
FeelsBadMan 
[13:22] jw_hs: @Neviilz, fixed your title for you "Pee Wee Herman Plays Hearthstone" 
[13:22] %xVisual: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBxSxC2t87c 
[13:22] TyrannosaurusHax: 8/3 wyrm gachiGASM 
[13:22] thehobbit2: soloed FeelsBadMan 
[13:22] %Argollo24: 1 mana 8/3 
[13:22] %Admiral_Sandwich: 100% winrate 
[13:22] %xVisual: thats the tune RIGHT HERE! 
[13:22] Iakii: mulch a 1 drop LUL 
[13:22] Triseth: 1 mana 8/3 BrokeBack 
[13:23] bahbruno: almost as good as tunnel trogg LUL 
[13:23] J_p_c_f: Holla Nev! Looking fresh and pink as always Kappa 
[13:23] jonnemummo: flamestrike EleGiggle 
[13:23] Herenveenli11: this choon Kreygasm 
[13:23] jonnemummo: 100% Kappa 
[13:23] %Chabot91: nev, it's friday. you know what that means RebeccaBlack 
[13:23] smithsmith6: @Neviilz, how have you not gotten bored of hearthstone yet 
[13:23] %Bootie101: nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels 
[13:23] Zerp_Derpling: still 100% winrate 
[13:23] havocpls: 100% gibberish stream right herrrre 
[13:23] te0smash: maroon = pink u fak @neviilz 
[13:23] neviilz_poopacademy: this educational content makes me want to drop a big poop 
FeelsGreatMan 
[13:23] Herenveenli11: mulch to 1 drop LUL 
[13:24] Luisml8: !deck 
[13:24] jonnemummo: @neviilz_poopacademy LUL 
[13:24] Keepo_of_LULdaman: Kappa 
[13:24] Yuminare: neviilz, FailFish just yogg turn after and win 
[13:24] Mrtank4: haHAA 
[13:24] %ragestarfish: fuck i forgot something 
[13:24] N4bl4: @Chabot91, its tuesday though 
[13:24] * goldlight_oracle has blocked the stream in America to increase the profits of 
laxative companies 
[13:24] +%etoZVER: FeelsRareMan 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: !outside 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: !subtourny 
[13:24] TyrannosaurusHax: Keepo 
[13:24] %Chabot91: @N4bl4, no u 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo 
[13:24] smithsmith6: Keepo 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo Keepo 
[13:24] +%etoZVER: Keepo / 
[13:24] %GoofyShot: Keepo 
[13:24] DonDaZaloog: Keepo 
[13:24] Mrtank4: Keepo 
[13:24] Zafrium: Keepo 
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[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo 
[13:24] Tiitucs: Keepo 
[13:24] bahbruno: Keepo 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo / 
[13:24] zhulov3rz: Keepo 
[13:24] LeGuX2: Keepo 
[13:24] Domi51569: Keepo / 
[13:24] stathisv13: Keepo / 
[13:24] te0smash: Keepo 
[13:24] Asasantana: Keepo 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo // 
[13:24] markevich95reg: Keepo 
[13:24] skisgood: Keeoi 
[13:24] Herenveenli11: Keepo 
[13:24] %GoofyShot: Keepo Keepo 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: Keepo 
[13:24] goldlight_oracle: Keepo 7 
[13:24] skisgood: Keepo 
[13:24] Fenrirmk: Keepo 
[13:24] %ParadoxHearthStone: Keepo 
[13:24] TiMeTwIsTeR_: chooseday? 
[13:24] %GoofyShot: Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo 
[13:24] N4bl4: FeelsrareMan RareW @tlf_tondor 
[13:24] atbhs: yooooooooooooooooooo 
[13:24] %GoofyShot: Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo 
Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo 
Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo Keepo 
[13:24] havocpls: LUL 
[13:24] swankyrzats: misclick hype Keepo 
[13:24] MarbleCZ: Hey nevz do you have snapchat ? OpieOP 
[13:24] Keepo_of_LULdaman: Keepo / 
[13:24] %ParadoxHearthStone: nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels 
nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels 
nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzFeels nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney 
nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney 
nevzMoney 
[13:24] %tlf_tondor: @N4bl4, triGasm 
[13:24] TyrannosaurusHax: Malta is located in The Void WutFace 
[13:24] %Bishopaholic: WutFace 
[13:24] Keepo_of_LULdaman: WutFace 
[13:24] %Bootie101: its Tuesday here too 
[13:24] +%etoZVER: WutFace 
[13:24] %13BK37: nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ 
nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH 
nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci 
nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ 
nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci nevzH nevzZ nevzGucci 
[13:24] GEGEKAY: WutFace 
[13:25] Zafrium: WutFace 
[13:25] %13BK37: WutFace 
[13:25] Tiitucs: WutFace 
[13:25] smithsmith6: PogChamp 
[13:25] Herenveenli11: WutFace 
[13:25] LeGuX2: WutFace 
[13:25] skisgood: WutFace 
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[13:25] +%Methaeus: Another misclick FeelsBadMan 
[13:25] +%etoZVER: FailFish 
[13:25] skisgood: WTF WAS THAT 
[13:25] bahbruno: WutFace WutFace WutFace 
[13:25] neviilz_poopacademy: hard to poop in sunlight FeelsBadMan 
[13:25] BarryPJeffo: nevzPls1 nevzPls2 nevzPls1 nevzPls2 nevzPls1 nevzPls2 
[13:25] %xVisual: @Neviilz check this Tune out you fuck! nevzH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBxSxC2t87c 
[13:25] J_p_c_f: nev whats the song when someone subscribes? 
[13:25] zhulov3rz: cirLewd 
[13:25] %Bootie101: nevzGucci nevzGucci nevzGucci nevzGucci nevzGucci nevzH nevzH 
nevzH nevzH nevzH nevzH nevzGucci nevzGucci nevzGucci 
[13:25] LeGuX2: How does it look without sun? 
[13:25] %ragestarfish: you can now add messages to resubs SeemsGood 
[13:25] +Steamy2k: BarryPJeffo Kreygasm <3 
[13:25] %Unknown_Error_357: Hey Nevz have you tried Mill decks in standard yet? 
[13:25] %Chabot91: FailFish Clap 
[13:25] goldlight_oracle: BrokeBack nev right now BrokeBack 
[13:25] Herenveenli11: poop club PogChamp 
[13:25] Tiitucs: gucci club haHAA 
[13:25] oneinwww: nev lives in heaven PogChamp 
[13:25] havocpls: one more Kappa at the end and i sub to massan immediately 
[13:25] wowschool1234: do u have car? 
[13:25] %Chief0r: hey neviilzHS, first time broadcaster here 
[13:25] skisgood: haHAA gucci club haHAA 
[13:25] smithsmith6: what's the sun never heard of that before 
[13:25] goldlight_oracle: chabot91 3 hands PogChamp 
[13:26] Ne_Knighty: Maltese sun is like a laser beam, you can go for a walk only by night, 
thats why nevz is so white 
[13:26] %ParadoxHearthStone: SoBayed HERRO SoBayed CHWWWWWIIIICH SoBayed 
CHAT SoBayed DO SoBayed YOU SoBayed ENJOY SoBayed MY SoBayed PINK SoBayed 
CURTAINS SoBayed AND SoBayed LIPSTICK SoBayed RIGHT SoBayed HERE? SoBayed 
[13:26] +Steamy2k: YOOOO neviilz VisLaud resub inc 
[13:26] %Chabot91: @goldlight_oracle, that's not his hand KappaPride 
[13:26] neviilz_poopacademy: @ParadoxHearthStone, PogChamp 
[13:26] %ParadoxHearthStone: @Steamy2k Don't misclick man 
[13:26] %ParadoxHearthStone: Don't do it BibleThump 
[13:26] %Unknown_Error_357: sigh always ignoring me Kappa 
[13:26] atbhs: neviilz_poopacademy, 
[13:27] paprica666: LUL 
[13:27] %Chabot91: TAB ENTER WORKS FeelsGreatMan 
[13:27] J_p_c_f: nev has pink curtains and pink lipstick 
[13:27] +%Methaeus: Just got finished with my morning poop thanks to you Neviilz. 
[13:27] TyrannosaurusHax: Nev have you been tested for colourblindness? OMGScoots 
[13:27] Herenveenli11: I always misclick once SwiftRage 
[13:27] %tlf_tondor: @neviilz, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWHInsHJ_EA 
[13:27] neviilz_poopacademy: my academy has stupid name BabyRage 
[13:27] %ragestarfish: MKXScorpion MKXRaiden 
[13:27] %Unknown_Error_357: yog will fuck him up 
[13:27] RafosoHW: This used to be an offline stream FeelsBadMan 
[13:27] %ParadoxHearthStone: nevzZ HEY nevzZ NEV nevzZ ITS nevzZ THE nevzZ 
BOTTOM nevzZ RIGHT nevzZ YOU nevzZ FACK nevzZ 
[13:27] Andymus333: @neviilz u was choosing ur curtains to match ur lipstick? 
[13:27] TranceDude: Great concede deck... 4Head 
[13:28] %ParadoxHearthStone: HE FOUND IT PogChamp 
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[13:28] Onefootboy: lost to Cthun Druid FeelsBadMan 
[13:28] %tlf_tondor: :o 
[13:28] TrollPotat0: nev didnt stream yesterday FeelsBadMan 
[13:28] @%LiveMorph: nevzGucci 
[13:28] %ragestarfish: this stream look very nerd :/ 
[13:28] Onefootboy: :) 
[13:28] %Bishopaholic: !nerd 
[13:28] %ParadoxHearthStone: @LiveMorph SeemsGood OpieOP 
[13:28] @%LiveMorph: paradox OpieOP 
[13:28] skisgood: SourPls C SourPls H SourPls U SourPls U SourPls U SourPls N SourPls 
[13:28] %tlf_tondor: chewbacca PogChamp 
[13:28] J_p_c_f: nev.......... u made me cry 
[13:28] MarbleCZ: \ pasakXD / 
[13:28] Galiatus: @nevillz best streamer eu Kappa 
[13:28] Herenveenli11: this song was my favorite in 2011 @neviilz SourPls 
[13:28] Yuminare: @neviilz, could you try to make a c'thun mage with yogg as lose 
condition? 
[13:28] jw_hs: Hey @Neviilz, first time viewer, do you ever play meme decks? 
[13:29] +goku389: https://bitly.com/NeviilzMemes lmaooo 
[13:29] %ParadoxHearthStone: @Neviilz I ALMOST FORGOT. HAPPY BIRTHDAY NEVZ!!! 
VisLaud PogChamp 
[13:29] %ParadoxHearthStone: VisLaud 
[13:29] Fenrirmk: But nev your lips is really pink. Why is that 
[13:29] paprica666: no stream yesterday FeelsGoodMan 
[13:29] Erendiel: KKool Clap PepePls hanniPls PepePls 
[13:29] MindlessElectrons: This curtains look very pink :/ 
[13:29] ~%neviilz: !memes 
[13:29] %Bootie101: happy birthday nev 
[13:29] lTwistedRagel: @neviilz, i dare you to stop saying right here for the rest of the stream 
[13:29] Herenveenli11: happy meme day nev Kappa 
[13:29] bahbruno: hoSway 
[13:29] %Chabot91: !packs 
[13:29] neviilz_poopacademy: good choon to empty the few days storage FeelsGoodMan 
[13:29] Carbonrod353: !raffle 
[13:29] Carbonrod353: !giveaway 
[13:29] skisgood: BrokeBack 
[13:29] Callerius: playing droid in 2016 EleGiggle 
[13:29] J_p_c_f: i've been here everyday for the last 2 months and u never sent me a kiss 
Kappa 
[13:29] Carbonrod353: !givemesomethingufuck 
[13:29] HuzatosPityu: Hey Nev, still hope you could let me use your toilet for a poop 
[13:30] DonDaZaloog: @Neviilz Check Snap BabyRage 
[13:30] %Chabot91: !points 
[13:30] Tom231223: Loving the PeeWee hermen cosplay @neviilz keep it up :) 
[13:30] bmk983: Missed you winning the dreamhack 
[13:30] Herenveenli11: sending kiss to viewers so racist EleGiggle 
[13:30] stop_pooping_grandma: Kreygasm FEELS Kreygasm GOOD Kreygasm TO 
Kreygasm FINALLY Kreygasm POOP Kreygasm 
[13:31] Herenveenli11: rdu = neviilz he won dreamhack LUL 
[13:31] TyrannosaurusHax: turn 6 Yogg FeelsGoodMan 
[13:31] %literallynotadrian: @neviilz YooooooooooOOOOOOOOOO 
[13:31] J_p_c_f: does nev have snapchat? 
[13:31] markevich95reg: !yogg 
[13:31] TyrannosaurusHax: FeelsBadMan 
[13:31] %literallynotadrian: @chabot91 HeyGuys HeyGuys 
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[13:31] skisgood: YOOOOOOOOOOG VisLaud 
[13:31] %Chief0r: nev when will you do a zebra cosplay again? 
[13:31] MarbleCZ: Hey Nev do you have snapchat ? 
[13:31] %ParadoxHearthStone: @Neviilz Where is the pedo memes on your memes page 
Nevz? YOU DISAPPOINT ME SwiftRage DansGame 
[13:37] Herenveenli11: OMGScoots sniping the dumpster EleGiggle 
[13:37] %OStixxO: Aw Nev nevzH nevzH 
[13:37] %Venice_hs: why the fuck does he run korkron in control warrior? 
[13:37] 0_____omgredchat_____0: ResidentSleeper 
[13:37] lol_upy: @Nevillz ur retard 
[13:37] +%Steamy2k: justiW im clean 
[13:37] %Burritohshs: ResidentSleeper ResidentSleeper ResidentSleeper ResidentSleeper 
[13:37] Jde99: ResidentSleeper 
[13:38] meisseli123: he should win long game 
[13:38] meisseli123: he knows u play yogg 
[13:38] %Venice_hs: This streamer look very nerd :) 
[13:38] 0_____omgredchat_____0: lol_upy, no ur retard 
[13:38] %Chief0r: hey neviilzHS :D 
[13:38] ZA_KARINU: LULKEK 
[13:38] %ragestarfish: this streamer look very nerd FeelsGoodMan 
[13:38] Kirsan37: LUL 
[13:38] Kirsan37: @ragestarfish, very russian EleGiggle 
[13:38] Kirsan37: very pink 4Head 
[13:38] Kirsan37: very MingLee 
[13:38] J_p_c_f: Nev, have my energy to win the game \ 0 / 
[13:38] %tlf_tondor: !subtourny 
[13:38] HuzatosPityu: Nev told me he's going to try Jackie's token druid and also go for an 
arena run. He also said i can poop in his toilet if i'm in Malta, but he didn't let me in the 
house. Nev lying in 2016 FeelsBadMan 
[13:38] %ParadoxHearthStone: !nevzlied 
SoBayed you guessed it right SoBayed my curtains are pink SoBayed 
[13:38] Domi51569: Hey RDU 
[13:39] Triseth: best cringe stream riiiiiiiiiiight here CringeSalute 
[13:39] TyrannosaurusHax: Yeah, yeah yeah FeelsBadMan 
[13:39] Triseth: on curve 
[13:39] Triseth: FeelsGoodMan 
[13:39] Zathorius1: SourPls 
[13:39] HuzatosPityu: lying on kerve everyday 
[13:39] %Laitinenhei: nev stream on a monday (puke) 
[13:39] swankyrzats: SMOrc YOU MUST MAXIMIZE DAMAGE ON FACE SMOrc 
[13:39] Zathorius1: :( 
[13:39] skisgood: LUL 
[13:39] MarbleCZ: Any JJPasak subs here ? pasakSellout 
[13:39] %Chief0r: DansGame My Mum Is Fat DansGame My Dad Is Gay DansGame You 
Guessed It Right DansGame I'm From NA DansGame 
[13:39] %AngelOfDarkness1555: control warrior EleGiggle 
[13:39] paprica666: gachiGASM BOLT ME 
[13:39] hashmeod: @neviilz, i pushed as much as i could too, and then you were born 
[13:39] 0_____omgredchat_____0: !subtourny 
[13:40] %Burritohshs: nevzMoney nevzMoney nevzMoney 
[13:40] %Kaina_99: fuck neviilz 2 miss click!! fuck fuck fuck 
[13:40] Pushatee: why is this guy shouting so much Kappa 
[13:40] J_p_c_f: nev, win the ggame u fuk 
[13:40] jw_hs: @neviilz, we can't hear you, can you talk louder? Kappa 
[13:40] Jack_SpatHS: LUL 
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[13:40] 0_____omgredchat_____0: Pushatee, he just feels awkward talking with his lipstick 
so he raises his voice to try to distract from it 
[13:40] eLeCtRx: LUL 
[13:40] TyrannosaurusHax: discovering a minion in 2016 LUL 
[13:40] OstenFan: Oh Hallo Neviilz, Is your battletag Neviilz#<your rank>? LUL 
[13:40] HuzatosPityu: i would've alredy unsubbed if i were subbed in the first place 
[13:41] %Laitinenhei: @neviilz can you mute your mic for a quick 2 hours plz :) 
[13:41] AlenHUN: LUL 
[13:41] Zathorius1: WHAAT SwiftRage 
[13:41] Hs_redsiam: @neviilz remember when you were good and got rank 1 legend all the 
time? LUL 
[13:41] hashmeod: @neviilz, play yog and locjk 
[13:41] lol_upy: @Nevillz no twerking today nev? :( 
[13:41] TyrannosaurusHax: SMOrc // 
[13:41] %tlf_tondor: SourPls 
[13:41] eLeCtRx: value 4Head 
[13:41] jw_hs: @neviilz, can you summarize your how to play zoo reddit post? 
[13:41] %Bishopaholic: PogChamp 
[13:41] HuzatosPityu: being in the dumpster...nothing new 
[13:41] Shinypikas: UPROOT PogChamp 
[13:41] MarbleCZ: PogChamp 
[13:41] ZA_KARINU: POG THE CHAMPION 
[13:41] hashmeod: PogChamp uproot 
[13:41] J_p_c_f: nev,u better win u fuck 
[13:41] skisgood: SMOrc 
[13:41] bolderiz: angriff? 
[13:41] Tcdmw: UPROOT PogChamp 
[13:41] @jesuscrimes: pasucc BasedGod 
[13:42] Kirsan37: FeelsBadMan 
[13:42] OstenFan: Chewbaccawtf DansGame 
[13:42] %Chabot91: you can do it, nev. We believe in you :) 
[13:42] Hs_redsiam: @neviilz remember when you were good and got rank 1 legend all the 
time? LUL 
[13:42] wowschool1234: thought u said u gonna win Kappa 
[13:42] %tlf_tondor: you do 
[13:42] Evolve_NZL: !deck 
[13:42] Sockenduft: this chooooooooone 
[13:42] TrollPotat0: should have went for the 10 hp 
[13:42] swankyrzats: Sniping to get less legend points FailFish 
[13:42] 0_____omgredchat_____0: neviilz, maybe he is not sniping just braindead 
[13:42] meisseli123: so lets say u play vs yogg wouldnt u play around lets say freezing trap if 
u have geddon on board_ 
[13:42] Hs_redsiam: @neviilz remember when you were good and got rank 1 legend all the 
time? LUL 
[13:42] TyrannosaurusHax: Sound logic Nev, It's unlikely a warrior could remove a single 
large minion Kappa 
[13:42] hashmeod: IMPLYING NEVIILZ IS POPULAR ENOUGH TO BE SNIPED EleGiggle 
[13:42] Drothdarr: Hs_redsiam me neither Kappa 
[13:42] hashmeod: 0_____omgredchat_____0, 
[13:42] meisseli123: makes as sense to play around vaporize, it's random secret from hand, 
most likely u wouldnt play barrier 
[13:42] %Laitinenhei: nev why dont you ever snipe :/ 
[13:42] OstenFan: ;) Don't ;) Mind ;) Me ;) I'm ;) Just ;) A ;) Winky ;) Face ;) 
[13:43] Drothdarr: :) 
[13:43] Imadolfggwp: uprooting is always bad from robocup to ancient 
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[13:43] %Burritohshs: ;) / 
[13:43] Hs_redsiam: @neviilz remember when you were good and got rank 1 legend all the 
time? LUL 
[13:43] lol_upy: hey <3 nevi-chan <3 ;) 
[13:43] OstenFan: ;) 
[13:43] Drothdarr: ;) 
[13:43] %Kaina_99: fuck I want to close this and do not do more than give money to this gay 
streamer !!!! 
[13:43] nheowitzki: boar + po inc 
[13:43] %ParadoxHearthStone: FUCK! I need to rant. Why the fuck is this guy losing every 
single game? I mean, he won Dreamhack didn't he? How do you win Dreamhack and then 
you proceed to lose every single game on ladder, it doesn't make any sense. Seriously, this 
guy even said he never uses Tier 1 decks but he's using one now and he's still getting 
wrecked. FailFish 
[13:43] OstenFan: Guys please dont ;) Wink ;) Neviilz doesnt like it OMGScoots 
[13:43] Fenrirmk: Nev my younger sister is asking me why do you have lipstick 
[13:44] Kirsan37: FeelsGoodMan 
[13:44] +%Methaeus: FailFish 
[13:44] nheowitzki: can someone explain why the play was powerful? 
[13:44] skisgood: haHAA 
[13:44] %Chabot91: choooon PogChamp 
[13:44] harmonist95: haHAA 
[13:44] lol_upy: good one nev ;) 
[13:44] sanchezak1990: yoooo Nev 
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APPENDIX III – Thijs  

[10:57] kingloz: wauw LUL 
[10:57] TheCanadianBrownie: @thijshs can you try a to make a good renounce darkness 
deck?? 
[10:57] iTechrochiLoL: what the fack is this deck? watttttt 
[10:57] theBattlePug: LUL 
[10:57] Masterofhoppips: RDU won 
[10:57] quakeppp: @thetrickyxD FROZSEN 
[10:57] tehLife: outplayed 
[10:57] Assiv: rdu 
[10:57] PotatoooHS: No need for fandral FeelsGoodMan 
[10:57] Cynonymous: @Thijshs, HeyGuys 
[10:58] PotatoooHS: haHAA / 
[10:58] 1337Kryptiiq: haHAA 
[10:58] Pihone: no200% winrate yet LUL 
[10:58] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[10:58] Bazzibit: haHAA / 
[10:58] dankembe_memetombo: FeelsBirthdayMan 
[10:58] [Notification] Froggyisland just subscribed! 
[10:58] kingloz: haHAA 
[10:58] Iqaijn: haHAA deep 
[10:58] Bens2k: haHAA // 
[10:58] ToweringThunderfist: a car FeelsBirthdayMan 
[10:58] JayLeRoc: evanT 
[10:58] @stef150: what do i want ?! 
[10:58] Mathieuj4: zetaSub 
[10:58] PotatoooHS: haHAA // 
[10:58] Tinkoto14: where can i watch the european championship 
[10:58] velothoson: Dear thijs pls stop being so cute 
[10:58] OdinTW: 3 dicks 1 man haHAA 
[10:58] PotatoooHS: 3 shamans ResidentSleeper 
[10:58] Niglemicz: haHAA / 
[10:58] @%Nomadkostas: thijsW thijsW thijsW sub hype 
[10:58] ToweringThunderfist: haHAA welcome 
[10:58] Kebab_elo: sub 
[10:58] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[10:58] IamBruceWayne123: KappaPride 
[10:58] PotatoooHS: AngelThump 
[10:58] 1337Kryptiiq: haHAA sub / 
[10:58] daanhs: Goeiemorgen @ThijsHS 
[10:58] Jagoe420: KappaPride 
[10:58] Pihone: KappaPride 
[10:59] Aruchomu_: thijs too cute KappaPride 
[10:59] MichaelF1_TV: haHAA sub hype! 
[10:59] Goodfeller1994: @stef150 maybe he wants to gift you :) 
[10:59] CakeOrrDeath: Rdu line up that he won dreamhack with seems pretty good. 
[10:59] dkPhase: ICELAND haHAA 
[10:59] OdinTW: welcome the haHAA club haHAA 
[10:59] mondemon10: OSFrog 
[10:59] PotatoooHS: Does it beat shaman? Yes, it can be top tier. Else: No. 
[10:59] zephyrlolz: I S LAND LUL 
[10:59] dankembe_memetombo: haHAA 7 
[10:59] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[10:59] mondemon10: OsFrog 
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[10:59] Raulohs: cringe salutations 
[10:59] pigmejkaa: 1337-1 PogChamp 
[10:59] OPTinferno: @thijsHS u should swap 1 tiger for leeroy it gives.. 
[10:59] gcbm: hi thijs 
[10:59] Jagoe420: mulligan skill PogChamp 
[10:59] Goodfeller1994: @thijshs i had a dream yesterday that you were holding like 5k 
Euros in your hand that you won from a tornament :) 
[10:59] iTechrochiLoL: im not even gay but, thjis is cute as fuck, i woul'd eat his cum and fart 
in his head heheh KappaPride 123 
[10:59] FulgurS: ThijsHS replacement for Staghelm? 
[10:59] Urkoth: abusive turn 1, so it's control shaman notsquishY 
[11:00] Niglemicz: iTechrochiLoL, DansGame 
[11:00] tdark1: !deck 
[11:00] MichaelF1_TV: @iTechrochiLoL, (puke) 
[11:00] schwartz322: haHAA 
[11:00] Abdul_Death2Maslata: you're not gay if balls dont touch 
[11:00] Niglemicz: haHAA 
[11:00] PotatoooHS: People calling Fandral Staghelm NotLikeThis 
[11:00] pogchampich: haHAA 
[11:00] Finduck: rurururuurruururru 
[11:00] iTechrochiLoL: haHAA Kappa 123 haHAA 
[11:00] MichaelF1_TV: OhMyDog 
[11:00] CakeOrrDeath: Panther this turn, coin teacher innovate mark next turn 
[11:00] 1337Kryptiiq: ya sha raj ffs 
[11:00] Epway: @PotatoooHS, whats up with those people? 
[11:01] anele_is_innocent: don't type /squishy WutFace 
[11:01] jollyconch: EURO CHAMP! 
[11:01] jollyconch: congrats 
[11:01] ilovedowg: Thijs what do u think of Cthun Druid at the moment? 
[11:01] Cynthelre: TheRinger thijs subs unite TheRinger 
[11:01] fakerssenpai: !!uptime 
[11:01] Fausje: Innervate teacher, panther coin mark next turn is better, no? You fight for the 
board more 
[11:01] fakerssenpai: !uptime 
[11:01] p00hdinii: press 1 ifyou are a fag 
[11:01] thetrickyxD: 1 
[11:01] Finduck: Hey thjis i am seventeen year old car and i would want to ask what class i 
should play in heartstone? 
[11:01] myvik115: 1 
[11:01] Forsakken6: 1 
[11:01] PotatoooHS: @Epway, that just sounds weird NotLikeThis :P 
[11:01] stopfeedingnoobs: RalpherZ killed PRChase 
[11:01] mutatie: @ThijsHS If you don't have a lot of cards do you advise disenchanting all 
cards from a class (priest for example) to get dust for other classes? 
[11:01] GoodP4sture: @thijsHS Why u didn't innervate the 3-2 at turn 1 to buff it at T2 ? 
[11:02] Epway: ? 
[11:02] iTechrochiLoL: why dosn't make the trade? 
[11:02] mbcci: nice Vneck KappaPride 
[11:02] PotatoooHS: @mutatie, never do that, in the long run it is a terrible decision. 
[11:02] @%KittyRocca: can someone from the UK explain to me how Rick Astley , how the 
hell does he have a number #1 album/single ? 
[11:02] Callerius: Hello ThijsOfTime 
[11:02] Xshade_op: WEell meet 
[11:02] typowy_widz69: great decision to kill juggler 
[11:02] Kraexy: @KittyRocca he never gives up, or lets you down 
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[11:02] dmluciano: @ThijsHS what you favorite adventure card ? 
[11:02] jollyconch: @mutatie, its fine if you disenchant cards you dont need, so you have a 
viable deck to start off with, but dont disenchant really good cards 
[11:03] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[11:03] Penepthefirst: He never turns around, or deserts you @KittyRocca 
[11:03] CakeOrrDeath: @kittyrocca memes 
[11:03] iTechrochiLoL: wait, why didnt trade again? it was greedy, right? 
[11:03] Urkoth: ResidentSleeper Alright, aggro druid, I guess ResidentSleeper Haven't 
played aggro mage in a while, let's go aggro mage ResidentSleeper Non-interactive decks 
arent that good, but alright ResidentSleeper 
[11:03] Zakkie0807: DO IT 
[11:03] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:03] OdinTW: hoHOO 
[11:03] anele_is_innocent: haHAA 
[11:03] nobodysuspectsthisname: mine! ALL mine 
[11:03] Niglemicz: haHHA 
[11:03] Abdul_Death2Maslata: hoHOO 
[11:03] ToweringThunderfist: BrokeBack 
[11:03] Tenpe: take it all KappaPride 
[11:03] Niglemicz: haHAA 
[11:03] 1337Kryptiiq: @Thijs It's pronounced " Yah-Sha-Raj ", not J Shaar. FailFish 
DansGame 
[11:03] PawnOOM: hoHAHA 
[11:03] @%KittyRocca: ) 
[11:03] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: 1 more forsenE and im gone FailFish 
[11:03] ilovedowg: @thijshs what do u think of Cthun Druid right now ? 
[11:03] BlankPlay: haHAA 
[11:03] Bleepzy: 15 face 
[11:03] Kraexy: SMOrc 
[11:03] Epway: @KittyRocca, He never runs around 
[11:03] SLBML: Do it SMOrc SwiftRage 
[11:03] Kraexy: MISSED 15 dmg 
[11:03] KTimmy: inb4 lightning storm 
[11:03] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: @Thijshs, ban forsenE DansGame 
[11:03] OrcArena: haHAA / 
[11:04] Xshade_op: missed Brain 
[11:04] ToweringThunderfist: haHAA 
[11:04] Niglemicz: dr 4 RalpherZ 
[11:04] @%KittyRocca: I guess but damn its a new song and its not even worth rolling 
[11:04] Abdul_Death2Maslata: BrokeBack 
[11:04] dkPhase: Need a light haHAA 
[11:04] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: nedd a alight? BrokeBack 
[11:04] FX_Truszotbarasz: ELDOKA 
[11:04] iTechrochiLoL: Ahh, know i get the Sir Finley shit, its for Zoo heropower, but playing 
raven idol dosnt seems relevant 
[11:04] PotatoooHS: not playing around yogg worthless imp renounce cone of cold, smh 
DansGame 
[11:04] Zakkie0807: order Kappa 
[11:04] Niglemicz: order Kappa 
[11:04] Magery: order Kappa 
[11:04] BrainseekerEU: order doesnt matter 
[11:04] PotatoooHS: order Kappa 
[11:04] tibi1q2w: ORDER Kappa Fail Fish 
[11:04] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: order Kappa 
[11:04] jollyconch: order was irrelevant 
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[11:04] Nollie123: order Kappa 
[11:04] sharpps: it does Kappa 
[11:04] GeneralNapoleon: Raven idol + fandral 

[11:04] Magery: order Kappa ᅚᅚ 

[11:04] Khar147: order Kappa 

[11:05] Magery: ᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚᅚorder Kappa 

[11:05] JediAmerican: Missed attack 
[11:05] iTechrochiLoL: @ThijsHS In this deck you prefer the Hunter Hero power or the 
Warlock heropower? 
[11:05] +kiaiok: WutFace 
[11:05] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: order fags LUL 
[11:05] Saturmio: Kappa 345 
[11:05] PotatoooHS: order subs LUL 
[11:05] tibi1q2w: Missed order KappaPride 
[11:05] SirMingLeeMrrgglton: Disorder BrokeBack 
[11:05] Magery: DansGame 
[11:05] NevermoreSomeMore: order in 2016 LUL 
[11:05] Kraexy: DONGHAMMER KappaPride 
[11:05] PotatoooHS: PJSalt 
[11:05] OrcArena: taount notsquishY 
[11:05] sharpps: Triggered by totem 4Head 
[11:05] BlankPlay: always taunt Kappa 
[11:05] Zakkie0807: haHAA 
[11:05] Daemomcheg: 7 mana 10/12 
[11:05] Xshade_op: WİLL pOWER 

[11:05] Magery: ᅚᅚWutFaceᅚIS BROKEN WutFace 

[11:05] @%Nomadkostas: you are still fine i think 
[11:05] anele_is_innocent: SMOrc 
[11:05] [Notification] tw_javascript just subscribed! 
[11:06] Clowneman: WutFace 
[11:06] Niglemicz: SMOrc smart 
[11:06] Magery: LUL 
[11:06] NevermoreSomeMore: lol 
[11:06] @%Nomadkostas: thijsW thijsW thijsW sub hype 
[11:06] 1337Kryptiiq: @Thijs It's pronounced " Yah-Sha-Raj ", not J Shaar. FailFish 
DansGame 
[11:06] zephyrlolz: finally found a lul-free chat, thank god Kreygasm 
[11:06] Laffstone: so small 
[11:06] Urkoth: SMOrc // Nice deck. Outfaces aggro shaman SMOrc // 
[11:06] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:06] anele_is_innocent: haHAA SUB HYPE haHAA 
[11:06] Kraexy: LUL 
[11:06] lallelfc: WELCOME haHAA 
[11:06] 10yearssince: haHAA 
[11:06] Xshade_op: SUB HYPEE 
[11:06] OrcArena: \ haHAA / 
[11:06] 1337Kryptiiq: Welcome haHAA / 
[11:06] PotatoooHS: punished FeelsGoodMan 
[11:06] BestUrgotMadagascar: look at the deck, only 4 5 mana drops and you got twice in a 
row. lucky af topdicks you need more draw 
[11:06] MichaelF1_TV: haHAA sub hype 
[11:06] limer41n: :D 
[11:06] Magaiandras: Hi all 
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[11:06] Epoor112: haHAA 
[11:06] ToweringThunderfist: haHAA ohmygad 
[11:06] OrcArena: we're all subs now haHAA / 
[11:06] Pihone: SMOrc hammer 
[11:06] Niglemicz: LUL 
[11:06] vashatx: finally i caught a thijs stream! 
[11:06] vre9nu1_hearthstone: nickchipprLecho nickchipprLecho 
[11:06] sharpps: \ KKona KKona / = Cho Gall (no space) 
[11:06] Bens2k: haHAA // 
[11:06] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:06] 10yearssince: BrokeBack 
[11:06] ForDemKeeds: cant decide BrokeBack 
[11:06] KTimmy: trade? SMOrc 
[11:06] sharpps: EleNiggle TriHard 
[11:07] OrcArena: \ KKona KKona / it worked PogChamp 
[11:07] PotatoooHS: He did it haHAA // 
[11:07] Niglemicz: it worked \ RalpherZ RalpherZ / 
[11:07] omg0066: HeyGuys HeyGuys HeyGuys 
[11:07] lallelfc: lethul 
[11:07] Bens2k: lefal 
[11:07] PotatoooHS: wrath lethal SMOrc 
[11:07] %tw_javascript: Hi Thijs I'm your big fan from Taiwan 
[11:07] PotatoooHS: ORDER 4Head 
[11:07] zephyrlolz: thats lethal wrath WTF 
[11:07] Martin429: leafal 
[11:07] Kraexy: CMON LEFAL 
[11:07] grajan199: BabyRage lithul 
[11:07] Assaultmode: ORDER FailFish 
[11:07] Utsudere: leafal 
[11:07] Magery: never lethal FeelsBadMan 
[11:07] Laffstone: 4Head 
[11:07] Mokajinn: No Leefo 
[11:07] typowy_widz69: missed leafal 
[11:07] Emo2x11: town totem pls 
[11:07] aneledid911hahaa: wrath face Kappa 
[11:07] Elofh: WRATH 
[11:07] Pihone: town totem 
[11:07] Scilex96: TAAAUNT 
[11:07] OrcArena: LUL 
[11:07] Greenie1988: wrath face you noob Kappa 
[11:07] sharpps: BabyRage wrong order BabyRage 
[11:07] Niglemicz: LUL 
[11:07] dr_giMphunter: LUL haHAA 
[11:07] Lei_123: LUL 
[11:07] Bens2k: LUL 
[11:07] Epway: LUL 
[11:07] Martin429: LUL 
[11:07] Abdul_Death2Maslata: LUL 
[11:07] Urkoth: LUL 
[11:07] Pihone: 4Head 
[11:07] MichaelF1_TV: wrath can't hin face FailFish 
[11:07] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: LUL 
[11:07] 10yearssince: TOWN TOTEM EleGiggle 
[11:07] +kiaiok: LUL 
[11:07] Maltasnim: LUL 
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[11:07] j3remi: townt 
[11:07] simiz0r_: KUK 
[11:07] +Bxrchampion199: LUL 
[11:07] Lionnie: LUL 
[11:07] Niglemicz: swipe 
[11:07] Xshade_op: LULULULU 
[11:07] PotatoooHS: Punished LUL 
[11:07] Penepthefirst: 3x in a row topkek 
[11:07] PotatoooHS: idol out 
[11:07] aneledid911hahaa: @michaelf1_tv yes it can Kappa 
[11:07] iTechrochiLoL: swipe 
[11:07] Urkoth: one more out, and Im out 
[11:07] iTechrochiLoL: LULLLLL 
[11:07] Laffstone: PogChamp 
[11:07] Niglemicz: LUL 
[11:07] dr_giMphunter: leeroy 
[11:07] Zakkie0807: PogChamp 
[11:07] xWingsPwNz: leeeeroy 
[11:07] %tw_javascript: LUL 
[11:07] Xl_ares_ix: PogChamp 
[11:08] zephyrlolz: LUL 
[11:08] Abdul_Death2Maslata: PogChamp 
[11:08] PotatoooHS: LEEEROOOY 
[11:08] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: LUL LUL 
[11:08] Tenpe: KRAYKEN 
[11:08] +kiaiok: Leeeeroy Kreygasm 
[11:08] Pk19981234: DansGame 
[11:08] @%Nomadkostas: kraken lethal PogChamp 
[11:08] Pihone: LEERY 
[11:08] Epway: IZPZ 
[11:08] OdinTW: haHAA 
[11:08] typowy_widz69: kraken 
[11:08] dankembe_memetombo: KRAYKEN LUL 
[11:08] Xshade_op: EZİ 
[11:08] Niglemicz: haHAA 
[11:08] P1nkFloyd: gachiGASM 
[11:08] MichaelF1_TV: KREYKAN LUL 
[11:08] netzre07_: missplay 
[11:08] anele_is_innocent: ANELE 
[11:08] mbcci: KRAYKEN PogChamp 
[11:08] 10yearssince: THAT'S INCREDIBLE EleGiggle 
[11:08] Nollie123: KROAWHKEN da FACE 
[11:08] +Bxrchampion199: LUL 
[11:08] Targhor_NL: haHAA 
[11:08] Elofh: Krayken LUL 
[11:08] Maltasnim: haHAA 
[11:08] sharpps: order 
[11:08] Estorskiy: SMOrc SMOrc 
[11:08] PotatoooHS: SHAYMAN 
[11:08] Sk8dude99: Why would you not take leeroy FailFish 
[11:08] Magery: should've taken leeroy FeelsBadMan 
[11:08] Half_Sole: !deck 
[11:08] KTimmy: double lethal Kreygasm 
[11:08] otheran4: SMOrc Kreyken SMOrc 
[11:08] Xshade_op: KRAYKEN WİLL 
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[11:08] Bens2k: LUL 
[11:08] Andrea9090: haHAA 
[11:08] iop5200: lol 
[11:08] Bens2k: haHAA // 
[11:08] Kari_Grandi: That's Incredible Kappa 
[11:08] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[11:08] HeyitsAzrael: @ThijsHS Year of the Kraken! 
[11:08] ToweringThunderfist: haHAA 
[11:08] Ezioauditoreal: Hyr0z BibleThump 
[11:08] Epway: IEZIEPIEZIE 
[11:08] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: LUL SALTY 
[11:08] Penepthefirst: Shaman doesn't like it when his opponents go face as well Kappa 
[11:08] OdinTW: yava LUL 
[11:08] aneledid911hahaa: EleGiggle 
[11:08] dmluciano: krayken in the face Kreygasm 
[11:08] HandInGlove: Thats incredible WutFace 
[11:08] Bens2k: haHAA / WELCOME 
[11:08] %Froggyisland: Druid of the kraaaken 
[11:08] otheran4: Theon Greyjoy PogChamp 
[11:08] Kigsuha: lul this shaman rolled so much taunt 
[11:08] deletednameOP: @ThijsHS could u please watch the last clip from this video? starts 
at 11:44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZt27TRnaw4 
[11:08] ianformationian: forsenGASM AMPEnergy AMPEnergy KrakenZ 
[11:08] OrcArena: BiersDerp LEEROY JACKSON BiersDerp 
[11:08] Xshade_op: LOLOL 
[11:08] francetaro: PJSugar 
[11:08] Abdul_Death2Maslata: yava haHAA 
[11:08] SLBML: haHHA 
[11:08] anele_is_innocent: YAVA LUL 
[11:08] Exploden8: is the druid legendary important? 
[11:08] Andrea9090: yava LUL 
[11:08] Martin429: thalnos? 
[11:09] WutFaceSCAMAZ: @Thijshs, It's krayken not krahken FailFish 
[11:09] velothoson: @thijshs cracken my face :3 <3 
[11:09] Jorgape222: PogChamp Play Malygod Druid pls BibleThump 
[11:09] avicius17: @exploden8 yes 
[11:09] jollyconch: this guy can win with any deck 
[11:09] Magery: Kray ken TriHard WE KRIPP NOW 
[11:09] Cynthelre: RENO JOHNSON 4Head 
[11:09] thetrickyxD: anotha one 
[11:09] dmluciano: @velothoson KappaPride 
[11:09] 1337Kryptiiq: 4Head 
[11:09] Abdul_Death2Maslata: anotha one BrokeBack 
[11:09] OrcArena: haHAA 
[11:09] lul_in_2016_elegiggle: BrokeBack need a light 
[11:09] Margolisblecchh: @ThijsHS stick a cult master since u love trading so much 
[11:09] Jorgape222: Shamanstone LUL 
[11:09] OPTinferno: OMG ITS THE MAN WHO KNOCKS Kappa 
[11:09] Magruun: @exploden8 yes without it you can also remove Raven idol 
[11:09] butchernl: thijs i copied a deck of yours and be doing much better 
[11:09] %Froggyisland: Is it shuhmen or is it shaymen? 
[11:09] OrcArena: shoomen 
[11:09] OPTinferno: shayman 
[11:10] 1337Kryptiiq: Greetings haHAA / 
[11:10] EMB24: FeelsGoodMan 
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[11:10] rtbone22: Hey bro 
[11:10] %Froggyisland: Sheman? 
[11:10] Phuzzletoff: chat://user/wutfacescamaz it's neither 
[11:10] Utsudere: its chamen 
[11:10] mvni: HeyGuys 
[11:10] mrdilyar: why no wild grows 
[11:10] Ninjafromhell: Shepard 
[11:10] Pihone: frieblast 
slam Kappa 
[11:10] nobodysuspectsthisname: against freeze mage 
[11:10] Pankosik: freeze mage? 
[11:10] radoslavvo: use it on your face Kreygasm 
[11:10] Sk8dude99: You would pick armor up vs freeze mage though 
[11:10] j3remi: joiced 
[11:11] @%KittyRocca: thijsW 2x bbgChamp thijsW rduW 2x bbgChamp rduW 
[11:11] francetaro: AMPEnergyCherry 
[11:11] SirMingLeeMrrgglton: cumblast gachiGASM 
[11:11] 1337Kryptiiq: NotLikeThis 
[11:11] Afasar: thijsKappa 
[11:11] Dorynacke: yah sience *** !!! 
[11:11] dr_giMphunter: nice explanation bra 
[11:11] WildJourney: innervate herro power FailFish 
[11:11] senki527: freeezeee mage armor is better 
[11:11] dkPhase: WOAH haHAA Usefull info 
[11:11] MichaelF1_TV: look it's a SHAYMEN class LUL 
[11:11] anele_is_innocent: SMOrc 
[11:11] omg0066: BiersDerp Eu champion BiersDerp 
[11:11] OdinTW: whoa dude haHAA 
[11:11] aneledid911hahaa: smart PogChamp 
[11:11] OdinTW: INTERESTING... haHAA 
[11:11] Lokla: haHAA 
[11:11] P1nkFloyd: Interesting haHaa 
[11:11] sennec: Dreu haHAA 
[11:11] tibi1q2w: Heal or Armor Up Kappa takes Pyroblast 
[11:11] Killer_Nova: How did Dog rank in the championship? 
[11:11] Assaultmode: INTERESTING... haHAA 
[11:11] dkPhase: I DIDNT KNOW THAT haHAA 
[11:11] %tw_javascript: thijsRage thijsRage thijsRage 
[11:11] 1337Kryptiiq: Hey. Thats pretty good VapeNation 
[11:11] Martin429: ele destruction inc 
[11:11] OrcArena: notsquishY drehh notsquishY 
[11:11] grajan199: ResidentSleeper all understod ResidentSleeper +ResidentSleeper + 
ResidentSleeper 
[11:11] %Froggyisland: Dreuu vs shaymen!! 
[11:11] Mage_elysio: Where is yogg saron ? 
[11:11] hashbrown98: !uptime 
[11:11] Kebab_elo: MVGame = Fire bat (no space) 
[11:11] goldplatedbruh: not face PogChamp 
[11:11] OrcArena: new card PogChamp 
[11:11] @%Nomadkostas: zeus shaman maybe PogChamp 
[11:11] dr_giMphunter: FailFish 
[11:11] ianformationian: maly shaman 
[11:12] +kiaiok: Maly shaman PogChamp 
[11:12] Knueller: reno shaman LUL 
[11:12] Emo2x11: concede shaman FailFish 
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[11:12] Abdul_Death2Maslata: LUL 
[11:12] MoltakTV: WTF 
[11:12] Fausje: Powerplays 
[11:12] monomp_: maly otk MingLee 
[11:12] Lokla: LUL 
[11:12] stoyan123_: 10 cards 
[11:12] Assaultmode: MingLee 
[11:12] Janezfanez: bcs he had 10 cards 
[11:12] Goodfeller1994: overdraw maybe? 
[11:12] Lionnie: LUL 
[11:12] %Froggyisland: Lul 
[11:12] LemoorerZ: haHAA hey all thijs subs haHAA 
[11:12] Kelevrah: Do you speak more languages besides english/dutch? 
[11:12] OPTinferno: he had 10 cards 
[11:12] Ninjafromhell: overdraw 
[11:12] TemplarAndrei: WISPS 
[11:12] sickasgus: wisps!! 
[11:12] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[11:12] Zakkie0807: wisp PogChamp 
[11:12] Pihone: WISPS 
[11:12] Ferian757: haHAA / 
[11:12] piesnakolanach: Cause of 10 cards EU champion Kappa 
[11:12] OrcArena: soul of the forest = damage spell notsquishY 
[11:12] @%Nomadkostas: the value Kreygasm 
[11:12] radoslavvo: haHAA 
[11:12] quakeppp: IDI NAHUJ SuKA 
[11:12] Emo2x11: Kreygasm 
[11:12] 1337Kryptiiq: haHAA 
[11:12] dr_giMphunter: haHAA 
[11:12] tibi1q2w: OP PogChamp 
[11:12] dankembe_memetombo: haHAA 
[11:12] anele_is_innocent: haHAA 
[11:12] Maltasnim: haHAA 
[11:12] Mushorm: haHAA 
[11:12] 1337Kryptiiq: haHAA haHAA haHAA haHAA 
[11:12] Assaultmode: haHAA 
[11:12] OrcArena: ILL HAVE YOU KNOW 
[11:12] Epoor112: haHAA 
[11:12] jaycester: FrankerZ 
[11:12] SirMingLeeMrrgglton: haHAA 
[11:12] gcbm: LUL 
[11:12] WildJourney: mass dispel.... 
[11:12] MichaelF1_TV: haHAA 
[11:12] FreeZzyk: haHAA 
[11:12] Pihone: too too 
[11:12] jaycester: BCWarrior 
[11:13] OrcArena: LUL 
[11:13] Bazzibit: haHAA 
[11:13] 1337Kryptiiq: haHAA 
[11:13] Clowneman: HaHAA 
[11:13] radoslavvo: haHAA 
[11:13] jaycester: SMOrc 
[11:13] hearthstoneplayer23: P4wnhof what a joke MrDestructoid MrDestructoid 
[11:13] anele_is_innocent: haHAA rip 
[11:13] 10yearssince: haHAA 
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[11:13] Ferian757: haHAA 
[11:13] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[11:13] Imboz: haHAA 
[11:13] timbolina: haHAA 
[11:13] youngwolf_hs: haHAA 
[11:13] Heisenbergbitshh: wad tjois ken ei meek? 
[11:13] wfizzlebang: we gonna be rich 
[11:13] Jcraverpoker: haHAA 
[11:13] monomp_: i am essence of magic MingLee 
[11:13] hashbrown98: losing jousts in 2016 LUL 
[11:13] Bens2k: haHAA / 
[11:13] ianformationian: SSSsss SSSsss p4wny 
[11:13] %Froggyisland: Control shaymen lol 
[11:13] Ferian757: SMOrc 
[11:13] sipczi: SMOrc GOOD PLAY SMOrc 
[11:13] OrcArena: SMOrc 
[11:13] BrainseekerEU: SMOrc 
[11:13] PawnOOM: SMOrc good thijs 
[11:13] @%Nomadkostas: by beasts have charge SMOrc 
[11:13] TemplarAndrei: FACE 
[11:13] PotatoooHS: SMOrc 
[11:13] Emo2x11: only one dmg SMOrc 
[11:13] anele_is_innocent: SMOrc 
[11:13] Linguiniwow: SMOrc 
[11:13] D0mm135: @thijshs that hex is a beast 
[11:13] Linguiniwow: SMOrc SMOrc 
[11:14] Lustrzak: haHaa 
[11:14] Linguiniwow: SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc 
[11:14] mbcci: gachiGASM 18 naked cowboys in the showers at Ram Ranch gachiGASM 
[11:14] P1nkFloyd: ONE DMG IS ONE DMG SMOrc 
[11:14] PotatoooHS: Only one damage, famous last words LUL 
[11:14] aneledid911hahaa: p4wny is handsome and a delightful man MrDestructoid 
[11:14] Heisenbergbitshh: face has taunt too SMOrc 
[11:14] sipczi: LUL 
[11:14] IamBruceWayne123: LUL 
[11:14] OrcArena: PogChamp 
[11:14] Ferian757: important to concede LUL 
[11:14] +kiaiok: LUL 
[11:14] 10yearssince: haHAA 
[11:14] Maltasnim: LUL[ 
[11:14] Abdul_Death2Maslata: LUL 
[11:14] grajan199: Fist me TriHard 
[11:14] hashbrown98: DOUBLE LUL 
[11:14] fknslaves: that's incredible! 
[11:14] swiftie4ever: PogChamp 
[11:14] sipczi: SMOrc 
[11:14] PawnOOM: SMOrc 
[11:14] otheran4: SMOrc SMART SMOrc 
[11:14] Wily6: @Thijshs, thanks for playing druid <3 
[11:14] Djmerintes: @thijshs its yogg shakman 
[11:14] PotatoooHS: Never freeze mage BibleThump 
[11:14] Ferian757: haHAA 
[11:14] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:14] RagePCGaming: so many spells and no yogg DansGame 
[11:14] Linguiniwow: pasakW 
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[11:14] Kochiihs: poor dude playing an honorable shaman deck. BibleThump 
[11:14] LemoorerZ: any thijs subs here? haHAA / 
[11:15] OrcArena: 50/50 win the game LUL 
[11:15] sennec: ANOTHA ONE 
[11:15] dmluciano: SMOrc in dumb but i win SMOrc 
[11:15] Bens2k: haHAA / 
[11:15] %Froggyisland: Healing wave shaymen 
[11:15] AncientBromaster: Force of Nature PogChamp 
[11:15] otheran4: SMOrc me no dumb SMOrc 
[11:15] francetaro: FuzzyOtterOO 
[11:15] supiak: combo druid is back PogChamp 
[11:15] Metacultura: haHAA / 
[11:15] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:15] grajan199: Anotha one TriHard 
[11:15] Clowneman: cold HaHAA 
[11:15] Cynthelre: StoneLightning StoneLightning StoneLightning 
[11:15] Magruun: Cold 
[11:15] Cynthelre: StoneLightning StoneLightning StoneLightning Stone.. 
[11:15] Cynthelre: StoneLightning StoneLightning StoneLightning Stone.. 
[11:15] PotatoooHS: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
[11:15] Cynthelre: StoneLightning StoneLightning StoneLightning Stone.. 
[11:15] tibi1q2w: Yogg Shaman Kappa 
[11:15] Abdul_Death2Maslata: WutFace 
[11:16] PotatoooHS: BibleThump 
[11:16] jball_2k: n'zoth 
[11:16] otheran4: SMOrc well played SMOrc 
[11:16] w0rld_jumbl3: Best class to start off with for a beginner 
[11:16] OrcArena: LUL 
[11:16] AncientBromaster: LUL 
[11:16] Abdul_Death2Maslata: LUL 
[11:16] anele_is_innocent: LUL 
[11:16] Targhor_NL: concede lethal 
[11:16] NewCaliforniaRepublick: Hello fellow subs haHAA / 
[11:16] hashbrown98: !snipe 
[11:16] Necro232: stream snipe LUL 
[11:16] esc0re: concede shaman quality deck 
[11:16] plochpecer: lol 
[11:16] Cynthelre: Kappa Kappa 
[11:16] anele_is_innocent: concede shaman LUL 
[11:16] otheran4: SMOrc me very high level of intelligence SMOrc 
[11:16] GiGav: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
[11:16] Wily6: @w0rld_jumbl3, warlock 
[11:16] AKillingMachine: 2 EU CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1/2 VIEWERSHIP OF SOMEONE WHO .. 
[11:16] Exploden8: he was sniping obviously FailFish 
[11:16] Avatoth: haHAA / 

[11:16] PawnOOM: ヽ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽_•︻ ┻̿═━一 I'VE GOT THE STREAM IN MY SIGHTS! 

[11:16] * SaiyanLancer /me (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is 

going on in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You 

are loved (◕‿◕✿) 

[11:16] AKillingMachine: *** sake 
[11:16] Voen_adskogo_sotoni: @w0rld_jumbl3, mage is okay, many basic cards are crazy 
good 
[11:16] w0rld_jumbl3: Warlock why? 
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[11:16] S930054: Thijs what kind of Druid is this? 
[11:16] PotatoooHS: Can't even type /shrug in chat FeelsBadMan 
[11:16] Arthurfkrebs: @thijshs snipe 
[11:16] Abdul_Death2Maslata: haHAA 
[11:16] bigdcarlo: How important is fandral? @thijshs 
[11:16] Dennis7NL: Trump? WutFace 
[11:16] Imboz: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
[11:16] DrSteincasting: ehy @thijshs, any tip to play tempo warrior to rank 5? currently stuck 
on 7.... maybe i should change deck? 
[11:16] BruceMK: hej deere Fitch haHAA / 

[11:16] * OrcArena (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is going on 

in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You are loved 

(◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] Xhgubr: let's make BrokeBack great again 
[11:17] Metacultura: let's do that haHAA 
[11:17] aneledid911hahaa: @orcarena BibleThump 
[11:17] 1337Kryptiiq: Hex is a spell, not a beast DansGame 
[11:17] swiftie4ever: haHAA 

[11:17] Muyoga: (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is going on in 

your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You are loved 

(◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] Cynthelre: @drsteincasting play mid range hunter 
[11:17] AKillingMachine: Half the viewership of p4nyhwf EleGiggle 

[11:17] * SaiyanLancer (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is 

going on in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You 

are loved (◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] roel687: @thijshs no more astral druid?! 
[11:17] aneledid911hahaa: BibleThump <3 

[11:17] Exploden8: (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is going on 

in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You are loved 

(◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] Tarmpaj: hex is a spell yes, but the frog is a beast 
[11:17] RagePCGaming: OrcArena your words are so beautifru, i wont commit motorola 
today 
[11:17] 1337Kryptiiq: Other half = MrDestructoid @AKillingMachine EleGiggle 
[11:17] dkPhase: TSHER haHAA 

[11:17] Sk8dude99: (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is going 

on in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You are 

loved (◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] Tinheart: DRUID WITH NO WILD GROWTH? PogChamp 

[11:17] * Goodfeller1994 (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is 

going on in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You 

are loved (◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] JulioMagnani: BibleThump 
[11:17] PotatoooHS: YOGG hsa come online PogChamp 
[11:17] anele_is_innocent: notsquishY WHEN YOU NEED HIM notsquishY IN A JIFFY 
notsquishY USE THIS EMOTE notsquishY TO SUMMON SQUISHY notsquishY 
[11:17] swiftie4ever: BibleThump thanks twitch chat 
[11:17] 1337Kryptiiq: What a friednly chat :) 
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[11:17] P1nkFloyd: (◕‿◕✿) Stupid Person in the chat, you are awful. Whatever is going on in 

your life right now, please know that you doesn't matter and your story is pure shit. You are 

hated(◕‿◕✿) 

[11:17] RagePCGaming: Random chat love BibleThump 
[11:17] WildJourney: JonCarnage 
[11:17] 1337Kryptiiq: What a friendly chat :) 
[11:17] BerOO0: Hey bro how do you say your name? @thijshs 
[11:17] Krijs: nice rank EleGiggle 
[11:17] Diethy: British people are so stupid EleGiggle just vote for brexit 
[11:18] PotatoooHS: haHAA 
[11:18] Augmenten: MrDestructoid Positive Vibes :) MrDestructoid 
[11:18] OrcArena: (O_O) 
[11:18] BruceMK: #BREXIT2016 

[11:18] * SaiyanLancer (◕‿◕✿) Dear Person in the chat, you are beautiful. Whatever is 

going on in your life right now, please know that you matter and your story is important. You 

are loved (◕‿◕✿) 
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APPENDIX IV – Amaz  

[17:25] Lochness1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨i 

[17:25] Wj9000: penis 
[17:25] OffBeatOddity: 3 beans 
[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan 

[17:25] Vingadormzt: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Biaxi: GROOL Kreygasm 
[17:25] KingPyros_: EAT A BEAN 
[17:25] Zugren: haHAA 
[17:25] Orangee_man: 3-3 
[17:25] Sharkrobot: 12-12 
[17:25] konusowaty: non doomhamer 
[17:25] kaihslova: :( 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] devilhtd: 2-3 
[17:25] Gbuffy3: RETIRE 
[17:25] 420sVVagboy: lololol 

[17:25] Alceraz: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT .. 

[17:25] squishier42: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] rafaeltpaulino: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ş 

[17:25] Anthrax_92: ┏ TriHard ┛NOW WE RIOT ┏ TriHard ┛ 
[17:25] immortalsoul4: RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT 
RIOT 

[17:25] Nick_soul: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨l 

[17:25] Iceeemannn1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] Gbuffy3: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ... 

[17:25] toasterpow: 0-3 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] Justincurry36: 0-3 POLICE 
[17:25] daveosaur: PLATEAU 

[17:25] Vingadormzt: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 
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[17:25] dontmove1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] SarcasmDetected: 0-3 SPECIALIST LUL 
[17:25] radisize: 0-3 
[17:25] gaybraa: 12/0 deck 
[17:25] landoPope: 0-3 
[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish 
[17:25] Danfuz: Four mana seven seven op 
[17:25] Judgerin: 0-3 LUL 
[17:25] Pathetic_appIe: retire 
[17:25] Dinky023: NO BALLS SwiftRage 

[17:25] itsalol: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Aquagasm: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Big_CuddlyPanda: 0-3 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Arsenbik12: \ KappaPride / 
[17:25] mikester55555: 0-3 no NOZ 
[17:25] Anthrax_92: ┏ TriHard ┛ NOW WE RIOT ┏ TriHard ┛ 
[17:25] 420sVVagboy: 0-3 
[17:25] MS____: @AmazHS which decks would you recomend for Conquest BO5 
tournament now? 
[17:25] Umutq7: 0-3 
[17:25] SinInn: BEAN 
[17:25] Yoshiyuen: 12-0 

[17:25] sundtr: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ.. 

[17:25] * rafaeltpaulino ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ş 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT .. 
[17:25] Theacclanugget: SwiftRage 0-3 

[17:25] Thejontsu30: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] AdamaxZ: 5-3 
[17:25] griilze: WutFace MY CHAT EXPERIENCE 
[17:25] nescautoddy: 3/3 
[17:25] toasterpow: 0-0 because retire 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ... 

[17:25] UltimateAlita: 12-2 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] YewRo: 12 win deck 
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[17:25] Aquagasm: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT . 

[17:25] superkang: no weapon gg 
[17:25] Sniperag: amaz is nozdormu allowed in tournaments? 

[17:25] Lochness1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨i. 

[17:25] HuitNids: 3 BEANS 3 BEANS 3 BEANS PogChamp PogChamp 
[17:25] AkyioAkiza: 0-12 
[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT 
FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish 

[17:25] inkasking: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Algren1907: 12-1 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Jaimeprogrock: "pretty good" LMAO 
[17:25] rafaeltpaulino: 0-3 
[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan 
[17:25] thetorrey69: coincede 
[17:25] radagasstt: 1-7 

[17:25] Alceraz: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Fryuts11: Little hill KappaPride 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT . 

[17:25] Gabrielopesantos: hill curve SeemsGood 
[17:25] MrZanki: 12-3 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] Matteboy_7: BEAN 

[17:25] Qwedhs: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 1425 

[17:25] Icantbecuz: RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT 
[17:25] Prounicorni: 0-3 
[17:25] Anthrax_92: ┏ TriHard ┛NOW WE RIOT ┏ TriHard ┛ 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] JMightyeye: 5-3 
[17:25] Xender00: 0-4 
[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT 
FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish . 

[17:25] Aquagasm: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] 18_to_21_in_garage: Telematros : 20-0Necrodaemonn : ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

NOW WE RIOT 
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[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] TrueLee: 0-3 
[17:25] GustavoManrrik: 
Ggxxxddmsktslgdktgvxlgxglxgsktslgxlgzfzfkzkgxksfkkfsktsoizizdooyd 
[17:25] fredyard: 0-3 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] kirill987123: amaz soset pisun 

[17:25] Dutmeister: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT3 

[17:25] Mr_Empanado: 8-3 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT .. 

[17:25] Danman274: LEGENDARY BEAN 

[17:25] Tohmasi: ( ‿ˠ‿)_(‿ˠ‿) only the chosen one can finger both a.. 

[17:25] %Kilan13: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] LiquidJaze: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ş 

[17:25] agentsav69: RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT 
[17:25] JAQKieS: 0-3 no NOX 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT , 

[17:25] leofromkgb: 7-3 
[17:25] Lordlitago: LUL 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] * Nick_soul ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨l . 

[17:25] Sachi__: LUL 
[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT 
FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish 
[17:25] DzerwerTrzeci: 4 mana gruul 
[17:25] mrrrgleton: amaz no balls 
[17:25] %dennisccf: LUL 

[17:25] pedrinhohmmrhnd: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] moonmoonderp: EAT THE BOOGER FLAVOURED BEAN 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ... 

[17:25] * rafaeltpaulino ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ş 
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[17:25] HuitNids: 3 BEANS 3 BEANS 3 BEANS PogChamp PogChamp 
[17:25] Justo1704: 0-3 
[17:25] bobthesnake: no fuking weapon.. gotta hate fukin arena for weapin class 
[17:25] APKMNPVE: FailFish Chat pls 
[17:25] Wj9000: 4-3 
[17:25] gaybraa: 12-2 
[17:25] Anthrax_92: ┏ TriHard ┛ NOW WE RIOT ┏ TriHard ┛ 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ; 

[17:25] Goldenplum: wow you could feed africa with all that spam 
[17:25] agentsav69: LUL 
[17:25] Zugren: LUL 
[17:25] mora_ferran: amaz math 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT 
FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish . 
[17:25] semtex86: SHOTS FIRED 
[17:25] jakubesd1: LUL 

[17:25] Aquagasm: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT . 

[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT .. 
[17:25] Sachi__: LUL LUL 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] Brofessinator_: LUL 
[17:25] Dijt: 4Head 

[17:25] DonReiniero: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] lololo37707: FailFish FailFish FailFish 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT . 

[17:25] SebiMk: LUL 

[17:25] soyameno: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT .. 

[17:25] ip_banned_from_twitch: STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT 
FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish STFU CHAT FailFish 
[17:25] Qwedhs: LUL 
[17:25] @+ShuriStr: LUL 
[17:25] romanmarchuk: LUL 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 
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[17:25] Lochness1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨i 

[17:25] Gbuffy3: LUL 
[17:25] toasterpow: 11-3 
[17:25] LeGodLike: LUL 
[17:25] HuitNids: 3 BEANS 3 BEANS 3 BEANS PogChamp PogChamp 
[17:25] kingloz: woah 
[17:25] dawgzfan96: LUL 
[17:25] forthehordehs99: Kreygasm 
[17:25] kvii: LUL 
[17:25] Sharkrobot: 4Head 
[17:25] OffBeatOddity: LMAO 
[17:25] Vladozaurus15: lul 
[17:25] Minergretsold: LUL 
[17:25] micky199797: SAVAGE LUL 
[17:25] itsmemv: LUL 
[17:25] Copperpolice: KEK 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ,, 

[17:25] Aquagasm: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] DVD886: LUL 
[17:25] flamindude99: TAKE COVER WutFace SCAMAZ IS HERE t__ WutFace 
[17:25] Sypherus19: RIOT 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] tardedaresupermodsre: LUL SHOTS 
[17:25] DeltanX: 0 - 1 and RETIRE LUL 
[17:25] wronghulk: LUL 
[17:25] yanym1g: LUL 
[17:25] xXJamesxX121: LUL 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ... 

[17:25] gaybraa: 12-1 
[17:25] mrrrgleton: lol ropecoach 
[17:25] BlankPlay: LUL 
[17:25] @ScamazBot: Watch the Archon House Tour! https://youtu.be/Q7YU3MXrCK0 
[17:25] Brofessinator_: SHOTS PogChamp 
[17:25] kirill987123: piska 
[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan 
[17:25] masukumann4: LUL 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] SaltMyPickle: 0-12 
[17:25] Fapparian: ANELE ALLAH SNACKBAR ANELE 
[17:25] Vladozaurus15: LUL 
[17:25] Sharkrobot: SHOTS 4Head 
[17:25] Aquagasm: LUL 
[17:25] JAQKieS: LUL 
[17:25] rafaeltpaulino: LUL 
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[17:25] thebandii: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT . 

[17:25] PredatorAcerZ: ResidentSleeper roasted 
[17:25] Theacclanugget: pfft, lifecoach 
[17:25] Gliscore: LUL 
[17:25] pyscho_steve_: HA HA Old memes 

[17:25] 10robot: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT .. 

[17:25] Comrade_Citizen: 3-0 Kappa 
[17:25] penzkii: LUL 

[17:25] * pedrinhohmmrhnd ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] DiscoStu49: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] OffBeatOddity: SAVAGE 
[17:25] Lordlitago: LUL HAAHHAHAHAHAHAHA 

[17:25] SkyPuls: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] badbull1337: savage 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT z 

[17:25] AnnoGod: LUL 
[17:25] rine02: SHOTS 4Head 
[17:25] squishier42: LUL SAVAGE 
[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan 

[17:25] NotAGreyFace: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Dodixd: 4Head 
[17:25] arschkatastrophe: lul 
[17:25] ChrisTheMightyBear: LUL 
[17:25] flamindude99: TAKE COVER WutFace SCAMAZ IS HERE t__ WutFace . 
[17:25] gaybraa: LOL 
[17:25] Che4t_: LUL 
[17:25] con_gravitas: LUL 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] immortalsoul4: RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT RIOT 
[17:25] OffBeatOddity: HAHHAHA 
[17:25] eymih: LUL 
[17:25] MicroPlayerPL: LUL 
[17:25] HooDNiNja: haHAA 
[17:25] Trattbasse: LUL 
[17:25] xXJamesxX121: SAVAGE 
[17:25] fredyard: StoneLightning StoneLightning StoneLightning 
[17:25] lossohelon: burn 
[17:25] Finaldestinationn: LMAO 
[17:25] baLdr42: LUL 
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[17:25] cpw144: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] miguee3: LOL 
[17:25] OffBeatOddity: LMAO 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] %nitori774: amazGasm amazC amazChamp 
[17:25] ianmania: danNo danNo danNo danNo danNo danNo danNo danNo 

[17:25] * GangsterKill ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] Zak212: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] * Nick_soul ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨l . . 

[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan 
[17:25] Kuntury: SHOTS FIRED LUL 
[17:25] chankona: LUL 
[17:25] iiNastyFoxz: LUL 
[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT 
SwiftRage 

[17:25] LiquidJaze: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ş RIOT RIOT 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT _ 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Rochs666: LUL 
[17:25] KanchiHaruhara: LUL 
[17:25] giraffeFizzoid: @Amazhs, LEGENDARY BEAN 
[17:25] Fryuts11: Mods plz BiblrThump 

[17:25] Seg0_14: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] zachattack7704: Dat spam dooooo 
[17:25] keepolul: LUL 

[17:25] Lochness1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨i. 

[17:25] gaybraa: SAVAGE OF AMAZ 
[17:25] Zond0_0: BEAN! 
[17:25] Backstreetasianboy: SAVAGE 
[17:25] Derek013: YOURE GOING TO LOSE CAUSE YOU DIDNT PICKED ICEHOWL 
[17:25] SebiMk: LUL SAVAGE LUL BRUTAL LUL REKT LUL 
[17:25] GangsterKill: RIOOOOT 
[17:25] BeetBoy: savage 
[17:25] calloftalon: SHOTS FIRED 
[17:25] Morenarven: ICEHOWL BAD CARD SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc SMOrc 
SMOrc 
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[17:25] OffBeatOddity: HAHHAHA 
[17:25] Gliscore: SHOTS 

[17:25] %Kilan13: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ . 

[17:25] Vision2111: LUL 
[17:25] Theacclanugget: 4Head Roasted 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] toasterpow: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Ixlior: SAVAGE 

[17:25] GangsterKill: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan 
[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage 
[17:25] 3SpellsAndNothingElse: rekt 
[17:25] kvii: BEAN for LEGENDARY 

[17:25] Seg0_14: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ . 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] rakigo123: NOW WE BLİZZARD SwiftRage NOW WE BLİZZARD NOW WE 
BLİZZARD SwiftRage NO9W WE BLİZZARD SwiftRage 
[17:25] I_sub_for_emotes: SAVAGE PogChamp 
[17:25] Aquagasm: ROPECOACH LUL 
[17:25] 4jelibonjigsaw: Hahaha 

[17:25] * pedrinhohmmrhnd ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Kahonas_: @amazhs what have u done to the real amaz and where is the retire god? 

[17:25] * GangsterKill ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan 

[17:25] toasterpow: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Sharkrobot: 4Head SHOTS SEXCOACH 
[17:25] %nightops1020: amazGasm amazGasm amazGasm 

[17:25] Seg0_14: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ .. 

[17:25] HuitNids: 3 BEANS 3 BEANS 3 BEANS PogChamp PogChamp 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 
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[17:25] Umutq7: ༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT .. 

[17:25] OffBeatOddity: ROPECOACH EleGiggle 
[17:25] forthehordehs99: Pogchamp 
[17:25] Ixlior: Lol 
[17:25] Sutakomet: LOOOOOL 
[17:25] hitmyhorse: LUL 
[17:25] flufffybuttt: LOL 
[17:25] NewMenace: ┏ WutFace ┛ 
[17:25] Raphaelkhs: LUL 

[17:25] Lochness1: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨i 

[17:25] blobman10: ROPECOACH 

[17:25] Seg0_14: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ , 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] * GangsterKill ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] inkasking: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] SaltMyPickle: LUL 

[17:25] zDarkSTorM: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT x 

[17:25] rage_lolqt: NOW WE CALM DOWN 

[17:25] Wj9000: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] toasterpow: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] grajan199: True , 100 % win 
[17:25] gaybraa: SHOTS FIRED 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT. 

[17:25] Itadeio12: RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage RIOT SwiftRage 
[17:25] judgingyousohard: SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE 
BEANS FeelsGoodMan SwiftRage THREE BEANS FeelsGoodMan 
[17:25] griilze: СИСЬКИ 
[17:25] alpetuur: SHOTS LUL 

[17:25] GangsterKill: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ 

[17:25] EpicAnt123: #DRAMAalert 

[17:25] Icantbecuz: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT1 
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[17:25] drstein80: gotRiot riot 

[17:25] DerKipper: : ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW 

WE RIOT: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] Ronlauu: shrek 
[17:25] jayisnew: SHREK 

[17:25] Necrodaemonn: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ

益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] toasterpow: ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT 

[17:25] * GangsterKill ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益

ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NOW WE RIOT ୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨୧༼ಠ益ಠ༽୨ NO 

[17:32] Inkx1: FunRun FunRun 
[17:32] Xshade_op: OUVVVVVOVV 
[17:32] Wroughting: forsenGASM 
[17:32] Knuckazure: VoHiYo 
[17:32] %Kilan13: amazPride NO GAG REFLEX amazPride 
[17:32] moonmoonderp: º͜لº ༽º͜لº ༽º͜لº ༽ ＥＶＥＲＹＯＮＥ，ＧＥＴ ＩＮ ＨＥＲＥ ༼ º͜لº༼ º͜لº༼ 

º͜لº ༽ 

[17:32] %king_liar: amazGasm amazGasm 
[17:32] TheIdioticPanda: fake and gay not every flavour is bad u fake *** DansGame 
[17:32] Dijt: TAKE IT LIKE A CHAMP gachiGASM 
[17:32] JohnPogChamp: gachiGASM 
[17:32] Lehgooyolo: what bean is that??? 
[17:32] CovertKoala: I hate liquorice 
[17:32] pincode0000: what kind of beans? 
[17:32] lastm4n: AMAZ TBCheesePull TBCheesePull TBCheesePull TBTacoRight FRODAN 
[17:32] stubborngaming: good prank, now you have 3 weeks to live 
[17:32] Vonder69: @ICounterStrike skunk spray 
[17:32] ughimnotgosu: SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 
4Head SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 4Head SKUNKED 4Head 
SKUNKED 4Head 
[17:32] pozitivbi4: AMAZ-nuDoPAC KappaPride KappaPride 
[17:32] +Maxranviir: whichever one it was he obviously enjoyed it gachiGASM 
[17:32] dlffnapsk: sexy amaz 
[17:32] lord_trumplon: ooohhh Kreygasm 
[17:32] pedrinhohmmrhnd: Kreygasm 
[17:32] Anthrax_92: HE'S GONNA PUKE Kappa 
[17:32] flairstyle: gachiGasm 
[17:32] Gurlagann: Amaz can you please eat my dick and rub your tiny .. 
[17:32] catarinamorais: !uptime 
[17:32] Pentacookies: Hopefully it's not liquorish or skunk spray 
[17:32] dyausphita: Hello I am Kappa Kapparino. I'm an employee at Twitch and am currently 
testing changes to the Kappa emote. Can you please type Kappa to confirm that it's working? 
[17:32] LeGodLike: FAKE 
[17:32] newfegkek_______trumpw: PogChamp that's the 1:12 PogChamp that's the 1:12 
PogChamp that's the 1:12 
[17:32] miguee3: OOOOOH 
[17:32] epicycle_: its all fake he is enjoying butthole falvoured beans all the time Kappa 
[17:32] MikeDaws: 4Head 
[17:32] Ihavekin: fake LUL 
[17:32] faaappp: @Kilan13, Kreygasm 
[17:32] +JizzleDoodle: REAL DONATION 
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[17:32] Boristadik: LUL 
[17:32] thinktankz: As bad as Vegas tap water? 
[17:32] pedrinhohmmrhnd: gachiGASM 
[17:32] JohnPogChamp: DansGame 
[17:32] lukianares: OSsloth 
[17:32] delirium8814: MrDestructoid 
[17:32] 18_to_21_in_garage: FAKE SELLOUT 
[17:32] weedando: FAKE 
[17:32] alpetuur: MrDestructoid MrDestructoid 
[17:32] cakeoz: You gotta show the bean to the camera. Could be fake bean @Amazhs 
[17:32] svkwarningsvk: *** ME AMAZ 
[17:32] th3n0ob: MrDestructoid 
[17:32] frajaq: FAKE 
[17:32] romanmarchuk: FAKE 
[17:32] Joha1602: SKUNKED BOYS 
[17:32] +DontKiIIMe: LUL 
[17:32] CadenceSC: MrDestructoid 
[17:32] newfegkek_______trumpw: PogChamp that's the 1:12 PogChamp that's the 1:12 
[17:32] %AustenFuego: So all of the beans are a crappy flavors? 
[17:32] lord_trumplon: LUL 
[17:32] cg_gamer_clash: FAKKKKKKEEEEEEE 
[17:32] Qwedhs: Fake 
[17:32] ozmog: PJSugar PJSugar 
[17:32] NedemCrep: troll lul 
[17:32] Big_CuddlyPanda: LUL 
[17:32] alpetuur: MrDestructoid MrDestructoid MrDestructoid MrDestructoid 
[17:32] Jinok: LUL 
[17:32] dyausphita: Fake 
[17:32] mbcci: LUL 
[17:32] Cpt_Toxic_Beast: FAKE 
[17:32] Flats_: FAKE LUL 
[17:32] SynaX_lol: FAKE 
[17:32] NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY 
FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:32] cresping: WTF Fake lul 
[17:32] Dijt: MrDestructoid 
[17:32] Code1005: start message MrDestructoid 
[17:32] Maximus667: FAKE LUL 
[17:32] toasterpow: canned dog food is super good Kappa 
[17:32] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:32] Drasamo: FAKE AND KappaPride 
[17:32] svkwarningsvk: TUCK ME AMAZ 
[17:32] vankoks23: FAKE DONATIONS LUL 
[17:32] bicboiiLUL: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Donartimor: T's, heard news from putin? 
[17:33] davyramsey: FAKE 
[17:33] RastaBro: LUL Scamazzz 
[17:33] gaybraa: LUL fake 
[17:33] SworeSheWasLevel18: REAL DONATION 
[17:33] forthehordehs99: SMSkull :) :( :D >( :Z O_o B) :O <3 ;) :p ;p R) JK.. 
[17:33] bilosingguy: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] +%beatgrindradio: REAL DansGame 
[17:33] autist_317: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Aquagasm: FAKE 
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[17:33] %Kilan13: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Alceraz: NOT FAKE MrDestructoid 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] Jinok: FAKE 
[17:33] romanmarchuk: SO FAKE LUL 
[17:33] Crocodillian1: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES 
FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Hkg1sam: Arena?? 
[17:33] Atzillian: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY 
FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Xugug: TRUTHFUL Kappa 
[17:33] casalicious: yo amaz i like the stream keep up the great work 
[17:33] Vonder69: FAKE 
[17:33] BootyAhoy: MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Yaylay: MrDestructoid Thanks, Amaz MrDestructoid 
[17:33] MirdeliuS: DRUNK 
[17:33] polyacetylene: 有人會打中文嗎87 
[17:33] justerpro: fake 
[17:33] Trhog: Amaz tastes like rainbows and unicorns 
[17:33] ICounterStrike: @Vonder69, I see. Sounds terrible. 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] Lefty2guns__: ANELE ANELE ANELE ANELE ANELE 
[17:33] Dodixd: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:33] PickachuHoiHoi: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY 
FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Swoogieso: @AmazHS Hey Amaz, when You remove your glasses You look exactly 
like Seymour from Final Fantasy X..just missing hair 
[17:33] gaybraa: Fake 
[17:33] jameshetfield1: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] toasterpow: Wheres the drunk stream 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] MirdeliuS: Drunk? 
[17:33] crusaderprt: MrDestructoid as fake as kaceytron's boobs MrDestructoid 
[17:33] Roman0907: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] newfegkek_______trumpw: purpleCx 
[17:33] coyouth: EMRAKUL Kreygasm 
[17:33] cg_gamer_clash: Bad play on the sargent 
[17:33] Soulreaver1992: Press 3 for 3 Kappa 
[17:33] +Thomadeus: danNo 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] griilze: PogChamp ZOO PALADIN 
[17:33] Ambdoexx: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] %TurdPiles: Amaz. Your face is legendary <3 Eat a bean amazPride 
[17:33] N9N__: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:33] Belberesh: Atzillian: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan 
MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Csingi: 3 
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[17:33] Soulreaver1992: Kappa Kappa Kappa 
[17:33] Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES 
FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] semtex86: CONCEDE 
[17:33] Zeljian44: WHERES YOUR FERAL NOW 
[17:33] SinisterNL: im watching hearthstone while pooping 
[17:33] Hkg1sam: 中文 
[17:33] squishier42: LUL 
[17:33] gaybraa: Concede 
[17:33] Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan 
COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] weedando: SMOrc Paladin 
[17:33] RastaBro: 2 ez 2 scamazzz 
[17:33] Sfantral99: CRACK 
[17:33] Atzillian: @Belberesh, FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan 
MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] cresping: 3 
[17:33] 420M40K41: FAKE DONATION 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] pedrinhohmmrhnd: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored.. 
[17:33] kvii: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:33] newfegkek_______trumpw: "SUFFER MY WRATH" LUL 
[17:33] Atosh4: GG BibleThump 
[17:33] Roman0907: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment)0. 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] toasterpow: Amaz play on the toilet for us 
[17:33] pedrinhohmmrhnd: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY .. 
[17:33] Pieczony_kot: Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY 
FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME 
FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] keepokappa12345: Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY 
FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME 
FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Fursum012: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] delirium8814: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:33] N9N__: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment). 
[17:33] affinity_us: trusilver will destroy heckler 
[17:33] HellFirePvP: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan 
COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan 
[17:33] Syterss: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:33] moonmoonderp: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:34] pedrinhohmmrhnd: PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan12:33 Piecz.. 
[17:34] KamikadzeeWeEd: Pieczony_kot: Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: 
FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA 
FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan 
[17:34] %Kilan13: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] smithyboy07: Hi 
[17:34] OdinTW: gachiGASM 
[17:34] MicroPlayerPL: JUICE gachiGASM 
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[17:34] Soulreaver1992: Kappa Kappa Kappa 
[17:34] xebb: Sometimes I Just Want To Copy Someone Else’s Messa.. 
[17:34] Nils_Einar: 000000000000killallhumans, 
[17:34] Auck_Fmaz: LUL 
[17:34] Ambdoexx: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) . 
[17:34] Touristyruby: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:34] Kilinoob: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] KissMyAceM8: FAKE 
[17:34] SlaxxiDK: :tf: 
[17:34] yanym1g: LUL 
[17:34] nipander77: LUL 
[17:34] crusaderprt: Kappa 
[17:34] Aquagasm: LUL 
[17:34] ColorCow: KappaPride 
[17:34] cusseh: LUL 
[17:34] autist_317: LUL 
[17:34] Skyokerz: NOW WE CALM DOWN :) NOW WE CALM DOWN :) NOW WE CALM 
DOWN :) NOW WE CALM DOWN :) NOW WE CALM DOWN :) 
[17:34] rafaeltpaulino: DON'T COPY THE PASTA WHEN YOU COPY THE NAME FailFi.. 
[17:34] juannybravo: LUL 
[17:34] platp: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] toasterpow: Amaz is a great youtuber (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] @+%Defaxion: amazSellout amazSellout amazSellout 
[17:34] Keyyclem: mettez ca sur votre tete DansGame 
[17:34] affinity_us: called it 
[17:34] romanmarchuk: LUL 
[17:34] grimreaper226: I'm asian 
[17:34] Trigger_happy95: :tf^ 
[17:34] +DontKiIIMe: LUL 
[17:34] Dijt: VapeNation GO GREEN VapeNation 
[17:34] Kilinoob: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) . 
[17:34] Ihavekin: BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[17:34] lmorales1: LUL 
[17:34] newfegkek_______trumpw: LUL 
[17:34] MadMattandThePatrol: Constructed 
[17:34] Devils_123: FeelsBadMan NEVER SPONSORED FeelsBadMan 
[17:34] Anthrax_92: OpieOP / DoritosChip 
[17:34] Syterss: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 1 
[17:34] Trigger_happy95: :tf: 
[17:34] explotdie: Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY 
FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME 
FeelsBadMan 
[17:34] 3SpellsAndNothingElse: @AmazHS How do u eat the rotten egg?When i ate it 
yesterday i nearly puked 
[17:34] gaybraa: ResidentSleeper 
[17:34] Krokodilfog: KamikadzeeWeEd: Pieczony_kot: Evaell_96: Binfz: Astroxin: 
NotSpecified: FeelsBadMan NOBODY FeelsBadMan COPIES FeelsBadMan MY 
FeelsBadMan PASTA FeelsBadMan WITH NAME FeelsBadMan 
[17:34] cg_gamer_clash: LUL 
[17:34] semtex86: Played paladin last arena Kappa 
[17:34] s890127: BabyRage 
[17:34] pyscho_steve_: FeelsGoodMan EVERYONE FeelsGoodMan COPIES 
FeelsGoodMan MY FeelsGoodMan PASTA FeelsGoodMan 
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[17:34] AloDude: Feral SPIRIT PLZ 
[17:34] 1337Kryptiiq: 4Head 
[17:34] lehooo_cod: LOWBIRD 
[17:34] Dodixd: PJSugar 
[17:34] Atosh4: PJSalt 
[17:34] newfegkek_______trumpw: 4Head 4Head 4Head 4Head 
[17:34] Sharkrobot: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (REYNAD 
Sponsored Comment) . 
[17:34] %Kilan13: 4Head 
[17:34] Minergretsold: 4Head 
[17:34] SlaxxiDK: @DontKiIIMe, forsenLewd / 
[17:34] iammincho: EleGiggle FUNNY JOKE EleGiggle 
[17:34] moonmoonderp: FIRST LOSS 
[17:34] SomeEzRandom: PJSugar 
[17:34] HAK_1429: Hi 
[17:34] pedrinhohmmrhnd: PJSugar 
[17:34] Ambdoexx: LOL 
[17:34] dyausphita: Hello I am Kappa Kapparino. I'm an employee at Twitch and am currently 
testing changes to the Kappa emote. Can you please type Kappa to confirm that it's working? 
[17:34] svkwarningsvk: 4Head KappaPride 
[17:34] casalicious: hey amaz i love the stream keep up the great work :) MVGame 
[17:34] griilze: 4Head 
[17:34] +DontKiIIMe: 4Head 
[17:34] MicroPlayerPL: 4Head 
[17:34] nipander77: Nice 4 health minion 4Head 
[17:34] mrsilverfaze1: PJSalt PJSalt 
[17:34] Xugug: 4Head 
[17:34] Velerio: Best joke ever | Uther: "I will fight with honor" Kappa 
[17:34] Xshade_op: MURLOC, 
[17:34] pyscho_steve_: FeelsGoodMan EVERYONE FeelsGoodMan COPIES 
FeelsGoodMan MY FeelsGoodMan PASTA FeelsGoodMan . 
[17:34] Poolbot_: 4Head 
[17:34] Holyknight_101: krippW Always Turn 4 Truesilver 
[17:34] illeniumHS: Shut up stupid chat FailFish 
[17:34] CovertKoala: WoW value 
[17:34] Roman0907: 4Head 
[17:34] Deri0815: Misplay! 
[17:34] simao1357: FailFish 
[17:34] crusaderprt: $Pon$ored 
[17:34] Nefaross: gg 
[17:34] radoslavvo: 4Head 
[17:34] UrhoKakkonen: amazhs did you hear about kripp succeeding in the 100in10 
challenge 
[17:34] moonmoonderp: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:34] HAK_1429: PJSugar PJSugar PJSugar PJSugar PJSugar PJSugar Fu.. 

[17:34] sashakyrochkin: 🕶 
[17:34] Shanmore: gg 
[17:34] Sharkrobot: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (REYNAD 
Sponsored Comment) . 4Head 
[17:34] RastaBro: WEEDED CgRIP Scamazz 
[17:34] cresping: mounta 
[17:34] +DontKiIIMe: @SlaxxiDK, forsenPuke2 / 
[17:34] juannybravo: this guy's deck is crazy 
[17:34] s890127: BabyRage CARDS BabyRage 
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[17:34] Psndarkdragon: BEAN 
[17:34] jameshetfield1: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:34] Romanbayan: MANTA (style) 
[17:34] iammincho: topdeck swipe Kappa 
[17:34] cg_gamer_clash: PJSalt PJSalt PJSalt PJSalt PJSalt 
[17:34] kariba99: Gg 
[17:34] Keyyclem: your mother wa a murloc 
[17:34] moonmoonderp: MASSAN WAZ HERE 
[17:34] Wenjucktsomg: coin concede 
[17:34] justice72: gg 
[17:34] dersadketzer: gg 
[17:34] OffBeatOddity: Bean inc 4Head 
[17:34] Kilinoob: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] Arztz: 4 mana kill 2 enemy 4 mana minions FeelsBadMan 
[17:34] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:34] simao1357: PALADINS HAVE WEAPONS BabyRage 
[17:34] oby6969: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:34] HAK_1429: FunRun BabyRage ANELE BabyRage BabyRage AthenaPMS .. 
[17:34] gaybraa: PogChamp BabyRage 
[17:34] Cheeseit879: this streamer is very nerd :/ 
[17:34] bicboiiLUL: 1-3 LUL 
[17:34] zonex17: MISPLAY 
[17:34] senzouf: Rip 
[17:34] kariba99: G 
[17:34] tekuson: yeah, doomhammer 5 mana, deal 16 dmg 
[17:34] casalicious: hey amaz i love the stream keep up the great work :) MVGame Volcania 
[17:34] moonmoonderp: GG 
[17:34] OffBeatOddity: Bean inc 4Head &#012 
[17:34] %TurdPiles: amazSellout Subscribe to Amaz to get these awesome emotes 
amazSMOrc amazPride amazC amazW amazSalt and many many more!!!! amazChamp 
NOT A SCAM amazScam 
[17:34] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] xxshruikinxx: Y no swipe Kappa Kappa Kappa 
[17:35] faaappp: mount up gachiGASM 
[17:35] Aquagasm: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:35] 3SpellsAndNothingElse: @AmazHS How do u eat the rotten egg?When i ate it 
yesterday i nearly puked 
[17:35] %TurdPiles: amazSellout Sellout Subscribe to Amaz to get these awesome emotes 
amazSMOrc amazPride amazC amazW amazSalt and many many more!!!! amazChamp 
NOT A SCAM amazScam 
[17:35] toasterpow: top deck flame strike, but you didnt pick hunter Kappa 
[17:35] newfegkek_______trumpw: MISSED DMG SMOrc 
[17:35] GloriousMuffin: weapons are so disgusting in arena DansGame 
[17:35] +Ace_TWeeZy098: MrDestructoid MrDestructoid MrDestructoid MrDestructoid 
MrDestructoid MrDestructoid 
[17:35] Zenithgear: misplay 
[17:35] * Fursum012 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] andrazidota: always retire never draw swipe 
[17:35] AloDude: @AmazHS feral spirit? 
[17:35] schopenhauers_donger: In the UK bean is a slang word for 'molly' LUL 
[17:35] riddle2845: misplay 
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[17:35] * Aquagasm I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:35] gaybraa: 4Head 
[17:35] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] * VeryLargeDuck HI amaz i like your steams (sponsored message) 
[17:35] Xanedrin: MISPLAY! 
[17:35] CrypticFlux: Misplay 
[17:35] svkwarningsvk: @Amazhs, gay 
[17:35] Ambdoexx: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:35] * Sharkrobot I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan (4Head REYNAD 
Sponsored Comment) . 
[17:35] Velerio: SMOrc ENEMY PRO PLAYER SMOrc 
[17:35] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] moonmoonderp: MrDestructoid 
[17:35] @%respiratorymatt: TurdPiles : amazSellout Subscribe to Amaz to get these 
awesome emotes amazSMOrc amazPride amazC amazW amazSalt and many many 
more!!!! amazChamp NOT A SCAM amazScam 
[17:35] +* DontKiIIMe (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] cresping: Kappa 
[17:35] gaybraa: TBTacoLeft WutFace TBTacoRight 
[17:35] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] moonmoonderp: CONCEDE 
[17:35] DasBeatbiest: I Love Amaz Youtube Videos FeelsGoodMan (Sponsored Comment) 
[17:35] faaappp: @respiratorymatt, 4Head 
[17:35] OffBeatOddity: VALUE 
[17:35] newfegkek_______trumpw: SMOrc he knows what to do 
[17:35] Sharkrobot: I LOVE AMAZ YOUTUBE VIDEOS FeelsGoodMan ( 4Head REYNAD 
Sponsored Comment) . 
[17:35] Spect_r: lose to an idiot 4Head 
[17:35] tekuson: gg 
[17:35] StamyTheZombie: I LOVE AMAZ PORNHUB VIDEOS KappaPride (Sponsored 
Comment) 
[17:35] * autist_317 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] @%respiratorymatt: HAHAHA 
[17:35] * VeryLargeDuck HI amaz i like your steams (sponsored message) . 
[17:35] * delirium8814 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] Kennithkaniff8: gg4 
[17:35] RedderSland: За Альянс 
[17:35] RastaBro: WEEDED FeelsBadMan 
[17:35] * Fursum012 (Sponsored Chatbot): Hi Amaz! FeelsGoodMan / 
[17:35] %Kilan13: amazSellout Sellout Subscribe to Amaz to get these awesome emotes 
amazSMOrc amazPride amazC amazW amazSalt and many many more!!!! amazChamp 
NOT A SCAM amazScam 
[17:35] GloriousMuffin: plays around aoe - "this guy is an idiot" EleGiggle 
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APPENDIX V – Kripparian  

[03:57] toxn1337: thanks kripp 4 your awesome stream !!! 
[03:57] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard COOKING 
[03:57] KrogShoe: Ramsay wasn't a bastard when he got eaten FailFish 
[03:57] thtchkybstrd: !snipe 
[03:57] Healsplz: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven'.. 
[03:57] creste1: WHAT WAS THAT 
[03:57] SirCrushinton: profit 
[03:57] uselax: TriHard COOK 
[03:57] Fish899: notsquishY WHEN YOU NEED HIM notsquishY IN A JIFFY notsquishY 
USE THIS EMOTE notsquishY TO SUMMON SQUISHY notsquishY 
[03:57] Adrianowq: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS TriHard 
CANT ME BAN TriHard 
[03:57] PwnMeOrBePwned: zalle HeyGuys HeyGuys 
[03:57] DreadMelon: this chat is full of degenerates 
[03:57] tRiNoVuS_: MrDestructoid 
[03:57] Kaizzzzzz: notsquishY WHEN YOU NEED HIM notsquishY IN A JIFFY notsquishY 
USE THIS EMOTE notsquishY TO SUMMON SQUISHY notsquishY 
[03:57] fxmows: PROFIT 
[03:57] ck930065: ヾ(*´∀｀*)ﾉ 
[03:57] Healsplz: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven'.. 
[03:57] edensheps: (vapenation) 
[03:57] Adrianowq: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS TriHard 
CANT ME BAN TriHard . 
[03:57] Lindu_Potato: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] ZawieTheGamer: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] Fronku: !snipe 
[03:57] %NeilBeforeMee: @gilaga nerd who says "af" kys 
[03:57] Temayte: forsenE 
[03:57] JaffaCaker: !nurpp Trading 
[03:57] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[03:57] Kaizzzzzz: SHOW DOGE OhMyDog 
[03:57] escobar5261: SMOrc 
[03:57] maurash: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven't had bastard in a 
while, let's go Ramsay" OhMyDog "Ramsay isn't that good, but alright" OhMyDog 
[03:57] ummm_l: VapeNash 
[03:57] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS 
TriHard CANT ME BAN TriHard .g 
[03:57] Bipedal_Ape: @0000_tab_enter_to_minglee, get rekt fgt LUL 
[03:57] gravnor: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] Adrianowq: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS TriHard 
CANT ME BAN TriHard .. 
[03:57] * Draconide /shrug LUL 
[03:57] MRxSlay3r: forsenE 
[03:57] kidcrow_: 4Head 
[03:57] maurash: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven't had bastard in a 
while, let's go Ramsay" OhMyDog "Ramsay isn't that good, but alright" OhMyDog 
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[03:57] Adrianowq: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS TriHard 
CANT ME BAN TriHard 
[03:57] %NeilBeforeMee: !tyrone 
[03:57] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS 
TriHard CANT ME BAN TriHard . 
[03:57] +%Enne47: krippCat 
[03:57] WarriorGPlays: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] Algonkins: 1 more forsenE and im out FailFish 
[03:57] Healsplz: sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI .. 
[03:57] Fairgraves: TwitchRPG TwitchRPG TwitchRPG 
[03:57] Lindu_Potato: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage . 
[03:57] Dhoraks: PjSalt 
[03:57] cosmicxlt: WHEN YOUR LITTLE BROTHER PLAYS YOUR 8-0 ARENA RUN 
[03:57] Magery: @NeilbeforeMee nerd who says "kys" nerd xD 
[03:57] chronoghast: FeelsBadMan Alright virgin, I guess FeelsBadMan Haven't fapped in a 
while, let's fap FeelsBadMan Right hand isnt that good, but alright FeelsBadMan 
[03:57] HoverDuck: this streamer is look very nerd :/ 
[03:57] +%Enne47: forsenE 
[03:57] %trillamil: forsenE 
[03:57] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS 
TriHard CANT ME BAN TriHard .z 
[03:57] +Gilaga: @NeilBeforeMee, thanks for proving my point 
[03:57] Healsplz: sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI 
[03:57] ZawieTheGamer: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] sayrx: forsenGun forsenWut 
[03:57] edensheps: Kappa 
[03:57] RockingRok: xD 
[03:57] Lindu_Potato: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:57] ChaleFoo: chrumpW 

[03:57] Raggerz: ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ﾉ·︻ ̷┻̿═━一I'VE GOT THE STREAM IN MY SIGHTS. 

[03:57] fightanman: forsenE / 
[03:58] gravnor: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] araxthegreat: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] JaffaCaker: !nurrp Lanluber 
[03:58] rip_krip: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage . 
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[03:58] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] TheMightyGamer14: sdsfdfffdfdffhoiilli 
[03:58] edensheps: SMOrc 
[03:58] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] Lindu_Potato: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage . 
[03:58] +Fazh: imGlitch imGlitch imGlitch 
[03:58] sayrx: forsenGun forsenE 
[03:58] instill2: anyone know when they release heartstone 2? 
[03:58] MRxSlay3r: E NAYSH forsenE 
[03:58] BonePit: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] sealab81: DIRE FrankerZ 
[03:58] escobar5261: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[03:58] ZawieTheGamer: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] gravnor: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Helloimpoptart: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] gravnor: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 

[03:58] %NeilBeforeMee: @gilaga np fam 💯🔥👌🏿 
[03:58] Broodlapin: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] SuperMattyClark: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmupet 
[03:58] VeelYo: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] JakeSteel123: OhMyDog Dogger says this is my house now 
[03:58] fenizia: OMFG DONT TAB ENTER FailFish 
[03:58] BenHW: imGlitch 
[03:58] Adrianowq: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Iloveorca: http://static-cdn.jtvnw.net/emoticons/v1/22639/2.0 
[03:58] LynxNGaizk: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc . 
[03:58] Jerryyin: easy horoor 
[03:58] Healsplz: forsenE forsenE sodaEMOJI sodaEMOJI 
[03:58] LordKratoshark: 00000000000000000000000000000000 
[03:58] %NeilBeforeMee: @magery kys nerd EleGiggle 
[03:58] +k1ram: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, 
[03:58] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Techdolphin: 000000000000000000000001c, 
[03:58] Thebroodw1ch: EU BLIZZARD 
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[03:58] gravnor: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] FiddyKiddler_: 000000000000000000000001c, FeelsGoodMan 
[03:58] Brick_squad420: blizzard nerub 
[03:58] thebludelf: https://www.google.rs/search?sclient=psy-ab&biw=19.. 
[03:58] edensheps: VaultBoy VaultBoy VaultBoy VaultBoy VaultBoy Vault.. 
[03:58] miden77: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard YOU 
GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A ***** TriHard / 
[03:58] RockingRok: PogChamp PUT THE CHAT IN EMOTE ONLY MODE PogChamp 
[03:58] GibsonBlackstar: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Krayts: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, 
[03:58] +%InductiveKick: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, 
[03:58] SaxosSteve: 0000_tab_enter_to_minglee, 
[03:58] 7ironman7: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] afters_shock: argent.. ping ? 
[03:58] rip_krip: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage . 
[03:58] jed_ssb: music Kreygasm 
[03:58] Draconide: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Daarconio: 2-0 LUL 
[03:58] RockingRok: PogChamp PUT THE CHAT IN EMOTE ONLY MODE PogChamp .. 
[03:58] Th3Cursed: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:58] kkiritokun: LUL 
[03:58] VaLoL23: 000000000000000000000001c, 
[03:58] sentientpillowcase: cmonBruh 
[03:58] Lamadog12: LOL 
[03:58] Mistersalty: 000000000000000000000001c, works FeelsGoodMan 
[03:58] als_dk: 0000_tab_enter_to_minglee, MingLee 
[03:58] RockingRok: PogChamp PUT THE CHAT IN EMOTE ONLY MODE PogChamp 
[03:58] hoofer17: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] theoverloadx: GREED 
[03:58] uselax: ORDER EleGiggle 
[03:58] * Sploopapoop BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] Wtfbrolol: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, LUL 
[03:58] RockingRok: PogChamp PUT THE CHAT IN EMOTE ONLY MODE PogChamp .. 
[03:58] Helpmynamewontfi: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc 
NO BAN SMOrc 
[03:58] sentientpillowcase: cmonBruh cmonBruh 
[03:58] spacexploration: GREEEEED 
[03:58] Stalor6: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, 
[03:58] Its_Rick: lul 
[03:58] cosmicxlt: HORROR 
[03:58] adibu1234: zaaap 
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[03:58] BenHW: MiniK MiniK KappaLitt MiniK MiniK 
[03:58] RockingRok: PogChamp PUT THE CHAT IN EMOTE ONLY MODE PogChamp 
[03:58] Satteus: LUL 
[03:58] @^ohbot: rockingrok => solospam 4Head 
[03:58] ArchonGhosty: RACISM LUL 
[03:58] 000000000000000000000tab: a 
[03:58] Its_Rick: LuL 
[03:58] creste1: SICK PLAYS 
[03:58] Christmas_crustacean: FailFish 
[03:58] Its_Rick: LUL 
[03:58] thebludelf: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] luffzorsan: NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[03:58] Gulmorr: ORDER LUL 
[03:58] vibezyyy: THATS ONE ANGRY TROGG 
[03:58] FiddyKiddler_: 000000000000000000000001c, FeelsGoodMan NO BAN 
[03:58] Icystt: kk 
[03:58] jed_ssb: silence lmao 
[03:58] Techdolphin: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0, 
[03:58] milelongkingkongdong: TriHard "Alright stealing I guess" TriHard "Haven't raped in a 
while, let's try white girls" TriHard "KFC isn't that good but alright" TriHard 
[03:58] dWreckCSGO: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[03:58] CMDRsprinkles: FeelsBadMan SNAPE KILLED DUMBLEDORe 
[03:58] Tomaitoe: SO GREEDY!! BroBalt 
[03:58] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[03:58] ck930065: 7/1 
[03:58] gravnor: MiniK 
[03:58] sentientpillowcase: NotLikeThis 
[03:58] Debigbos: xD 
[03:58] Helpmynamewontfi: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc 
NO BAN SMOrc . 
[03:58] Crunchykun: 1 
[03:58] 0_____big_nig______0: 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0 
[03:58] Glumlee: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] TheLawOfJoe: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:58] BonePit: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[03:58] +%Enne47: MiniK 
[03:58] milelongkingkongdong: TriHard 
[03:58] Crunchykun: man 
[03:58] hartfordx: Such a greedy play 
[03:58] 000000000000000000000001c: FeelsGoodMan TAB ENTER FIXED FeelsGoodMan 
TAB ENTER FIXED FeelsGoodMan TAB ENTER FIXED FeelsGoodMan TAB ENTER 
FIXED FeelsGoodMan 
[03:58] 000000000000000000000tab: 0_____big_nig______0 
[03:58] Iloveorca: FrankerZ PJSugar 
[03:58] TcTim: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc . 
[03:59] +%InductiveKick: 0_____big_nig______0, 
[03:59] watchmemitchie1: TriHard ? 
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[03:59] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:59] KrogShoe: FLAMING CR7 FireSpeed FLAMING CR7 FireSpeed FLAMING CR7 
FireSpeed 
[03:59] TsiwSiw: greedy son of a gun Kappa 
[03:59] Crunchykun: spam 
[03:59] BenHW: FeelsGoldMan 
[03:59] drmaxie: 000000000000000000000001c, 
[03:59] POO_POO_toilet: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:59] escobar5261: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[03:59] Gulmorr: this streamer is very baby :/ 
[03:59] noobnoobiiface: man you guys so fuckin bad chat is unreal now i understand why 
arena is so easy 
[03:59] dacr0w: KaRappa 
[03:59] Th3Cursed: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[03:59] MClout: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[03:59] Adrianowq: TriHard "Alright stealing I guess" TriHard "Haven't raped in a while, let's 
try white girls" TriHard "KFC isn't that good but alright" TriHard 
[03:59] Helpmynamewontfi: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc 
NO BAN SMOrc 
[03:59] cadyellow: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[03:59] %ianh05: SMOrc 

[03:59] Raggerz: ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ﾉ·︻ ̷┻̿═━一I'VE GOT THE STREAM IN MY SIGHTS. 

[03:59] +Gilaga: mukla gg 
[03:59] BenHW: Kappa 
[03:59] bladeofthewest: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS 
TriHard CANT ME BAN TriHard 
[03:59] gravnor: WutFace 
[03:59] FaultyLeafblower: !snipeS. 
[03:59] kripp_the_salt_monster: @nl_Kripp Why isn't there a card that just removes freeze 
and doesn't silence the rest of the card's effect? 
[03:59] uselax: TriHard 
[03:59] jed_ssb: music Kreygasm 
[03:59] Healsplz: RARE PEPE PogChamp 
[03:59] ClickMeOk: SMOrc 
[03:59] miden77: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard YOU 
GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A N*GGA TriHard / 
[03:59] MClout: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[03:59] drmaxie: dont tab entr 
[03:59] Baconfarmer149: dfggd 
[03:59] filthyweebs: This streamer look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] +Gilaga: WutFace 
[03:59] Zigman369: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Guliverv: CHAT, DONT LET YOU DREAMS BE DREAMS 
[03:59] Kunta_King: rip bog nig 
[03:59] forevertatsu: RIP 
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[03:59] NotAGreyFace: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[03:59] drmaxie: this streamer is look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] Guliverv: JUST DO IT! 
[03:59] jed_ssb: lmao 
[03:59] Competere: !uptime 
[03:59] Doc_Kun: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[03:59] Kogoruhn: Kappa 
[03:59] Wtfbrolol: @Zigman369, PogChamp 
[03:59] Altmax: @Zigman369, PogChamp 
[03:59] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[03:59] sxpbro: BigNig 
[03:59] Daarconio: @miden77 My glock is big is better LUL 
[03:59] * CowCondom RAMSEY BOLTON DIES 
[03:59] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[03:59] HoverDuck: this streamer is look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] Avulsionn: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] hstawu1210: U 
[03:59] Brick_squad420: vape nation 
[03:59] Magery: :) small spam :) 
[03:59] Guliverv: MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE!! 
[03:59] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[03:59] just_realy: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] DiiAmOnD__NaGA_WTF_TwiTcH: that play VALUE 
[03:59] TJ31: LUL 
[03:59] jebediah19: This streamer look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] SaxosSteve: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] rhadw: hmm elky is a *** who dont read chat even tough you are the only one typing 
lol 
[03:59] AzzyDreemurr00: BabyRage 
[03:59] * als_dk deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Temayte: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Lindu_Potato: !onred 
[03:59] %* Onred Lindu_Potato, I love you <3 FeelsGoodMan 
[03:59] ClickMeOk: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Christmas_crustacean: tpainVAPE tpainVAPE tpainVAPE tpainVAPE tpainBUTT .. 
[03:59] kirbyzilla1: FeelsBadMan 
[03:59] Gamegoo: @nl_Kripp I woulda mukkla pinged 
e all salty now 
[03:59] Guliverv: JUST DO IT! 
[03:59] Generalguide: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] dWreckCSGO: LOL 
[03:59] CMDRsprinkles: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST 
Kappa FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[03:59] Satteus: LUL 
[03:59] araxthegreat: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Carkin_123: TriHard 
[03:59] jebediah19: This streamer look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] Shades_of_Fury: q TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard 
YOU GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A N*GGA TriHard / 
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[03:59] YELOman222: Be sure to blink krip 
[03:59] Fury237: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] MRxSlay3r: TriHard 
[03:59] Lindu_Potato: !onredrobot 
[03:59] Gaudioo: BabyRage I'M GOING SECOND BabyRage 80% OF BAD MATCHUPS 
BabyRage INSANE MANA CURVE BabyRage BAD DRAWS BabyRage 3 FLAMESTRIKES 
BabyRage HOW IS THIS GUY AT ___ WINS?! BabyRage 
[03:59] maurash: TriHard 
[03:59] bladeofthewest: TriHard 
[03:59] pogchampguy: TriHard 
[03:59] YoPoY91: TriHard TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[03:59] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[03:59] Stalor6: TriHard 
[03:59] VShuffles: TriHard 
[03:59] FlaminHornet: TriHard 
[03:59] uselax: TriHard 
[03:59] Th3Cursed: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] coolfoolboo: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Brick_squad420: GG LUL 
[03:59] Lindu_Potato: !onred 
[03:59] Acraftyzebra: This streamer look very nerd :/ 
[03:59] +%Enne47: CruW 
[03:59] namco7: TriHard ME BLACK TriHard ME SPAM TriHard WHITE MODS TriHard 
CANT ME BAN TriHard 
[03:59] Christmas_crustacean: tpainVAPE tpainVAPE tpainVAPE tpainBUTT tpainVAPE 
tpainVAPE 
[03:59] labanon: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] nakrux: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[03:59] Generalguide: Kappa 
[04:00] ribellino7: 9 mana backstab LUL 
[04:00] KrogShoe: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] the_weeknd12: TriHard 
[04:00] Remedrius: TriHard 
[04:00] Elynsynos_Oro: Backstab EleGiggle 
[04:00] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard 
YOU GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A N*GGA TriHard / 
[04:00] VanillaEH: TriHard 
[04:00] namco7: TriHard 
[04:00] Adrianowq: TriHard 
[04:00] Bens2k: TriHard o7 
[04:00] Zigman369: @Wtfbrolol, @Altmax PogChamp 
[04:00] AhmadJKing: TriHard 
[04:00] Guliverv: YOU GONNA WAKE UP AND WORK HARD AT IT 
[04:00] FaultyLeafblower: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] ikt01: TriHard 
[04:00] H3nriksson: Hello Kripp this is your father vycach...... ResidentSleeper 
[04:00] Blahmeistah: Racist chat FeelsGoodMan 
[04:00] MClout: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] TheyCallMeSDR: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST 
Kappa FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] bladeofthewest: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:00] Bytethisx: TriHard 
[04:00] Kimblexe: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.. VapeNation 
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[04:00] Wtfbrolol: TriHard Daddy! 
[04:00] Mayomccheese: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] PurpleUbe: 7 health 
[04:00] Zigman369: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] instill2: you think kripp could play in bazzer movie? 
[04:00] Shuoz: TriHard Trihard TrihardTrihardTrihardTrihardTrihar.. 
[04:00] jebediah19: This streamer is look very nerd :/ 
[04:00] Helloimpoptart: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] Mr_Pinea99le: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] ClickMeOk: TriHard 
[04:00] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard 
YOU GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A N*GGA TriHard / 
[04:00] John2697: TriHard o7 in the chat 
[04:00] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:00] Juanjotse: K 
[04:00] filthyweebs: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] Halo12354: Racist WutFace 
[04:00] rhadw: kripp yes kripp is handsome and good guy that answer alot of his followers 
opinions 
[04:00] Arrgath12: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] Guliverv: MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE 
[04:00] Ayjayo: Kappa 
[04:00] Ishrn: kray kin 
[04:00] laps682: krayken 
[04:00] Peatmoss95: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] SevenStrangeMelons: Kraykens 
[04:00] Mateomasmalo: Kappa 
[04:00] H3nriksson: Dont mind me I a..... ResidentSleeper 
[04:00] Thrallmemayb: CHAT TRIGGERED 
[04:00] maurash: Kreygasm ken 
[04:00] Xiviass: need fireball 
[04:00] trogdor6666: CRAYCANS???? 
[04:00] Fronku: VapeNation ⧹⧸⧸⧹ 
[04:00] Draconide: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] YoPoY91: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:00] Dhoraks: KRAY KEN 
[04:00] 8dom8: kraykens 
[04:00] Magery: K ray K en 
[04:00] miden77: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER .. 
[04:00] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[04:00] Debigbos: KRAYKEN 
[04:00] @+%DigitalVortex92: notsquishY WHEN YOU NEED HIM notsquishY IN A JIFFY 
notsquishY USE THIS EMOTE notsquishY TO SUMMON SQUISHY notsquishY 
[04:00] IanZero0: KRAYKEN 
[04:00] movezero: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] uselax: CRACK TriHard EN 
[04:00] rhadw: it does 
[04:00] Guliverv: YESTERDAY YOU SAD TOMORROW 
[04:00] theoverloadx: KRAY KEN 
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[04:00] jed_ssb: kraken Kreygasm 
[04:00] Castard: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] Fish899: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.. VapeNation 
[04:00] ummm_l: Help mew pela 
[04:00] unclelucas: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] ClearIT: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] twinGeminis: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
a IM Kappa JUST Kappa FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] ClearIT: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] twinGeminis: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] araxthegreat: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER .. 
[04:00] AhmadJKing: TriHard 
[04:00] Ivoree: one more lul 
[04:00] ArchonGhosty: RACISM LUL 
[04:00] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vaped wizard can wear this *** 
hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] MClout: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard YOU 
GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A N*GGER TriHard 
[04:00] trantis: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] facetowel: KREYKEN LUL 
[04:00] Wilzoooo: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] MakiMakiYo: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] Chazzos: @nl_Kripp you have not been so salty the past few streams ive watched. 
you okay bro? 
[04:00] CartaphilusJourney: VapeNation \//\ 
[04:00] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:00] watchmemitchie1: TriHard ? 
[04:00] trogdor6666: CRAYCANS??????? 
[04:00] namco7: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER TriHard YOU 
GUESSED IT RIGHT TriHard I AM A 
[04:00] eatorl: Krey ken 
[04:00] milelongkingkongdong: TriHard "Alright stealing I guess" TriHard "Haven't raped in a 
while, let's try white girls" TriHard "KFC isn't that good but alright " TriHard 
[04:00] Guliverv: YOU GONNA WAKE AND STOP GIVING UP 
[04:00] * fenizia سن ب ناح س ب ناح س ب ناح س ب ناح س ب س ناب س ب ناح س ب ناح س ب نح س ب س ب ناح س  ..ب
[04:00] rhadw: bad minion 
[04:00] Helpmynamewontfi: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc 
NO BAN SMOrc 
[04:00] Kreezil: obviously not sniping 
[04:00] ColheitaFeliz33: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear t.. 
[04:00] Fish899: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.. VapeNation 
[04:00] Gielater: hahah 
[04:00] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] Adrianowq: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER .. 
[04:00] maurash: WutFace 
[04:00] Th3Cursed: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:00] Censuras: Okay, I think he might not be sniping after all. 
[04:00] rhadw: decent 
[04:00] noobnoobiiface: GG 
[04:00] ColheitaFeliz33: ...deilluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wea.. 
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[04:00] Magery: TriHard o7 O *** JOSE 
[04:00] Guliverv: JUST DO IT 
[04:00] Blizzgrarg: MONKEY BUSINESS TriHard 
[04:00] MasterA_tv: Skillstrike 
[04:00] Stalor6: LUL right into flamestrike 
[04:00] ColheitaFeliz33: ... deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can we.. 
[04:00] kripp_the_salt_monster: SKILLSTRIKE PogChamp 
[04:00] PiPeS2001: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven't eat bastard in a 
while, let's go Ramsay" OhMyDog "Ramsay isn't that good, but alright" OhMyDog 
[04:00] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER .. 
[04:00] %RobMorane: LUL 
[04:00] Brick_squad420: FLAMESTRIKE LUL! 
[04:00] GrimBarbs: lucky 
[04:00] fxmows: RIP 
[04:00] Minerguy0001: Lul 
[04:00] Guliverv: YES YOU CAN! 
[04:00] ColheitaFeliz33: .... deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can w.. 
[04:00] Zenmaku: DO IT 
[04:00] tokispickles: :( 
[04:00] jed_ssb: LUL 
[04:00] +jamestavendale: KappaHD KappaHD KappaHD KaapaColour KappaHD 
[04:00] Guliverv: JUST DO IT 
[04:00] Pathora31: YOLO 
[04:00] creste1: NOT SNIPING LOL 
[04:00] luffzorsan: I WANT TO WIN BabyRage 
[04:00] Frafabowa: DO IT 
[04:00] GoombahMan: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:00] moocowfish73: BALLS PogChamp 
[04:00] ColheitaFeliz33: ... deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can we.. 
[04:00] @^ohbot: colheitafeliz33 => solospam 4Head 
[04:00] ck930065: value 
[04:00] Brick_squad420: FLAMEWAKER FLAMESTRIKE 
[04:00] Beiroc: YOLO 
[04:00] IanZero0: k 
[04:00] Stalor6: NOO 
[04:00] rhadw: lawl 
[04:00] Khaos_k1: YOLO 
[04:00] inphamousking: Skill strike Lmao 
[04:00] gravnor: KappaHD 
[04:00] Lamadog12: KRIPP GREEDY FUK 
[04:00] Centaureayl: LUL 
[04:00] Shades_of_Fury: TriHard MY LIPS ARE BIG TriHard MY **** IS BIGGER .. 
[04:00] rip_krip: LOL 
[04:00] kkiritokun: PogChamp 
[04:00] John2697: FeelsGoodMan 
[04:00] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:00] Debigbos: GG 
[04:01] Beargoesroar: LUL 
[04:01] Algonkins: forsenE naysh is so bad FailFish 
[04:01] jed_ssb: ez 
[04:01] rhadw: Well played 
[04:01] Thedirtyhippie: racists banned LUL 
[04:01] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
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[04:01] TsiwSiw: LUL 
[04:01] gravnor: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.. VapeNation 
[04:01] pogchampguy: game over boys 
[04:01] ummm_l: Top kek 
[04:01] theoverloadx: GG 
[04:01] araxthegreat: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:01] Remedrius: GAME OVER BOYS 
[04:01] Gaudioo: INB4 DEATHWING 
[04:01] rubikmarvin: @nl_Kripp gg wp 
[04:01] edensheps: SMOrc 
[04:01] Guliverv: JUST DO IT 
[04:01] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] Wtfbrolol: BLACK PEOPLE EAT CHURCH'S NOT KFC. IF YOU'RE GOING TO BE 
RACIST GET IT RIGHT 
[04:01] sxpbro: inb4 lose Kappa 
[04:01] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:01] Renas569: gg 
[04:01] comeastlqn: DEATHWING LUL 
[04:01] FlaminHornet: GAMBA FeelsGoodMan 
[04:01] volcanonxo: @nl_Kripp Sprint does Something but not much 
[04:01] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] vibezyyy: SUCH SKILL 
[04:01] Fish899: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.. VapeNation 
[04:01] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vaped wizard canwear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:01] PokeyzRule: game over boys 
[04:01] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] JaffaCaker: BabyRage game ver 
[04:01] unclelucas: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:01] rhadw: CgZ 
[04:01] Treozukek: GG# 
[04:01] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[04:01] Draconide: @nl_Kripp you have not been so salty the past few streams ive watched. 
you okay bro? 
[04:01] TsiwSiw: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] %shurbed: scrotum 
[04:01] spacexploration: DEATHWING LUL 
[04:01] YoPoY91: TriHard TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:01] cosmicxlt: NOICE 
[04:01] Faunashaman: ez pz 
[04:01] %ianh05: SMOrc 
[04:01] Guliverv: YES YOU CAN 
[04:01] RimGreeper: so greedy 
[04:01] Broodlapin: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] Gliscore: no its notdeathwing 
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[04:01] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vaped wizardcanwear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:01] cuiperverso: alamuerte 
[04:01] LynxNGaizk: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc . 
[04:01] Fubzo: racists banned PogChamp 
[04:01] Yupppi: waaaait for it Kappa 
[04:01] DiiAmOnD__NaGA_WTF_TwiTcH: that play VALUE 
[04:01] Glumlee: game over boyzzz 
[04:01] Fish899: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat.... VapeNation 
[04:01] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vapedwizardcanwear this hat. 
VapeNation 
[04:01] mutmeister: BALLS?!?!? 
[04:01] Guliverv: SO JUST DO IT 
[04:01] neferite20: xD 
[04:01] inphamousking: Skillstrikw PogChamp 
[04:01] tardedaresupermodsre: FeelsGoodMan 
[04:01] CloverGrieveland: TOO SON! 
[04:01] Mesko_: Kappa 
[04:01] John2697: Not playing around flamestrike at 8-0 LUL 
[04:01] Broodlapin: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:01] Draconide: @nl_Kripp you have not been so salty the past few streams ive watched. 
you okay bro? LUL 
[04:01] uselax: TriHard 
[04:01] CartaphilusJourney: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat 
VapeNation 
[04:01] AlienAshtray: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:01] CloverGrieveland: SOON EVEN 
[04:01] PimpAbra: LUL 
[04:01] Guliverv: DONT LET YOUR DREAMS BE DREAMS 
[04:01] sentientpillowcase: PJSugar DONT MIND ME PJSugar JUST A USLESS EMOTE 
PJSugar 
[04:01] Algonkins: LETHAL 
[04:01] Yang_Sunny: RNG LETHAL 
[04:01] Meterozs: LETHAL 
[04:01] Thrallmemayb: LETHAL 
[04:01] serath5: LETHAL 
[04:01] Fish899: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat... VapeNation 
[04:01] Stalor6: LETHAL 
[04:01] noobnoobiiface: why he dosnt face with the 9-7 wtf 
[04:01] neferite20: LETHAL 
[04:01] Christmas_crustacean: ryuuuGreed Only the most vapedwizardcanwear this hat. 
VapeNation . 
[04:01] Phinatical: LETHAL 
[04:01] Shimmd: GAME OVER, said kripp 
[04:01] Broski_Lebowski: LETHAL 
[04:01] volcanonxo: Start it off with taunt 
[04:01] The_Hungry_Hobo: LETHAL 
[04:01] moocowfish73: LETHAL 4Head 
[04:01] oppiex: LETHAL 
[04:01] maurash: Kappa DAILY Kappa CHECK Kappa FOR Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA 
Kappa 
[04:01] Cynikul: Kappa 
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[04:01] harkenram: LETHAL 
[04:01] DevilSlayerMatt: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[04:01] %BLASKTV: krippCat krippCat krippCat krippCat 
[04:01] maurash: Kappa DAILY Kappa CHECK Kappa FOR Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA 
Kappa 
[04:01] TsiwSiw: SMOrc 
[04:01] Wtfbrolol: LETHAL 
[04:01] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:01] escobar5261: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[04:01] Cherishu: GAME OVER BOYS LUL 
[04:01] Blizzgrarg: FOR BLACKWING 
[04:01] creste1: LETHAL 
[04:01] maurash: Kappa DAILY Kappa CHECK Kappa FOR Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA 
Kappa 
[04:01] Csearle: Kappa 
[04:01] bretw: HORN HORN HORN 
:02] PiPeS2001: LUL 
[04:02] FaultyLeafblower: 1/4 
[04:02] Osborne12345: LUL 
[04:02] Brick_squad420: LUL 
[04:02] 0___tab_enter_in_2016___0: ORDER EleGiggle 
[04:02] Darkking951: LUL 
[04:02] OldTempo: LUL 
[04:02] bretw: BREATH TO PING TO KILL IT 
[04:02] Fatalhamster: wtf 
[04:02] JaffaCaker: Order LUL 
[04:02] pho_asm: SMOrc 
[04:02] rioisk: misplay 
[04:02] Nevermind___: USA IN SOCCER LUL EleGiggle 
[04:02] Eniiex: NICE ORDER 
[04:02] i_never_smile: NA order LUL 
[04:02] Se7en_Sinner: Missed a dude LUL 
[04:02] Deagn: LUL 
[04:02] Brick_squad420: BAD PLAY LUL 
[04:02] Lolifofo: ORDER LUL 
[04:02] kkiritokun: ORDER 
[04:02] MetaFace: MISSED 1/1 
[04:02] DogRay: BabyRage unlucky 
[04:02] PapiTrash: Kappa 
[04:02] NivatusWorld: LUL NICE ORDER 
[04:02] tardedaresupermodsre: STUPID ORDER 
[04:02] %gantorf: Kappa 
[04:02] SNERKerGODT: ORDER UL 
[04:02] CartaphilusJourney: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat \/ 
VapeNation /\ 
[04:02] Fightman500: misplay misplay misplay misplay misplay 
[04:02] Magery: MISSPLAY TriHard 
[04:02] Luizo0094: ALRIGHT I GUESS ResidentSleeper 
[04:02] Qn1ght: Misplay 
[04:02] IcYWoLf82: EU ORDER 
[04:02] Th3Cursed: LUL LUL 
[04:02] Treozukek: GOOD ORDER BAD CHAT 
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[04:02] rafaeltpaulino: LUL 
[04:02] why0002: Nice order Kappa 
[04:02] Broski_Lebowski: ORDER LUL 
[04:02] Deagn: Kappa 
[04:02] PokeyzRule: FLAME ON 
[04:02] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[04:02] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard TriHard 
[04:02] sxpbro: order LU 
[04:02] codeams: ORDER LUL 
[04:02] spacexploration: EU ORDER LUL 
[04:02] Senyavin: PLAY AROUND MCT Kreygasm 
[04:02] s1002772: ....... 
[04:02] 918000241: LUL 
[04:02] fxmows: EU ORDER BOIS 
[04:02] sxpbro: order LUL 
[04:02] stricky65: LUL MISSPLAY 
[04:02] bogadom85413: BabyRage 
[04:02] Jukes__: GOOD *** KRIPP 
[04:02] Healsplz: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven't eat bastard in a 
while, let's go Ramsay" OhMyDog "Ramsay isn't that good, but alright" OhMyDog 
[04:02] jed_ssb: order 
[04:02] BonePit: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:02] AzzyDreemurr00: SMOrc him 
[04:02] Epictome: order LUL 
[04:02] Kashul: Kappa 
[04:02] Romyaw: unskill 
[04:02] 42PLTN: TAWEL BRAWL!?! 
[04:02] JaffaCaker: Sure Kappa 
[04:02] %ianh05: MISSED 1/1 DUDE LUL 
[04:02] IcYWoLf82: BabyRage 
[04:02] Papooo32: playing around mc tec Kappa 
[04:02] escobar5261: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[04:02] drmaxie: EU LUL 
[04:02] Lamadog12: krip hows the dong hanging 
[04:02] AhmadJKing: BabyRage only real Kripp can built this perfect pyramid BabyRage 
BabyRage . Try like me !Try like me ! Try like me ! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage Build my 
pyramid still higher!!!!!! BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage BabyRage 
[04:02] %McD_420McNuggets: played around mc tech 
[04:02] The_Doctor_Dick: sap, eviscerate, dead 
[04:02] picuber1: mc tech 
[04:02] ZackEche: noob 
[04:02] PiPeS2001: OhMyDog "Alright, Ramsay, I guess" OhMyDog "Haven't eat bastard in a 
while, let's go Ramsay" OhMyDog "Ramsay isn't that good, but alright" OhMyDog 
[04:02] milelongkingkongdong: TriHard "Alright stealing I guess" TriHard "Haven't raped in a 
while, let's try white girls" TriHard "KFC isn't that good but alright" TriHard 
[04:02] Treozukek: Rank 25 chat, the value was correct 
[04:02] Broodlapin: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:02] Puppes: !imgay 
[04:02] YoPoY91: TriHard 
[04:02] %ianh05: Kappa 
[04:02] IanZero0: INFITE VALUE 
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[04:02] facetowel: Bad play 
[04:02] eatorl: Poor Flamewaker BibleThump 
[04:02] StuchFlex: Level 20 chat FailFish 
[04:02] Se7en_Sinner: Nice order Kripp, getting carried by deck 
[04:02] +Tetraporc: Playing around MCTECH 
[04:02] ShadowEnvoy: MISSPLAY YOU *** ILL SLIT UR THROAT U *** 
[04:02] uselax: PLAYED AROUND MCTECH EleGiggle 
[04:02] ANELE_FOBIA: @bonepit there is no golden kappa FeelsBadMan 
[04:02] Senyavin: LUL 
[04:02] Frafabowa: OSKomodo 
[04:02] JaffaCaker: LUL 
[04:02] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[04:02] Th3Cursed: deIlluminati Only the most vaped wizard can wear this hat. VapeNation 
[04:02] namco7: RACISM FeelsGoodMan RACISM FeelsGoodMan 
[04:02] SmallishGiraffe: NA order haHAA 
[04:02] EpicCcell: ORDER BrokeBack 
[04:02] Minerguy0001: Fking twitch chat 
[04:02] sayggplz: ORDER 
[04:02] trihard_spammer: TOP *** 
[04:03] the_weeknd12: LUL 
[04:03] watchmemitchie1: LUL 
[04:03] kkiritokun: TOP DECK 
[04:03] Okuzbogan: MISSED A WUNWUN BibleThump 
[04:03] oppiex: LETHAL 
[04:03] 0_____bignig______0: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS 
ANELE CAN'T ME BAN ANELE 
[04:03] neferite20: TOPDICK 
[04:03] serath5: LUL 
[04:03] gendeath5: TOP KEK 
[04:03] bilosingguy: LUL 
[04:03] fxmows: RIPPPP 
[04:03] zenguu: TOPDICK LUL 
[04:03] sxpbro: NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[04:03] Senyavin: topdecking to win all night LUL 
[04:03] Sula456789: top *** 
[04:03] ScufGamerLp: gg 
[04:03] TechTheFan: LUL 
[04:03] jed_ssb: TOP KEK 
[04:03] hartham: LUL 
[04:03] ThisToastIsTasty: top deck lol 
[04:03] Chang_chicken: Chat is going so fast, no one will notice that kripp raped me and 
made me sign a nondisclosure 
[04:03] Accomplice28: BabyRage NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[04:03] Mrgreenhippo: lethal 
[04:03] griffulz: esports 
[04:03] Evilovercats: 11-3 incoming LUL 
[04:03] Wtfbrolol: TOP KEK 
[04:03] Spoiledshrimp6: wowowowowowow 
[04:03] LynxNGaizk: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc . 
[04:03] Epictome: top kek LUl 
[04:03] Osborne12345: NEVER LUCKY 
[04:03] spacexploration: fking hell LUL 
[04:03] Subvertiox8: TOP DECK 
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miseed it 
[04:03] tardedaresupermodsre: VEGAN ORDER 
[04:03] warcry16: ez 
[04:03] flipperino_kripperino: BabyRage I won BabyRage 
[04:03] kwompiw: scammed 
[04:03] bogadom85413: BabyRage NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[04:03] Adrianozc: Kappa 
[04:03] OldTempo: TOP DECK 
[04:03] Blahmeistah: Kappa 
[04:03] Rali000: 12-0 ResidentSleeper 
[04:03] unclelucas: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:03] dacr0w: WEW LADS 
[04:03] WarriorGPlays: BabyRage I WON 
[04:03] Lamadog12: KRIPP NEVER FUKING LUCKY 
[04:03] danieldan48: OSsloth // 
[04:03] Broodlapin: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO BAN 
SMOrc 
[04:03] Ekshernul: NEVER LUCKY 
[04:03] DiegoAprile: lever nucky 
[04:03] Rebel_Zero: NEVER LUCKY HE SAYS 
[04:03] rakkoz: BabyRage his insane is deck BabyRage 
[04:03] cn_jordansun: Wow 
[04:03] Brick_squad420: kripp OP 
[04:03] khai662: Wow 
[04:03] Dawsonmeister: never lucky Kappa 
[04:03] Crypt135: SeemsGood 
[04:03] Gaudioo: BabyRage I'M GOING SECOND BabyRage 80% OF BAD MATCHUPS 
BabyRage INSANE MANA CURVE BabyRage BAD DRAWS BabyRage 3 FLAMESTRIKES 
BabyRage HOW IS THIS GUY AT ___ WINS?! BabyRage 
[04:03] terraf0rm: NotBad 
[04:03] NA_so_bad: BEST MAGE DECK EVER 
[04:03] hixterya: Missed BM! 
[04:03] swahorse: 15-0 
[04:03] rioisk: top dekt legal 
[04:03] mypasswordispizza: This streamer is looks very gay KappaPride 
[04:03] xStemart: mk 
[04:03] TakeBomb552: 9-0 
[04:03] Lhug: never lucky 
[04:03] John2697: T BabyRage P D E C K 
[04:03] Censuras: He had...what, 5 lethal draws? 
[04:03] skreatureDNB: SCAMMER LUCKY 
[04:03] Robthatman: Your deck is dumb af 
[04:03] skall7: This deck is insane 
[04:03] Fanbito1210: topdick come Kappa 
[04:03] lazy_vaper: violent teacher 
[04:03] Necronomnicon: top decked and wrecked 
[04:03] Carkin_123: KRAY KEN 
[04:03] trogdor6666: CRAYCANS??????? 
[04:03] Vm88: TOP *** 
[04:03] bretw: wait did he win 
[04:03] D_kun1: 12-0 police DatSheffy 
[04:03] CowSalsa: 9-3 
[04:03] Evilovercats: playing around MC tech in 2016 LUL 
[04:03] AzzyDreemurr00: PogChamp 
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[04:03] Ixlior: top deck ftw. 
[04:03] Teik1066: anomDank DANK anomDank DANK anomDank DANK anomDank.. 
[04:03] labanon: krey ken 
[04:03] Chang_chicken: KRAY KEN 
[04:03] Cynikul: KRAYCN 
[04:03] of_no_consequence: crack-en 
[04:03] VeelYo: KREYKEN 
[04:03] Jeff7842_: @H3nriksson, great work detective 
[04:03] Vdevenancio: Kappa Kappa Kappa Kappa Kappa Kappa 
[04:03] ArchonGhosty: Farming golden TriHard 
[04:03] Rebel_Zero: GOOD GAME. MUCH CLOSE. SO LUCK. VERY WIN. 
[04:03] unnamed01: KRAYKAB 
[04:03] SmallishGiraffe: krayken LUL 
[04:03] dWreckCSGO: KRAY KIN 
[04:03] milelongkingkongdong: TriHard " Alright stealing I guess " TriHard " Haven't raped in 
a while, let's try white girls " TriHard " KFC isn't that good but alright " TriHard 
[04:03] spacexploration: RUNESCAPE LUL 
[04:03] NotAGreyFace: DansGame 
[04:03] rakkoz: BabyRage his insane is deck BabyRage 
[04:03] DarkLeo0914: BabyRage NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[04:03] edgarius123: GoldenKappa 
[04:03] PiPeS2001: CRACKEN 
[04:03] Xalziz: !poe 
[04:03] procast5: ANELE ME BOOM ANELE ME SPAM ANELE EU MODS ANELE CAN'T 
ME BAN ANELE 
[04:03] Algonkins: PRESSURE PLATE ? PunchTrees 
[04:03] Conan87x: BabyRage NOT BAD 
[04:03] johnbrokov: PogChamp 
[04:03] Yolocaboose: FAKE COMMENT 
[04:03] superhifive: Top deck! 
[04:03] +Majman_: SELLOUT 
[04:03] zenguu: LUL 
[04:03] MRxSlay3r: DansGame 
[04:03] Vvvorticpro: KRAYKEN 
[04:03] ArcadiusMaddock: why does this deck have 4 boardclears? 
[04:03] xStemart: k 
[04:03] Bardbattle: DansGame 
[04:03] Lindu_Potato: Kappa 
[04:03] Pathora31: ResidentSleeper 
[04:03] samgazm: runescape lol 
[04:03] Puppes: !mobas 
[04:03] PotatoLookingAss: SELLOUT 
[04:03] trihard_spammer: FAKE LMFAO 
[04:03] wheeely: runescape 4Head 
[04:03] watchmemitchie1: SELLOUT ResidentSleeper 
[04:03] Zigman369: PLAY 2007SCAPE 
[04:03] Cherishu: KREY KEUN LUL 
[04:03] Gwamyr: Top deck BabyRage 
[04:03] Hydro1135: @nl_Kripp if he went face and you had PYRO = gg 
[04:03] Guliverv: 0THE BROTHERMAN BILL IS THE BROTHER ON TOP OF THE HILL! 
[04:03] Magery: LUL 
[04:03] lool_vegan123: RUNESCAPE Kreygasm 
[04:03] Gosuninja69: wtf????? 
[04:03] %wowNays: ResidentSleeper 
[04:03] Bytethisx: Kray Can 
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[04:03] dWreckCSGO: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[04:03] Blizzgrarg: TriHard TriHard 
[04:03] skall7: SELLOUT TIME LUL 
[04:03] als_dk: Kappa 
[04:03] candyandee: another sponsored stream PogChamp 
[04:03] Obi_Wan_Cinobi: OpieOP 
[04:03] SmallishGiraffe: haHAA 
[04:03] Mr_Pinea99le: DansGame 
[04:03] MRxSlay3r: haHAA m 
[04:03] Accomplice28: cx cx cx 
[04:03] chanseyop: such boardclears much fire w0w 
[04:03] Zarteke: K RAYYY KENN 
[04:03] IanZero0: noooo 
[04:03] Mistersalty: RUNESCAPE FAGS LUL 
[04:03] FlaminHornet: FailFish 
[04:03] Guliverv: TATATARRARARA 
[04:03] Bardbattle: WutFace 
[04:03] dearths0: Yes! 
[04:03] sealab81: OpieOP 
[04:03] +vSlater: BabyRage Kripparrian: "In Arena it will soon become the best decision 
almost every time to play around nothing and hope you do not get punished for your plays." 
BabyRage 
[04:03] lybolt: PLAY OLDSCHOOL RUNESCAPE 
[04:03] deepthroatingforkripp: S E L L O U T B O Y Z 
[04:03] Aoikoi: ALWAYS GO FACE SMOrc 
[04:03] John2697: RUNESCAPE CHRONICLE DansGame PLAY REAL RUNESCAPE 
PogChamp 
[04:03] trihard_spammer: LOL OBVIOUS FAKE COMMENT 
[04:03] Magery: haHAA m 
[04:03] Halfmanhalfpie: DansGame 
[04:03] Accomplice28: CX CX CX 
[04:03] +jamestavendale: This chat is cancer 
[04:03] JaffaCaker: Insane decks in 2017 BabyRage 
[04:03] Zigman369: 2007SCAPE OR RIOT 
[04:03] iThermite: FailFish FailFish FailFish 
[04:03] Izicklg: Hey can anyone please message me some funny videos? Thanks DalLOVE 
[04:03] escobar5261: SMOrc ME ORC SMOrc ME SPAM SMOrc NO MODS SMOrc NO 
BAN SMOrc 
[04:03] Jope_C: kripp is king he truly is the master of aren play, all hail the Kripparian 
[04:03] Evilovercats: Bank sale! 
[04:03] AlienAshtray: FailFish 
[04:03] HoverDuck: this streamer is look very nerd :/ 
[04:03] phil_collins_fan: haHAA m 
[04:03] CMDRsprinkles: WutFace 
[04:03] ArchonGhosty: LUL 
[04:03] Guliverv: 0THE BROTHERMAN BILL IS THE BROTHER ON TOP OF THE HILL! 
[04:03] Boomz9: @Nl_kripp, good to hear, it's such a good game. 
[04:03] DrDreHotS: LUL fake 
[04:03] ck930065: plz nerf topdeck skill 
[04:03] kisdee_: haHAA m 
[04:03] lool_vegan123: RUNESCAPE Kreygasm kreygasm 
[04:03] spacexploration: FAKE COMMENT LUL 
[04:03] sooijin: FailFish 
[04:03] bubba22plus: Problems in my end Kreygasm 
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[04:03] zomboden: fake 
[04:03] AlexUnknown: 9-3 INC 
[04:03] BrandonofMontreal: Feria *** 
[04:03] Lamadog12: ARSEHOLE FIST 
[04:03] terraf0rm: fake comment 
[04:03] fenizia: KRAYKEN LUL 
[04:03] swahorse: @nl_Kripp Play some Pogs. Got any good slammers??? 
[04:03] Blahmeistah: SELLING RUNE SCIM 29K 
[04:03] xryanthus: 12 win without loose 
[04:03] ANELE_FOBIA: FeelsBadMan WHISPER ME ANYTHING FeelsBadMan WHISPER 
ME ANYTHING FeelsBadMan WHISPER ME ANYTHING 
[04:03] OcCuLtIsM: needs more snipers 
[04:03] Wtfbrolol: OSkomodo my kek is top OSkomodo my lel flows free OSkomodo you 
guessed it right OSkomodo lel kek xD OSkomodo 
[04:03] Yolocaboose: FAKE 
[04:03] Demoncrux: FailFish 
[04:03] MasterA_tv: FAKE 
[04:03] %328685330: LUL FAKE 
[04:03] Conan87x: BabyRage Thats quite good 
[04:03] SNERKerGODT: sodaSO sodaSO sodaSO 
[04:03] maurash: FAKE 
[04:03] Masterkiva: WutFace WutFace WutFace 
[04:03] Beardedtothedeath: RUNESCAPE IN 2016 EleGiggle 
[04:03] Remedrius: WutFace 
[04:03] trihard_spammer: LMFAO OBVIOUS FAKE COMMENT ROFL 
[04:03] Mr_Pinea99le: Kappa 
[04:03] Jithong: fake 4Head 
[04:03] Teik1066: DANK anomDank RUNESCAPE anomDank 
[04:04] filthyweebs: FAKE 4Head 
[04:04] Stalor6: FAKE 
[04:04] Puppes: WutFace 
[04:04] trogdor6666: SAY CRACK NNNNNN 
[04:04] Mcboss64: fake LUL 
[04:04] +TierModuZ: FAKE LUL 
[04:04] sealab81: KappaPride 
[04:04] RSMaxNick: FAKE LUL 
[04:04] Bens2k: FAKE LUL 
[04:04] SilverSteel77: FAKE 
[04:04] ProAtOwning: FAKEEEE 
[04:04] letmestall: purpleFake 
[04:04] sayggplz: vac 
[04:04] codeams: FAKE 
[04:04] %flan_: @nl_kripp <3 
[04:04] HumanProxy: NEVER LUCKY BabyRage 
[04:04] bladeofthewest: FAKE 
[04:04] BrandonofMontreal: Hey there! Are you enjoying this stream? Kevin appreciates the 
support you have given him. Unfortunately the costs of putting on a great show are 
expensive, Kevin would like to continue performing for you. Please donate to his channel for 
as little as 5$ to help Kevin grow the stream 
deIlluminati TBTacoRight 
[04:04] Muyoga: DUNGEON gachiGASM 
[04:04] Faunashaman: FAKE MESSEGE 4Head 
[04:04] KaladinHS: RUNESCAPE? 
[04:04] dWreckCSGO: Welcome to the Cringe Club WutFace. Cringe Fist! 4Head 
[04:04] candyandee: haHAA dem.onic taco *raises spork* i am le penguin of doom haHAA , 
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[04:04] Ness96: KRAY 
[04:04] maurash: TriHard ? 
[04:04] Echoputra: dungeon gachiGASM 
[04:04] Pathora31: SELLOUT DansGame 
[04:04] %welderfire12: Are you done playing HEX? @nl_kripp 
[04:04] Okuzbogan: gachiGASM 
[04:04] Gulmorr: almost messed up LUL 
[04:04] monta974: are the next pewdiepie? 
[04:04] wheeely: DUNGEONEERING 4Head 
[04:04] iHappyB1tch: TriHard 
[04:04] Th3Cursed: LUL 
[04:04] iAlex01: hs copy LUL 
[04:04] +%Enne47: TriHard ? 
[04:04] xryanthus: Waow *** not bas 
[04:04] Wtfbrolol: OSkomodo my kek is top OSkomodo my lel flows free OSkomodo you 
guessed it right OSkomodo lel kek xD OSkomodo . 
[04:04] Romyaw: жопа 
[04:04] Itankarenas: @moof1984, the *** is a "cheque 
[04:04] dearths0: yeah 
[04:04] beebs1244: DUNGEONEERING DansGame 
[04:04] Puppes: !Alright 
[04:04] CNardog: EleGiggle Romania and Soccer EleGiggle Mexico and Soccer EleGiggle 
[04:04] Greystance: forsenGASM DUNGEON 
[04:04] zyly42: RUNESCAPE 
[04:04] wailmers: DUNGEONEERING LUL 
[04:04] ANELE_FOBIA: DansGame KRIPP DansGame IS DansGame MY DansGame 
FAVOURITE DansGame VEGAN DansGame STREAMER 
[04:04] %NeilBeforeMee: Dg LUL 
[04:04] Watsupyouguys: XD KEK LEL LUL 
[04:04] kleinp5715: youtube spotlight DansGame 
[04:04] FlaminHornet: DUNGEON Kreygasm 
[04:04] skreatureDNB: SCAMMER LUCKY PogChamp PogChamp 
[04:04] Draconide: DUNGEONEERING LUL 
[04:04] Ov33: what's his first name? 
[04:04] naseem142: RUNESCAPE LUL 
[04:04] candyandee: haHAA de.monic taco *raises spork* i am le penguin of doom haHAA , 
[04:04] Dannyblazor: TriHard ? 
[04:04] Dubpace: Why is Kripp's stream the only laggy one? 
[04:04] tullius420: how is this garb deck 9 and 0 
[04:04] dosuf: TBTacoLeft deIlluminati TBTacoRight 
[04:04] Jope_C: kripp is king he truly is the master of aren play, all hail the Kripparian 
[04:04] Xalziz: @candyandee, autism haHAA 
[04:04] ipwnoobs93: @nl_kripp what deck tracker do you use, and where do you see the 
card ranking? 
[04:06] stormhound18: Rip 
[04:06] Corporatony: We back 
[04:06] f0xtronic: derruba essaporra 
[04:06] fleetwoodpink2: SAVED 
[04:06] 0_____bignig______0: TriHard 
[04:06] iAlex01: oh LUL LUL 
[04:06] maurash: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:06] rafaeltpaulino: SAVED 
[04:06] Siv7: Saved KappaRoss 
[04:07] lukianares: NotLikeThis NotLikeThis NotLikeThis NotLikeThis No.. 
[04:07] moocowfish73: SAVED 
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[04:07] ummm_l: <3 NEVER LEAVE AGAIn 
[04:07] JaffaCaker: DansGame 
[04:07] hixterya: SAVED 
[04:07] Jithong: KappaRoss 
[04:07] AntzHill: SAVED 

[04:07] Raggerz: ༼ຈ͜لຈ༽ﾉ·︻ ̷┻̿═━一I'VE GOT THE STREAM IN MY SIGHTS. 

[04:07] PiPeS2001: VAC SAVED 
[04:07] Natsu_dono: HE WAS BANNED 
[04:07] the_abonet: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] peppioss: MÅR 
[04:07] jebediah19: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] Mackee33: DONT MESS WITH THE KRIPPDONT MESS WITH THE KRIPP 
[04:07] Sunephef: HES BACK HeyGuys 
[04:07] DelizSeemack: KappaRoss 
[04:07] themanwiththestupidname: !uptime 
[04:07] Treozukek: What happened? 
[04:07] Boomz9: SAVED 
[04:07] Dr_Spread: SAVED 
[04:07] gmj2772: Chant worked :D 
[04:07] chrisemery618: SAVED 
[04:07] Mackee33: v 
[04:07] maurash: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] thalSAYder: 9-1 
[04:07] yaboydanny: KEEP SAYING RIP TO CONFUSE KRIPP PogChamp 
[04:07] luffzorsan: DDOS DDOS 
[04:07] codeams: SAVED 
[04:07] Cratharsis: SAVED Kreygasm 
[04:07] bretw: SAVED 
[04:07] Eeeeeeeeen: HeyGuys 
[04:07] Mackee33: DONT MESS WITH THE KRIPP 
[04:07] sealab81: QUICKIE WITH RANIA Kreygasm 
[04:07] iAlex01: oh LUL 
[04:07] Flammegon: !youtube 
[04:07] Zarteke: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] cn_jordansun: ? 
[04:07] Bshave: Comeback 
[04:07] Vvvorticpro: ME DITTO (ditto) ME DANCE (ditto) NO MODS (ditto) NO BAN (ditto) 
[04:07] BeUnbound: Small rip 
[04:07] Chang_chicken: PORNHUB SHOWED 
[04:07] +Thunderkleize: KappaHD B) 
[04:07] Natsu_dono: WTF 
[04:07] Mystagin: SAVED 
[04:07] Puppes: BACK <3 
[04:07] rip_krip: SAVED 
[04:07] Doubletapm4a1: HACKS 
[04:07] sajochiu: what 
[04:07] Mackee33: v 
[04:07] dacr0w: Wew lads 
[04:07] maurash: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] ZackEche: REPORT BAN 
[04:07] Venrail: SAVED 
[04:07] igfurlan: k RIP p Kappa 
[04:07] f0xtronic: kripp eh anonymous 
[04:07] chrisemery618: TOP DECK SAVED 
[04:07] toxikelit3: FeelsBadMan THIS USED TO BE AN OFFLINE STREAM FeelsBadMan 
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[04:07] Doubletapm4a1: HAX 
[04:07] xxx_billy_hacks_xxx: No funnel cakes 
[04:07] fruitwhiskey: WASNT NUKED 
[04:07] skuke08: panicBasket panicBasket panicBasket panicBasket pa.. 
[04:07] Stenta: Stream Jesus 
[04:07] @%ZestyCow: REFRESH 
[04:07] RawrKaleb: KappaRoss 
[04:07] GelbinKappa: KappaRoss 
[04:07] yaboydanny: RIP 
[04:07] spacexploration: LUL 
[04:07] XxJohn_PedroxX: wtf 
[04:07] drmaxie: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] kleinp5715: SAVED KappRoss 
[04:07] Halfmanhalfpie: VEGAN SAVED FeelsGoodMan 
[04:07] Cepharius: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] XxRAMON95xX: SAVED 
[04:07] BrandonofMontreal: vegan Internet 
[04:07] Flammegon: !snipe 
[04:07] necrosis627: @Bigbadwoodoo, VoHiYo 
[04:07] MetaFace: BACK IN BLACK TriHard 
[04:07] ShovelFu: riPepperonis Ripperino Kripperino riPepperonis 
[04:07] terraf0rm: rip twitch 
[04:07] tennate: WutFace 
[04:07] sergiuslt: NICE ANTISNIPING SOFTWARE LUL 
[04:07] Sttorm200: BACK PogChamp 
[04:07] Thecrims0nfcker: NOW WE panicBasket BibleThump 
[04:07] maurash: SAVED KappaRoss 
[04:07] Paster_of_Muppets__: LUL GO WATCH HAND EGG LUL 
[04:07] %rtravis28: SAVED 
[04:07] BeUnbound: Wooow 
[04:07] @%ZestyCow: REFRESH 
[04:07] zaktan567: savdd 
[04:07] Debigbos: PRERECORDED 
[04:07] Vincentiosi: DDOS 
[04:07] DiegoAprile: ded 
[04:07] Hydro1135: DDOS AGAIN 
[04:07] bladeofthewest: RUINED 
[04:07] intruder100: STOP 
[04:07] sxpbro: panicBasket 
[04:07] @%ZestyCow: REFRESH 
[04:07] kkiritokun: WTF 
[04:07] Asleepinoregon: value 
[04:07] zyly42: ARCHEAGE DDOS 
[04:07] Pvprage49: RIP 
[04:07] +jamestavendale: CALM DOWN EVERYONE 
[04:07] f0xtronic: KRIPP ANONYMOUS 
[04:07] Corporatony: RUINED 
[04:07] Yang_Sunny: RIPPERINO 
[04:07] Pathora31: RIP 
[04:07] imperator65: BionicBunion 
[04:07] Tolgalol: lul 
[04:07] curtjmac: ANOTHA ONE 
[04:07] dacr0w: WutFace 
[04:07] PSYCHOOOO_O: F5 
[04:07] Arkasha_42: AMPEnergy AMPEnergy AMPEnergyCherry AMPEnergy AMPE.. 
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[04:07] Jithong: WutFace 
[04:07] Frodans_Boyfriend: DDOS 
[04:07] codeams: WTF LAG 
[04:07] Mesko_: WutFace ARCHAGE DDOS WutFace ... 
[04:07] Fury670: Fuuuuucckkk 
[04:07] Amazingarby: DansGame 
[04:07] Mgl01: rip again lol 
[04:07] Bryndleson: KRIPP IN PEACE 
[04:07] sxpbro: SAVED 
[04:07] memeluver2010: ddosed 
[04:07] Sushi_TacoFiesta: FeelsBadMan SAVED FeelsBadMan 
[04:07] johnbrokov: DDOS REKT 
[04:07] rafaeltpaulino: *** 
[04:07] Burntpeach: Sell out 
[04:07] Boomz9: DDOS 
[04:07] SpiderAbuser: СУКА БЛЯТЬ 
[04:07] Mtndrew98: Rip 
[04:07] Competere: deIlluminati deIlluminati deIlluminati 
[04:07] Leaguechamp: DDOS! 
[04:07] lazarus93390: Riiip 
[04:07] yaboydanny: KEEP SAYING RIP TO CONFUSE KRIPP PogChamp ... 
[04:07] spacexploration: LAGG 
[04:07] tardedaresupermodsre: TRUMP DDOS 
[04:07] Cratharsis: LAG 
[04:07] Tolgalol: Trollarian 
[04:07] Thefishyswa: Bad play 
[04:07] AlienAshtray: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:07] Zarteke: WutFace 
[04:07] drmaxie: HES STILL HERE IDIOTS 
[04:07] ttkbacc: Rip 
[04:07] why0002: WutFace 
[04:07] Frodans_Boyfriend: rip 
[04:07] Vvvorticpro: ME DITTO (ditto) ME DANCE (ditto) NO MODS (ditto) NO BAN (ditto) . 
[04:07] oihh: WutFace 
[04:07] Faunashaman: KappaRoss DON'T WORRY CHAT, OUR LORD SAVED US 
KappaRoss 
[04:07] Mesko_: WutFace ARCHAGE DDOS WutFace 
[04:07] ZackEche: KRIPPORN 
[04:07] zomboden: panicBasket 
[04:07] 1995tim: WutFace 
[04:07] JaffaCaker: WutFace happing again 
[04:07] hartham: WutFace 
[04:07] highfai: Lol again rip 
[04:07] Incogneat0: This streamer is look very nerd :) 
[04:07] cman1554: ARCHAGE LMAO 
[04:07] DiegoAprile: DDOS 
[04:07] XxsuhaibxX: RIP 
[04:07] naseem142: WutFace 
[04:07] unclelucas: Kappa DONT Kappa MIND Kappa ME Kappa IM Kappa JUST Kappa 
FARMING Kappa THE Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa 
[04:07] Flammegon: LAG 
[04:07] Soujyuken: never refresh BibleThump 
[04:07] RawrKaleb: lag 
[04:07] @%ZestyCow: REFRESH 
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[04:07] CassieRose: PRERECORDED 
[04:07] +KvotheReshi: Can anyone resub? 
[04:07] Puppes: !whatthefuck 
[04:07] yaboydanny: RIP 
[04:07] necrosis627: SELLOUT WutFace 
[04:07] jlouie1: Rip 
[04:07] zenguu: sure Kappa 
[04:07] StarPlatinum96: WTF 
[04:07] ANELE_FOBIA: LUL 
[04:07] Rali000: WutFace 
[04:07] RamonFariasR: RIP 
[04:07] death7511: KAPOW 
[04:07] trytorollandburnthis: DansGame DansGame DansGame DansGame 
[04:07] Hobo43: mine never even crashed wtf 
[04:07] bakaTSUz: GOGO TURKO, BEST TURKO BR 
[04:07] Mapswait: Anotha 1 
[04:07] PSYCHOOOO_O: F5 F5 F5 
[04:07] capitansacowea1232: WTF HAPPEN? 
[04:07] labanon: Kappa 
[04:07] imperator65: KAPOW 

[04:07] jelly_dog: RIP stream x2 😭 
[04:07] Dowan_TV: WutFace 
[04:07] sajochiu: wtf 
[04:07] X5or6: WEW 
[04:07] Thedirtyhippie: its SUPER PAY TO WIN 
[04:07] phil_collins_fan: this streamer is look very DDOS :/ 
[04:07] kkiritokun: SURE LUL 
[04:07] yaboydanny: KEEP SAYING RIP TO CONFUSE KRIPP PogChamp .. 
[04:07] Dethpotat: I have to watch ads again because of ddos DansGame 
[04:07] ClickMeOk: SELLOUT 
[04:07] albasha91: Wtf 
[04:07] sentientpillowcase: BibleThump BibleThump 
[04:07] Classymess: Offline 
[04:07] Corporatony: KRIPP IN PEPPERONIS 
[04:07] Zethyr: LUL 
[04:07] PSYCHOOOO_O: F5 F5 F5 F5 F5 
[04:07] Lohtric: LUL 
[04:07] +jamestavendale: ITS GONNA BW ALRIGHT 
[04:07] Rali000: panicBasket 
[04:07] matypared: WutFace WutFace WutFace 
[04:07] iTzPuls3: KappaRoss saved 
[04:07] Obi_Wan_Cinobi: yea, ok Kappa 
[04:07] f0xtronic: nobody knows what you're talking about 
[04:07] imperator65: VaultBoy 
[04:07] greyhoodalex: Damn.... He went offline again... 
[04:07] Zeshibot: LUL 
[04:07] ellocopepe96: PRERECORDED BOYS 
[04:07] shusheicigano: Kappa 
[04:07] ttkbacc: Lllsaaaasg 
[04:07] naseem142: Kappa 
[04:07] +alexalogia: Kappa 
[04:07] Frodans_Boyfriend: LAAAAAAAAAGGGG 
[04:07] death7511: KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW 
KA.. 
[04:07] BenHW: im still up mangoW 
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[04:07] YoungD36: SELLOUT 
[04:07] uselax: FailFish 
[04:07] %severed_sausage: yay!!!!! 
[04:07] ermacfly: rip 
[04:07] iAlex01: yeah right LUL 
[04:07] DelizSeemack: ArcheAge is 99% P2W. 
[04:07] yaboydanny: q KEEP SAYING RIP TO CONFUSE KRIPP PogChamp 
[04:07] kanyebest94: MY CHAT EXPERIENCE 
[04:07] natpagles: Wtf this nig 
[04:07] Siv7: Kappa 
[04:07] Thakomal: PRERECORDED 
[04:07] Neetrex: FLUTE GUY 
[04:07] rip_krip: IT froze for me 
[04:07] trihard_spammer: Kappa 
[04:07] achttausendbass: great, more ads after refresh Kappa 
[04:07] necrosis627: Kappa 
[04:07] Draconide: @Nl_kripp, Played ArcheAge until lvl 15 off stream PogChamp 
[04:07] memeluver2010: its all pay to win 
[04:07] PSYCHOOOO_O: F5 F5 F5 F5 
[04:07] imperator65: AMPEnergyCherry 
[04:07] %mortredf: SELLOUT DansGame 
[04:07] CharlieScene44: i played 2-3 arena now, im pro 
[04:07] WeWillBuryYou: they 
[04:07] Treozukek: What happened...? 
[04:07] LimeEmil26: MIC MUTED 
[04:07] Frodans_Boyfriend: RIP DDOS LAG 
[04:07] spacexploration: 3 VIEWERS LUL 
[04:07] imperator65: AMPEnergy 
[04:07] PimpAbra: please kripp come back 
[04:07] keepitrealez: PRERECORDED 
[04:07] %328685330: LUL SELLOUT 
[04:07] BeUnbound: Twitch is having a seizure 
[04:07] +%Enne47: did kripp even notice ? LUL 
[04:07] WeWillBuryYou: theyy 
[04:07] imperator65: AMPEnergyCherry AMPEnergyCherry AMPEnergy AMPEnerg.. 
[04:07] chanruijia: No stream for u 
[04:07] f0xtronic: krippdead 
[04:07] Puppes: WutFace RNG 
[04:07] Broski_Lebowski: SAP LUL 
[04:07] Thakomal: YOUTUBE VIDEO PART 2 
[04:07] kanyebest94: RIP 
[04:07] death7511: KAPOW KAPOW KAPOW 
[04:07] Flammegon: LUL 
[04:07] PSYCHOOOO_O: F5 F5 F5 
[04:07] Senyavin: this is our stream gypsy 
[04:07] * FiddyKiddler_ FeelsGoodMan I'M STILL GOOD FeelsGoodMan 
[04:07] 0_____bignig______0: AMPEnergyCherry 
[04:07] +jamestavendale: KappaHD 
[04:07] Brick_squad420: WHO ARE YOU AND WHAT DID YOU DO TO THE REAL 
KRIPP?? 
[04:07] DiiAmOnD__NaGA_WTF_TwiTcH: k 
[04:07] Mgl01: @nl_kripp u just riped again wtf 
[04:07] Colebearpig: WutFace 
[04:07] Sushi_TacoFiesta: Kappa GOLDEN Kappa KAPPA Kappa FARMING Kappa 
[04:07] Evilovercats: archage devs ddossing stream FeelsBadMan 
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[04:07] Flukzie: PRERECORDED LOL 
[04:07] Vvvorticpro: ME DITTO (ditto) ME DANCE (ditto) NO MODS (ditto) NO BAN (ditto) 
[04:07] imperator65: BCouch OSkomodo OSsloth KappaWealth PeteZaroll Pet.. 
[04:07] %N3fer: NOT P2W LUL ARCHEAGE LUL 
[04:07] JaffaCaker: Offline in 2016 LUL 
[04:07] f0xtronic: sap sap sap sap sap sap sap 
[04:07] Aayronn: 3 viewers rekt 
[04:07] Rodarte_14: what happen 
[04:07] Generalguide: The problem with the Video was that you presented it as a review 
when it was sponsored content @Nl_kripp 
[04:08] rip_krip: LAGGG 
[04:08] yaboydanny: RIP 
[04:08] Incogneat0: Kappa 
[04:08] death7511: deIlluminati deIlluminati deIlluminati 
[04:08] dacr0w: TriHard ? 
[04:08] Domnomnomm: Labor points LUL 
[04:08] darkspawnxp: this is my day when everyone recognize me in tha chat 
[04:08] Cerberus_hs: Kappa 
[04:08] DrifttotheKing: Kappa chino 
[04:08] GarniieR: É O TURKO DA SPORTV? É O TURKO DA SPORTV? É O TURK.. 
[04:08] f0xtronic: ok 
[04:08] brutaliusd: LUL 
[04:08] StarPlatinum96: RIP 
[04:08] jebediah19: TriHard 
[04:08] R_a_X: EleGiggle ARMS EleGiggle DISAPPEAR EleGiggle TOPDECK EleGiggle IS 
EleGiggle NEAR EleGiggle 
[04:08] EDL666: @nl_kripp wtf happened just there??? 
[04:08] %northtexas806: g 
[04:08] happypen5: what game 
[04:08] %gantorf: KappaPride THIS KappaPride IS KappaPride MY KappaPride FAVOURITE 
KappaPride GAY KappaPride CHAT KappaPride 
[04:08] Thakomal: PART 2 PRERECORDED 
[04:08] keepitrealez: PRERECORDED LOL 
[04:08] Marxman09: deIlluminati deIlluminati 
[04:08] gr4ndtheftauto: labor pots SeemsGood 
[04:08] MDSHOOTA: 3 viewers hype 
[04:08] iAlex01: sure kripp LUL 
[04:08] malbec157: TriHard 
[04:08] kanyebest94: RIPPERINO KRIPPEEINO 
[04:08] Maxwelljrj: JKanStyle BCWarrior CougarHunt BCWarrior MrDestruc.. 
[04:08] AlienAshtray: LUL 
[04:08] Gliscore: TriHard 
[04:08] necrosis627: TriHard Labor TriHard 
[04:08] bakaTSUz: GOGO TURKO, BEST TURKO BR 
[04:08] GarniieR: É O TURKO DA SPORTV? É O TURKO DA SPORTV? 
[04:08] G4dd1: shut up SELLOUT 
[04:08] Zenseii007: @nl_Kripp Sup m8 , how is life <3 
[04:08] Theawesomepreda: lirikRIP lirikRIP lirikRIP lirikRIP lirikRIP lirik.. 
[04:08] L3GIT_PENGUIN: SELLOUT 
[04:08] iAlex01: sure kripp LUL LUL 
[04:08] toxikelit3: 3 VIEWERS PogChamp 
[04:08] Puppes: !gay 
[04:08] rafaeltpaulino: P2W LUL 
[04:08] jebediah19: TriHard LABOR TriHard 
[04:08] hixterya: !onred 
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[04:08] %* Onred hixterya, I love you <3 FeelsGoodMan 
[04:08] FlaminHornet: PJSalt FrankerZ 
[04:08] kkiritokun: PJSalt DOG 
[04:08] JaffaCaker: LUL 
[04:08] marcelhearne: MingLee 
[04:08] Debigbos: P2W 
[04:08] spacexploration: STOP SELLING OUT.......... 
[04:08] SubDemon: TriHard o7 
[04:08] Mapswait: xD 
[04:08] Mystagin: Combo PogChamp 
[04:08] Blizzgrarg: FREE LABOR TriHard 
[04:08] f0xtronic: nasty 
[04:08] Coreydev: so much value 
[04:08] bladeofthewest: TriHard 
[04:08] Theawesomepreda: lirikRIP lirikRIP lirikRIP 
[04:08] %McD_420McNuggets: why chat hate black people 
[04:08] Trelelelinator: Salty Kripp 
[04:08] Ynnugynnug: TriHard WELFARE TriHard Cx 
[04:08] Boomz9: REKT 
[04:08] floredon: does nl_Kripp ever go 0-3 in Arena anymore? 
[04:08] Thakomal: PART 2 PRERECORDED VIDEOS 
[04:08] DiegoAprile: 3K VIEWERS 
[04:08] Zigman369: PJSalt FrankerZ 
[04:08] LimeEmil26: !imgay 
[04:08] GarniieR: É O TURKO DA SPORTV? É O TURKO DA SPORTV? 
[04:08] R_a_X: EleGiggle ARMS EleGiggle DISAPPEAR EleGiggle TOPDECK EleGiggle IS 
EleGiggle NEAR EleGiggle 
[04:08] edgarius123: VAMOS FUNES MORI PogChamp 
[04:08] +%jinstar486: AA is dead. stop talking about it 
[04:08] rakkoz: PJSalt FrankerZ 
[04:08] Dirvenstylez: @nl_kripp why don't you play some rschronicle after this arena run? 
[04:08] %lollermittens: RESTART THE STREAM SwiftRage RESTART THE STREAM 
SwiftRage 
[04:08] uselax: FREE LABOR TriHard 
[04:08] zelu166: kurwa 
[04:08] SpenceDogg: Lag 
[04:08] Cepharius: !gay 
[04:08] SuperMattyClark: rip 

[04:08] HarleenQuinzel88: @nl_kripp thanks for being awesome and Canadian 😎 
[04:08] Blizzgrarg: MORE LABOR TriHard 
[04:08] Eyegleam: did he show his vagina? 
[04:08] Ibatnet: lol 
[04:08] Zarteke: SO ITS P2W THEN? 
[04:08] Flammegon: §GAYCHAT 
[04:08] DrifttotheKing: hdgvb 
[04:08] Vvvorticpro: ME DITTO (ditto) ME DANCE (ditto) NO MODS (ditto) NO BAN (ditto) . 
[04:08] grammy33: ANELE 
[04:08] Aayronn: from 3 to 3k WOW 
[04:08] tardedaresupermodsre: BabyRage 
[04:08] DiegoAprile: !k 
[04:08] cman1554: $$$$$$$$$$ 
[04:08] Crimson2003: 3K viewers LUL 
 


